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Abstract
This work is focused on the study of two dierent systems of thin polymeric lms.
In the rst place, the viscoelastic response of multilayer polymeric lms (sandwiches) of
linear low-density polyethylene (LLDPE) and ethylene vinyl alcohol (EVOH) copolymer
has been experimentally analyzed through dynamic mechanical analysis. We propose
an equation to predict the mechanical response of the sandwich lms from the data
experimentally obtained for the monomaterial lms. The equation is a mixing rule
based on the hypothesis that the layers independently contribute to the nal response
and that there are no interfacial eects. The predictive character of the equation
permits us to conclude that the response of the sandwich does not signicantly depend
on the individual layer thickness but only on the volume fraction of the EVOH in the
system. More important, we nd a strong sensitivity of the response to the processing
conditions, which we quantitatively describe.
Based on the previous analysis, we have additionally proposed a more mesoscopic
model for the viscoelastic response of the solid LLDPE and EVOH lms and sandwiches.
The model is formally a Generalized Maxwell (GM) model, which corresponds to a
mechanical analog of the complex response of the material. The tting of the model
to the viscoelastic response for dierent temperatures allows us to obtain information
on the spectra of relaxation times, which, to some extend, bear information on the
microscopic structure of the system. In the rst place, we have compared the spectra
of bars and lms of pure components, to see what is the eect of the processing in
the individual spectrum of relaxation-times when passing from bars to lms. We have
also compared the response of the sandwich lms with the one of the pure lms, in
agreement with the mixing rule previously described. We have checked that properly
mixing the spectra of the pure lms we recover the observed spectra for the sandwiches
and tried to infer specic features of sandwiches. In particular, due to the fact that the
GM model was unable to produce a good tting of the experimental data and due to
the assumed non-equilibrium conformation of the samples because of the processing, we
have developed from scratch a nonlinear correction to the viscoelastic response, in the
spirit of Eyring theory. This development includes the calculation of the corrections but
also the identication of the physically relevant form of the corrections to the storage
and loss moduli. With the addition of the nonlinear corrections, we nd a quantitative
ii
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very good agreement with the experimental data. The spectra of the corrective terms
are dicult to interprete, but at least indicate us which modes are mostly aected by
the processing, due to the fact that these corrections are not required for materials
processed in bars.
Finally, we have also studied a completely dierent system, with completely dier-
ent techniques. This second system studied consists of lms of sphere-forming diblock
copolymers under external inuences. Using mesoscale simulations based on the Otha-
Kawasaky theory, which, has its roots on the Cahn-Hilliard theory of spinodal decom-
position, we investigate the structure of sphere-forming diblock copolymers in thin lms
on chemically patterned surfaces. The numerical implementation of the technique on a
lattice system is referred to as Cell Dynamics Simulation (CDS). CDS allows us to ana-
lyze events whose time-scale is too long to be described by classical molecular dynamics
simulations. Hence, using 3-Dimensional CDS we demonstrate that on patterned sur-
faces, in the form of chemically attractive parallel stripes, arrays of spherical domains,
with long-range order, can be obtained. However, this long-range order depends on the
commensurability of the structure with both the band periodicity and slit thickness.
The analysis indicates that there exists an inherent simplicity in the system due to the
fact that its behavior seems to depend upon one single length d, which characterizes
the distance between spherical domains. The comparison of the simulation results with
experimental data shows an almost quantitative agreement between both, if the char-
acteristic distance between mesophases, d, is used as the only scale. Furthermore, we
show that the proper selection of the band periodicity and, consequently, of the lm
thickness, permits the system to switch from a hexagonal packing to a body-centered
orthohedron. Therefore, we show a way to control the formation of long-range ordered
structures of dierent types in this kind of systems.
iii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Polymers are widely used since their abrupt irruption in the middle of the 20th century,
mainly because of the easy processability and attractive mechanical properties. As
versatile materials, they can exhibit a wide range of properties such as rigidity or
exibility, ductility, elasticity, lightness as well as interesting optical and transport
properties. Therefore, they are used not only in the development of new technologies,
but also in our daily life, in which they have become indispensable materials. Current
uses range from packaging and coating to textile, structural materials, electronic and
medical devices as prostheses, among an innumerable quantity of applications.
Polymers can be processed in multiple ways and one of the most common formats
are thin lms, which are present also in a vast range of applications. Moreover, due
to the rich variety of phenomena taking place in thin lms as compared to the bulk,
the description and comprehension of the underlying physics of that kind of systems is
considered a research eld itself. A complex interplay between the molecular structure,
the processing, and the system geometry is what ultimately determines the performance
of thin polymeric lms. A good knowledge of the latter factors would allow designing
an optimized manufacturing process to obtain materials with characteristics specically
oriented to the nal application requirements. Additionally, the optimization of the
design and the processes should allow the reduction of the consumption of raw materials
and energy, which is one of the main goals of the industry nowadays.
In the present work, we focus our interest on two rather dierent types of polymer
lms that, correspondingly, are used for quite dierent applications. These are, in the
rst place, solid polymer lms oriented towards more ecient packaging applications.
1
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction
In the second place, lms of sphere-forming block copolymers, with the aim put on
nanotechnology applications. Due to their dierent nature and objective, a dierent
methodology has been applied in each case. Despite of being rather dierent systems,
both of them share the common characteristic of being aected by the connement,
and our nal purpose, then, is to get a better knowledge on the basic consequences of
the constraints imposed to the systems by the connement.
First of all, there is a constantly increasing demand of polymeric lms with enhanced
properties for packaging. Conventionally, monolayer lms and coextruded polymer lms
have been provided by the plastic industry for this purpose. The coextruded lms con-
sist of, at least, two dierent polymers, with dierent properties that one wishes to
combine, which are extruded together giving lms with 3 to 9 layers. These coextruded
lms present improved but also tailored properties as compared with monolayer lms.
However, it has been observed that if the thickness of each layer is reduced two or
three orders of magnitude, through the so-called multilayer technology, further options
for dierentiation in the performance of the material exist. The multilayer technology
consists of the conventional coextrusion unit followed by a series of multiplying die
elements, giving rise to a forced-assembly of stacks of layers that can contain from four
to thousands of individual layers85,103. The key technical hypothesis is that multilayer
lms can yield eective properties that are notably dierent from those of the pure con-
stituents. Such an eect is related to internal structural changes that can be attributed
either to the connement of the polymer chains, the constrained growth of microscopic
crystalline structures, the incidence of the interface between species, and the inuence
of the processing conditions, among others. The understanding of the role played by all
these elements would allow a design of multilayer lms, with new tailored properties,
by modifying their architecture through the combination of dierent kind of polymers,
the composition ratio between them, the number of layers and their thicknesses, as well
as the ow conditions during their fabrication.
Up to date, the research on multilayer lms has been approached mainly from
the experimental side, particularly by characterizations of the morphology and the
properties of the systems11,12,56,59,85,93,99,115,134. However, little has been done with
regard to the theoretical description of their mechanical properties. Here, we will
approach this general problem by using data of an observable mechanical property
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3(macroscopic), namely, the linear viscoelasticity. The analysis of this property will lead
us to a certain knowledge of the internal mophology (microscopic) of sandwich lms
obtained by means of the modeling of the properties.
The systems, whose linear viscoelastic properties are studied in this work, are func-
tional multilayer lms of ethylene vinyl alcohol copolymer (EVOH) embedded in linear
low-density polyethylene (LLDPE), with dierent relative compositions of the con-
stituents and dierent overall lm thicknesses. Particularly, these two specic poly-
mers are chosen because they are commonly combined in food packaging applications.
LLDPE is a ductile and tough material that shows excellent structural properties such
as sealability, tear and impact resistance, as well as good optical properties and mois-
ture resistance. In turn, EVOH is a widely used material for its excellent properties
as gas barrier and resistance to organic molecules55. This latter material has higher
elastic modulus and is less tough and ductile than LLDPE.
The microscopic structural changes experienced by multilayer lms are mainly re-
lated to the hindered growth of the three-dimensional isotropic spherulites, which
semicrystalline polymers, such as LLDPE and EVOH, develop in bulk43. Lamellae
are plate-like crystals of polymer formed by the wiggling of the chains, forming parallel
segments of the order of 100 monomers. In a bulky material, these lamellae grow into
the aforementioned suprastructures named spherulites. Under connement the lamel-
lae adopt a dierent organization giving rise to much more microscopically anisotropic
material, giving rise to discoids (or attened spherulites) or single lamellae crystals,
instead of spherulites, as a result of decreasing the system thickness down to the micro-
or nanometer scale1,25,87,92. These changes have an eect on the viscoelastic properties
and can be detected when comparing the relaxation response between bulky polymers
and thin lms. Experimentally, dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) is used, among
others, to study relaxation properties17,18. In particular, DMA is very sensitive to the
motions of dierent segments of polymer chains and it is a good tool to detect dy-
namic transitions in solid polymers72,84. Regarding these transitions, in general one
can distinguish between the glass transition, which involves motions of relatively large
segments of the polymer chain, and secondary transitions, which occur, in contrast, due
to more localized motions. Hence, the observation of the transitions provides details
on the inuence of the polymer structure on the thermo-mechanical behavior of the
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system. This is due to the fact that the molecular motions, activated when passing
through a transition, aect the overall mechanical and physical properties70. In our
work, the linear-viscoelastic behavior is evaluated through DMA in a wide range of tem-
peratures of practical use, for both, pure LLDPE and EVOH in compression moulded
bars, monomaterial lms of the same components, and multilayer LLDPE/EVOH lms
of dierent layer thicknesses.
The most interesting feature encountered during the analysis of the multilayer lms
is that their viscoelastic behavior can be directly related to the ones of pure LLDPE
and EVOH constituents, through a simple mixing rule, despite the complexity of the
viscoelastic response. Having a model for the response of the multilayer lm has brought
us to the second interesting, i.e. that the miximg rule can only be used when the
processing conditions for the lms of pure components and sandwich are the same
(same extruding unit and draw ratio). Evidently, the extra knowledge introduced by
the model allows us to state that the processing conditions are strongly modifying the
response of lms through signicant microscopic structural changes. We also come
to the conclusion that for, the systems under study, the inuence of the processing
conditions is by far more relevant than the eects due to the connement or interfaces
between the two polymer species.
Beyond the statement of the mixing rule, we have also attempted the analysis
of the properties of these systems through the application of a viscoelastic model to
be tted to the experimental data. The spectrum of relaxation-times obtained as a
result of this t brings additional information of rather microscopic origin, which is
interesting by itself. Mechanical analogs have been traditionally used to build the
necessary viscoelastic models. For example, one nds in the specialized textbooks
the simple Maxwell and Kelivn-Voigt models. However, one also nds multi-element
models, which try to capture the viscoelastic response in a more realistic way. These
latter models are based on the hypothesis that the mechanical response can be described
as a superposition of elements each with their own characteristic relaxation-time137.
In this work we have chosen the multi-elements approach, in the form of the so-
called Generalized Maxwell model (GM), because it better suits the complexity of the
response of our semicrystalline materials when cast into bars, i.e., as bulk materials.
This model depicts very well their viscoelastic response for the temperatures studied.
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5For the case of thin lms, however, the GM model has revealed unable to properly
describe their viscoelastic behavior. We attribute this fact to the signicant structural
changes that lms undergo during the processing of the experimental samples used in
this study. To overcome such drawback, we have proposed to add non-linear corrections
to the model of the mechanical response, and develop the theory associated to this
new perspective. Then, a satisfactory tting is obtained. The type of non-linearity
introduced is contained in the Eyring theory. Typically, the Eyring viscosity has been
used to describe the hardening of the polymers when they approximate the yield point.
We consider that the stretching eect that the processing conditions confer to the
amorphous parts of the lms, when thinner lms are manufactured, could be assimilated
to the behavior of polymers close to the yield. The mesoscopic analysis in terms of the
Generalized Maxwell model, including the non-linear corrections, permits us to identify
the particular features underlying the particular behavior of our lms and sandwiches.
Moreover, the mixing rule has been used to compare the spectra calculated using the
spectra of pure constituents, with the ones directly obtained from experimental storage
and loss moduli. The breakdown of the superposition can be seen as the onset of
genuine properties due to the connement of the layers or due to the interfaces.
With regard to the second study in this thesis, block copolymer lms (BCP) are
considered systems with potential applications in nanotechnology, which range from
semiconductors, nanopatterned surfaces, nanocrystals with exotic optoelectronic prop-
erties, to functional foods and pharmacological products36,47,94. The most relevant
feature of these materials is their capacity of self-assemble giving rise to domains of
dierent composition of a nanometric size. These domains arrange in space in dierent
morphologies and geometries, which can reach sizes of 10-100nm, otherwise dicult to
achieve with conventional techniques. Nevertheless, a long-range order of the domains,
hard to obtain naturally, is needed in order to pave large areas with regular arrays as
it is required in the applications. Hence, the work presented here is motivated by the
need of understanding the complexity of the arrangements that spherical nanodomains
can produce when diblock-copolymers self-assemble onto a chemically patterned sub-
strate. This guiding technique has been proven to be eective for lamellae or cylinder
forming BCP. In the case of spheres, it is more challenging because of the higher degree
of discontinuity of the morphology. Therefore, our study is focused on investigating the
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6 Chapter 1. Introduction
eectiveness of a strip-patterned surface to modify the ordering of spherical domains
in a thin lm. We analyze the eect of the of characteristics of the pattern together
with the role of the total thickness of the lms on the resulting structure.
The methodology used for such an analysis is a coarse-grained description within
the so-called Cell Dynamics Simulation (CDS). The free-energy functional responsi-
ble for the thermodynamic force used in CDS, formally resembles a Grinzburg-Landau
functional, plus a long-range contribution that accounts for the chain connectivity.
From the free-energy functional a diusive dynamics can be constructed in the spirit
of the Cahn-Hilliard-Cook equation91 for systems with a conserved order parameter.
This coarse-grained level of description, with no explicit reference to microscopic de-
tails, allows us to describe the microphase separation phenomena in systems whose
dimensions are comparable with the ones experimentally addressed. More microscopi-
cally rich descriptions, like molecular dynamics simulations, are hampered by its heave
computational requirements, which limit the aordable sizes and times to be described
within this framework.
Thus, using three-dimensional CDS we have found very good agreement with experi-
ments in sphere-forming BCP systems, always that one uses the characteristic distance
between domains as the scale for comparison. Going further we found that, with a
proper selection of the pattern design, in terms of band periodicity, as well as of the
lm thickness, we can create well-order arrays of spherical domains with two dierent
types of packing, namely, hexagonal or body-centered orthohedra. Therefore, we sug-
gest a way to control the formation and morfology of long-ranged ordered structures of
dierent types in this kind of systems.
The thesis is organized in two parts, each corresponding to one of the two systems
mentioned above. The rst part, related to the multilayer lms, comprises Chapter 2, in
which the description of the viscoelastic behavior of lms is addressed, and Chapter 3,
where we analize the spectra of relaxation-times, ultimately to infer microscopic prop-
erties. It is worth mentioning that the systems studied are industrial products and,
therefore, are directly applicable, far from having only an academic interest. Hence
these systems have eventually shown an inherent complexity, which will become ap-
parent along Chapters 2 and 3. The second part is devoted to the study of the block
copolymers and contains only Chapter 4. Finally, in Chapter 5, the main conclusions
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7of the thesis are summarized and the main lines for future work are presented.
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Chapter 2
Viscoelastic response of
multilayer lms
Synopsis
In this chapter we will analyze the data of multilayer systems of LLDPE and EVOH
polymers. The viscoelastic response of multilayer polymeric lms (sandwiches) of lin-
ear low-density polyethylene (LLDPE) and ethylene vinyl alcohol (EVOH) copolymer
has been experimentally analyzed. We propose an equation to predict the mechanical
response of the sandwich lms from the data experimentally obtained for the mono-
material lms. The equation is based on the hypothesis that the layers independently
contribute to the nal response and that there are no interfacial eects. The predictive
character of the equation permits us to conclude that the response of the sandwich does
not signicantly depend on the individual layer thickness but only on the volume frac-
tion of the EVOH in the system. More important, we nd a strong sensitivity of the
response to the processing conditions, which we quantitatively describe.
9
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lms
2.1 Introduction
One of the major applications of polymers in common consumer goods is packaging.
Particularly plastic packages play a crucial role in the food industry because the plastic
properties signicantly aect the transport of light, oxygen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide
or water, the growth of microorganisms, the shelf life, and the quality of the products
when at the hand of the nal consumer. A good package material ultimately per-
mits the supply of healthy, fresh and safe food to more people and for longer time.
Such application requires in most of the cases thin lms to be produced with spe-
cic functional features. The production of thinner lms with enhanced properties is
thus attractive for companies having activity in this domain. In the last decades, a
technique of layer-multiplying coextrusion has been developed to obtain lms for high
added-value applications85,103. Using this technology, sheets formed by a stack of up to
hundreds or thousands of layers that combine at least two dierent polymer species can
be produced with individual layer thicknesses of up to tens of nanometers. Multilayer
lms, or sandwiches, may yield eective properties dierent from those of the pure con-
stituents due to the internal structural changes induced by the particular processing,
that can cause connement of the chains, constrained growth of microscopic crystalline
structures, relevant interfacial eects, among others. Despite its evident importance,
little is known on the dependence of the sandwich properties on these factors.
In this chapter, we address the analysis of the mechanical response of sandwich lms
of ethylene vinyl alcohol copolymer (EVOH) embedded in linear low-density polyethy-
lene (LLDPE), of dierent compositions and layer thicknesses. In particular we mainly
focus our attention on their linear viscoelastic behavior, as studied experimentally in
a range of temperatures of practical uses. Additionally, we will support our hypoth-
esis with data on tensile properties such as toughness, tear resistance in machine and
cross directions, and also provide data on yield stress and strain, rupture stress and
strain, and dart-drop impact. This analysis allows us to gain knowledge on the in-
uence that the changes in the internal structure have on the nal properties of the
sandwich. It is also remarkable, moreover, that studies on the response of the particular
LLDPE/EVOH sandwiches have not been addressed yet, to the best of our knowledge.
The rst aspect of relevance is the morphology changes when decreasing the layer
thickness, as previously reported by other authors1,25,87,92. For materials processed
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into compression molded bars no structural constraint due to connement is expected.
Thus, for common materials such as LLDPE and EVOH, crystals can form from the
melt giving rise to three-dimensional spherulites, which are composed of highly ordered
lamellae, with no preferred overall orientation43. In the case of thin lms, below the
micrometer scale, when the layer thickness is smaller than a typical spherulite diameter,
the connement induces changes in the organization of the lamellae, such as attened
spherulites, also referred to as discoids87,92. Lamellae in such kind of structures under
connement can be either at-on or edge-on oriented, depending on the nature of the
polymer, as well as on the type of interactions with the conning substrate25,92. Going
even further, for layer thicknesses of the order of the lamellar thickness, stacks of
lamellae are formed or also single lamellae, producing highly oriented structures with
an associated anisotropy. All these eects among many others have been observed by
dierent techniques such as atomic force microscopy, transmission electron microscopy,
small and wide-angle X-ray scattering, and dierential scanning calorimetry, which have
been applied to dierent systems such as PEO (poly(ethylene oxide))136, HDPE (high-
density polyethylene)11,12,93, LLDPE57, or PP (polypropylene)59. For our systems,
with layers of thicknesses from 100 to 1000 nm, however, only discoid structures are
expected to form in the lms.
It is thus expected that these changes in the structure of the layers inuence the
dielectric as well as the mechanical response of the sandwich lms. Experimentally,
dielectric relaxation spectroscopy (DRS), NMR spectroscopy, or dynamic mechanical
analysis (DMA) are used to study relaxation properties in a wide frequency range, as
reviewed by Boyd17,18. Baer and coworkers employed DMA to study the viscoelastic
response of lms and sandwiches72. In this reference, for instance, the dynamic mechan-
ical response of systems obtained by coextruding PEO in thicker PS (poly(styrene))
or EAA (ethylene-co-acrylic acid copolymer) is analyzed. The authors consider the
eect of the PEO layer thickness in the viscoelastic properties by increasing the num-
ber of layers in the system keeping the volume ratio PS/PEO (conversely, EAA/PEO)
constant. In this way PEO layers ranging from 45 nm to 3700 nm are obtained. In
general, it is observed that the layers are subject to two competing eects. On the one
hand, the anity of the PEO polymers with the conning layers of PS (EAA) causes
interfacial eects due to polymer adsorption. Such a modied PEO structure produces
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an interfacial layer whose relative importance increases by decreasing layer thickness.
On the other hand, the connement increases chain mobility lowering the transition
temperatures, particularly the glass transition temperature Tg
17. In this latter refer-
ence it is also pointed out that the change in the distribution and morphology of PEO
crystals in the layer introduces additional constraints on the remaining amorphous
phase, which is generally believed to be responsible for the relaxation processes taking
place in the material. In comparison, in our system both pure LLDPE and EVOH are
semicrystalline polymers that exhibit thermorheological complexity, due to dierent
relaxation processes that are activated depending on the actual temperature40, instead
of a semicrystalline polymer embedded in an amorphous matrix as in the mentioned
reference. The embedded component, EVOH, has a high Tg of about 55
C, particularly
high due to hydrogen-bonding OH groups. The matrix polymer is LLDPE, of about
45% of crystallinity, with a weak -relaxation around -30C and a larger -relaxation
below -100C. Both relaxation processes have been claimed as being the glass-transition
temperature16,124, and to avoid confusion, here we will refer to either  or -relaxation
when required. Therefore, the thermorheological complexity and the disparity of the
transition temperatures of EVOH and LLDPE indicate that multilayered lms of these
two species shall present a complex rheological behavior.
Despite the apparent complexity that the ensemble of layers of EVOH and LLDPE
presents, our study with sandwich lms of 25 m of total thickness (with thin EVOH
layers from 160 nm to 470 nm in their structure) reveals that the sandwich properties
can be predicted from the properties of the monomaterial lms: the contribution of
each layer on the total viscoelastic response is additive. Moreover, such additivity is
not trivial. We have observed that, to obtain a reasonable agreement between the
prediction and the experimental response, data obtained from measurements of bars
(2.85 mm thick) of the pure components should not be used for sandwiches of 25 m.
Instead, one should use the response monomaterial lms of the same 25 m thickness.
This fact indicates that the processing conditions play a very important role in the
mechanical response of these systems. Structural transformations occurring in the
extrusion of the plastic into lms are likely to be similar in sandwiches as well as in
pure lms of the same overall thickness. Additionally, when sandwiches of an overall
thickness of 100 m (EVOH layers from 875 nm to 1560 nm) are analyzed, we can
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still predict their mechanical behavior using the data on the response of pure EVOH
lms 100 m thick as input in the superposition calculation. In our experimental
setup, dierent lm thicknesses are obtained by changing the draw ratio, i.e. the ratio
between the melt velocity at the exit of the extrusion die and the draw velocity at the
cooling roll. Particularly, in the experiments carried out, the melt velocity has been
kept constant, while the draw velocity has been increased to produce thinner lms. We
thus arrive to the conclusion that the processing conditions introduce morphological
changes at the microscopic level, likely to be caused by the extensional ow rate due to
the draw process when the solid is formed. These morphological changes are analogous
in all the systems at the same draw rate and, therefore, only lms processed under
the same draw ratio can be compared. The mixing rule is valid over a wide range of
temperatures involving dierent transitions in each of the components.
In summary, we can therefore state that i) the mechanical response of these semicrys-
talline lms signicantly depends on the draw rate when solidifying, ii) the superpo-
sition of the responses of pure components is a good approximation to describe the
observed behavior of sandwiches, if the processing conditions are the same, and iii) the
agreement is maintained over a wide range of temperatures.
Together with the inherent interest of what we have just stated, the empirical
knowledge of the system described is also intrinsically important. Thus, we not only
provide data on the viscoelastic response on the range of temperatures indicated, but
also data on tensile properties of the sandwiches such as the tear resistance, toughness,
stress and strain at yield and at break, although a deep analysis of these properties lay
beyond the scope of the work.
2.2 Fundamentals
2.2.1 Polymer Viscoelasticity
The study of mechanical properties is approached by classical physics through the
theory of elasticity for solids and the theory of hydrodynamics for viscous liquids. Ac-
cording to Hooke's law, stress is always proportional to strain for solids while, according
to Newton's law, stress is directly proportional to the strain rate for liquids. Polymers
are materials that are in between these two limiting cases, they exhibit properties that
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have common solid-like and liquid-like characteristics when undergoing deformation,
i.e, they are viscoelastic materials40. In fact, the frontier between solid and liquids,
from a mechanical point of view, depends on the observation time (the time associated
to an external perturbation), which needs to be compared to the molecular relaxation-
times. The relaxation-time is the joint eect of the friction and elasticity which implies
that some of the energy input transferred by deformation is stored and recovered and
the rest of the energy is dissipated as heat. Then, the viscoelasticity can be dened as
the dynamic response to an external deformation111.
When applying an external deformation to a polymeric material, for a general case,
dierent regions can be identied on a stress-strain curve, as shown in Figure 2.1.
During homogeneous deformation a fully reversible type of behavior can be appreciated,
which corresponds to the linear viscoelastic region. Linear viscoelasticity holds when
the strain and the rate of strain are innitesimal, region in which the stress-strain
relations can be described by linear dierential equations with constant coecients.
For larger deformations the material becomes progressively nonlinear until it becomes
irrecoverable at yield. Then strain softening and strain hardening can occur in the so-
called plastic region. Whereas the strain softening is caused by stress-induced ow that
starts changing the material structure and reduces the material's resistance, the strain
hardening is caused by increased orientation of chain segments or the stress-induced
crystallization. Finally, if increasing further the deformation, the material turns out to
fail137.
Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of the stress-strain curve of a polymer material
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While for many conventional functional materials the viscoelastic anomalies are con-
sidered irrelevant, in the case of polymeric systems, they are the norm. The mechanical
behavior of polymers is dominated by viscoelastic phenomena since any macroscopic
mechanical deformation involves complex molecular adjustments. At microscopic scale,
local movements can be relatively rapid but rearrangements involving larger segments
of polymer chains can take much longer time. Hence, the viscoelastic properties in
polymers are interesting, not only for practical reasons such as the mechanical behav-
ior during processing or in the nal applications, but also because the viscoelasticity
is causally linked to a variety of microphysical processes. It can provide information
about the nature of molecular mobility, and the disposition and interaction of the
macromolecules in the short and long-range interrelations40.
2.2.2 Multilayer technology
It is well known that the functional performance of a material is improved by the
synergistic union in a layered structure of two or more materials with complementary
properties. In fact, this is a strategy recurrently followed by natural biological systems,
such as plant or animal tissues, among which we can found many layered architectures.
The reason is that the layers are organized forming hierarchically composite systems,
with the ability to hold up very complex functions5,6.
One of the rst technological achievements in this direction was done by combining
polymers as association of hundreds of continuous layers into a thin lm in order to
obtain multilayered architectures. Co-extrusion, a series of multiplying die elements
as observed in Figure 2.2, and a cast lm line to reestablish the desired overall lm
thickness, are the main elements of the technology to produce such lms. The described
technology, known as multilayer technology, benets from the viscoelastic nature of
polymeric melts and uses forced-assembly to create polymer lms composed of hundreds
of micro or nanolayers80.
Figure 2.2: Scheme of the multilayer technology
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2.3 Experimental Section
The linear low-density polyethylene (LLDPE) used in our experiments was produced
with Ziegler-Natta catalyst from The Dow Chemical Company DOWLEX TM with a
density () of 0.917 g=cm3 and a Melt Index (MI) at 190C of 2.3 g=10min. The
ethylene vinyl alcohol (EVOH) was provided by EVAL Europe, and is a copolymer of
ethylene and vinyl alcohol with  = 1.19 g=cm3 and a MI at 190C of 1.8 g=10min.
This random copolymer contains a 0.32 molar fraction of ethylene monomer in its
composition. The Poissons ratio for the LLDPE and for the EVOH was experimentally
estimated to be  = 0.5 and  = 0.33, respectively. These properties are summarized
in Table 2.1.
Resin Specie Melt Index
[g/10 min]
Density
[g=cm3]
Poisson
ratio
DOWLEX SC2107G LLDPE 2.3 0.917 0.5
EVAL F171B EVOH 1.8 1.19 0.33
Table 2.1: Characteristics of the resines used in the study, namely LLDPE and EVOH
Dierent samples were prepared for the tests. First, to study the viscoelasticity in
bulk materials, bars of pure LLDPE and pure EVOH were produced by compression
molding technique. Additionally, thin multilayer lms were fabricated85,103. The rst
step for their production is a coextrusion cast line, which consists of four dierent
extruders, three of them with LLDPE and one of them with EVOH split into two
layers. The following step is a Dr. Collin ve-layer coextrusion feed-block, where the
precursor lm to be replicated was formed. Therefore, such a precursor lm consists of
an external LLDPE layer (A, for ease of notation) of thickness d1, followed by an EVOH
(B) layer of thickness d2, a central LLDPE layer (C) of thickness d3 and then again layers
B and the external A. The resulting structure is the ve layer ABCBA, characterized
by three layer thicknesses d1, d2 and d3 whose relative dimensions eventually determine
the volume fraction of each component in the resulting lm. The subsequent elements
are two layer multipliers (a 2 times and a 4 times multiplier), which allow to obtain
lms of alternating LLDPE/EVOH layers by the replication of the ABCBA structure,
followed by a cast die (with dimensions of 0.7 mm for the die gap and 300 mm for
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Film thickness [m] 25 50 100
Melt velocity in die [m/min] 0.88 0.88 0.88
Film take-o velocity [m/min] 21 10.8 4.8
Melt-draw ratio 23.6 12.2 5.4
Table 2.2: Processing parameters of the multilayer lms
the die width). Special care was given to match the rheological properties taking into
account the melt viscosities and shear rate in order to ensure layer uniformity, and to
prevent interlayer instabilities. The nal step is a cooling unit, whose main component
is the chill roll, where the solidifying stage takes place as the temperature decreases
from 230C to 20C. The total output was kept constant at 8.3 kg/h for the three
dierent thicknesses. Other constant parameters are the chill roll diameter and the
distance between the die and the roll, which are, respectively, 144 and 18 mm. The
variability in lms thickness comes from the control of the velocity in the take-o roll
(draw velocity), as typically done in industrial processes due to their interest in using
the extruder at its maximum capacity. For the 25 m lms, the draw velocity was
21 m/min, 10.8 m/min for the 50 m lms, and 5.8 m/min for the 100 m case. In
Table 2.2 the velocity of the melt in the die, and the draw velocity, as well as the ratio
between them, are shown. Sandwich lms of 40 layers (the ve-layer precursor lm
replicated 8 times) with total thicknesses of 25 m and 100 m were fabricated using
the mentioned technique. An example of a resulting sandwich structure is shown in the
SEM picture in Figure 2.3.
For the sake of comparison, LLDPE and EVOH monomaterial lms were produced
in the same way as the multilayer lms, with the same set of parameters, so that the
processing conditions were identical for equal overall lm thicknesses.
We cannot report direct information on the individual layer thicknesses for the
samples used. However, it was inferred from the information of the processing con-
ditions, i.e., the total lm thickness, the feed ratio, and the times the precursor lm
was multiplied. We checked that these estimated values agree well with the direct
measurements of the layer thickness. Other studies also conrm the validity of this
procedure80. In Table 2.3 the dierent systems studied with their compositions, total
lm and layer thicknesses are presented. A further mention should be made of the fact
that an interface develops at the contact of the dierent layers, which depend on the
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Figure 2.3: SEM image taken of a LLDPE/EVOH multilayer lm with the EVOH (B) layers (darker
gray) embedded in LLDPE (A and C). The replication of the 5 layer precursor lm ABCBA leads to a
  ABCBAABCBA   composite lm
nature of the constituent polymers. Its thickness is estimated as being in the range
of 5-30 nm79,80, which is much smaller than the thicknesses of the individual layers
used in our study. Dynamic mechanical testing was conducted on bars and lms with
the ARES system of TA Instruments using the lm or solid-state setup provided by
TA Instruments. The storage (E0) and loss (E00) moduli are obtained by recording
the time-dependent stress while a sinusoidal strain is applied to the sample. Frequency
sweeps from 1 to 100 rad/s, with a maximum strain of 0.1%, were performed at dierent
constant temperatures. Steps of 5C were taken in the temperature range from -100C
to 100C using a soak time of 300 s to arrive at the thermal equilibrium prior to the
frequency sweep. Although in principle this procedure is suitable for constructing time-
temperature superposition plots, we have gathered data of a xed frequency of 2.5 rad/s
at all the temperatures analyzed aiming at the study of the temperature dependence
of the viscoelastic response. Thermorheological complexity makes time-temperature
superposition impossible for our system for the entire range of temperatures.
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LLDPE/EVOH
(v/v)
Total thick-
ness [m]
A-thickness
d1 [nm]
B-thickness
d2 [nm]
C-thickness
d3 [nm]
System ID
100/0 25 25,000 0 0 Control 1
0/100
25 0 25,000 0 Control 2
50 0 50,000 0 Control 3
100 0 100,000 0 Control 4
90/10 25 940 160 940 S10
86/14
25 910 220 875 S14 25
100 3625 875 3500 S14 100
81/19 25 1030 300 470 S19
75/25
25 780 390 780 S25 25
100 3125 1560 3125 S25 100
70/30 25 780 470 625 S30
Table 2.3: Composition and thicknesses of the systems studied
To analyze the bars, torsion experiments were carried out. Samples of 32 mm by 12
mm were cooled down to -100C. Subsequently, steps of 5C between frequency sweeps
were performed until reaching a temperature of 100C, or until the measured torque
was below transducer sensitivity. Shear moduli and loss tangent were obtained. The
tensile moduli (E) of the bars is estimated by using the relation E = 2G(1+), valid for
isotropic systems, where G is the shear modulus experimentally obtained and  is the
Poisson ratio. In the case of lms, instead, tensile experiments were conducted. Thus,
pieces of a width of 7.6 mm were cut from monomaterial LLDPE and EVOH lms and
multilayer LLDPE/EVOH sheets. The lms were tightly clamped to the grips in the
experimental setup for tensile measurements in lms. The samples were cooled down
to -80C and heated in steps of 5C, using the same procedure described before for
the bars, up to 50C. Tensile moduli and loss tangent in the machine direction were in
this way directly obtained. Additional experiments on the thin lms were carried out
for further mechanical characterization. In these measurements the lm samples are
deformed in the nonlinear viscoelastic region until material failure occurs. Elmendorf
tear is a ASTM specied test (ASTM D 1922). A lm specimen is prepared with
a partial cut. Both aps are xed into a machine and, by a pendulum, the tear is
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propagated through the lm while the force to continue the tear is recorded (in grams).
Dart drop impact is measured according to ISO 7765-1. The lm is xed in a circular
frame and a dart with a specied tip and weight is released from a dened height. The
dart weight at which the 50% of the lm specimen breaks is identied and recorded.
Stress and Strain at yield and at break are parameters of the engineering stress-strain
curve measured in a tensile strength test according to ISO 5273. A 15 mm wide lm
specimen is xed at a dened distance between grips and the engineering stress strain
curve at 500 mm/min is recorded. Tensile toughness is the area under the stress-strain
curve.
2.4 Results and Discussion
2.4.1 Dynamics of Pure LLDPE and EVOH in Bars and Films
The analysis of the pure components, for both bars and lms of dierent thicknesses,
is addressed to obtain previous knowledge on the variation of the viscoelastic response
in temperature and thickness. The storage (E0) and loss (E0) moduli, as well as the
loss tangent (tan  = E00=E0), for pure LLDPE and EVOH, are shown in Figures 2.4
and 2.5. In these gures data collected from bars are compared to data from the lms
of the pure components for a single frequency of 2.5 rad/s.
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Figure 2.4: Dynamic mechanical response of LLDPE bar and lm of 25 m (Control 1) at a frequency of
2.5 rad/s
The loss tangent obtained for the LLDPE bars in the studied temperature range
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Figure 2.5: Dynamic mechanical response of EVOH bar and lm of 25 m (Control 2) at a frequency of
2.5 rad/s
shows two relaxation mechanisms customarily referred to as the  and -relaxations, at
75C and at -30C, respectively. It is well known that a third mechanism, known as the
-relaxation, appears at lower temperatures, below -100C18,54, which lays out of the
range studied in this work. The -relaxation has been associated to the motions of the
amorphous fraction occupying the space between crystallites and with the rubber-glass
transition. For the linear polyethylene this relaxation is very low due to the existence
of an important fraction of taut tie chains of polymer between the crystals88. Some
debate persists in the literature on the location of the true glass transition temperature
Tg in LLDPE. Some authors
124 place the glass transition at the -relaxation, arguing
that there are still segmental motions below the -relaxation, while others16 assign Tg
where the weak -relaxation occurs (-30C).
The tan  plot for the bar of the EVOH copolymer also shows two relaxations. The
rst can be located around 55C and the second, at about -30C. These processes are
identied as the  and -relaxations, respectively20. According to this last reference,
the size of the EVOH monomers prevents the existence of a -relaxation, understood
as being caused by the motion of small sections of polyethylene comonomers of about
4 or 5 units. In this latter case, the -relaxation in the loss tangent corresponds to
the phenomena that take place around the rubber-glass transition of this particular
polymer.
The peaks in tan  associated to the dierent relaxation processes, are the result of
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contributions of dierent phenomena. In the rst place, the system is microscopically
non-homogeneous. The inhomogeneity is due to the presence of amorphous and crys-
talline phases, but also due to the inherent polydispersity of the polymer segments in
the amorphous phase. In general, for the glass-rubber relaxation the position of the
peak is determined by the value of the activation energies of the dierent modes of
relaxation (relaxation-times ). The distribution of relaxation-times, together with the
functional form of the individual mechanical response of every mode can be aected by
the temperature, as well as the processing conditions. Hence, as it is well known, when
processing polymers to produce thin lms the orientation of the molecules in the amor-
phous phase is modied, inuencing the activation energies as well as the relaxation-
time distribution. The orientation and morphology of the lamellae and spherulites can
also be aected, introducing signicant structural dierences when compared to bars.
The eect of these morphological changes on the dynamical response is customarily
assumed to cause a higher intensity in the loss tangent and lower transition tempera-
tures for the thin lms. In many cases, the alignment of the chains in the amorphous
phase also induces narrower peaks (due to a narrower relaxation-time distribution)16,17.
We will see in Chapter 3 the analysis of the relaxation-time distributions and how our
systems agree or not with this view. These eects together generally lead to lms that
are softer and more dissipative than bars17,88,137.
The analysis of the E0 curves in Figures 2.4 and 2.5 indicates that the storage
modulus is lower in lms than in bars, in agreement with the usual picture described
above. Both materials show a crossover between two regimes through the rubber-glass
transition temperature. However, while the EVOH shows a clear shift of the transition
for LLDPE the crossover seems also broadened, although the curves roughly keep the
same overall shape.
The E00 curves, however, show larger dierences. On the one hand, for the LLDPE
case, the peak corresponding to the rubber-glass relaxation is shifted to lower temper-
atures; in addition, it is broadened by the appearance of a secondary peak at lower
temperatures. For the EVOH system, the loss modulus is shifted also to lower temper-
atures when compared to the bars. However, to better understand the nature of the
shift and broadening of the peaks for this latter material it is illustrative to observe
the changes introduced by the variation of the thickness of the lm. In Figure 2.6 we
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present the mechanical response of EVOH lms of 25, 50, and 100 m. We observe
that, as the lm thickness decreases, the dissipation (loss modulus) increases. A new
peak develops in E00 for the lm of 25 m, while there is only a crossover in the lms
of 50 and 100 m. In Figure 2.7 we give the detail of the tan . We observe precisely
the appearance of the satellite peak more than a shift in a preexisting one. The change
in this behavior and the appearance of the new peak in E00 should ultimately be at-
tributed to the structural changes caused by the dierent processing conditions more
than to the connement of the system due to the thickness reduction, or to interfacial
eets arisen from the contact between the materials.
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Figure 2.6: Dynamic mechanical response of pure EVOH lms of 25, 50, and 100 m (Control 2, 3 and 4)
at a frequency of 2.5 rad/s
Moreover, the decrease of E00 is faster in lms than in bars. This eect, which
is present in both materials, is more signicant at temperatures above the transition
temperature. This faster decrease can be, in turn, attributed to the orientation of the
polymer strands in the amorphous phase, which would lead to a narrower relaxation-
time distribution due to the orientation and stretching of the chains. These facts suggest
that the processing of the materials into lms produces a more ordered amorphous
phase, which is translated into the usual properties of the lms as, for instance, softer
and more dissipative materials. However, the fact that the thinnest lm develops new
peaks in E00 for both the EVOH as well as the LLDPE strongly suggests a signicant
structural change in the system, probably associated to the change in orientation of
the crystalline phase as well as a change of the morphology of the discoids deformed
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by stresses during the processing. Such changes in the crystalline phase would produce
dierent constraints to the amorphous phase that, eventually, are responsible for a new
relaxation-time distribution that overlaps with the usual one. The melt-draw ratio is
roughly four times larger for the 25 m than for the 100 m systems. The solidication
of the material under tension eectively implies that the surviving crystallites must lay
mostly perpendicular to the ow direction. The latter is further conrmed by the
dierence in the tear resistance in the machine direction (MD) and the cross direction
(CD), discussed later on.
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Figure 2.7: Detail in the loss tangent of monomaterial EVOH lms of 25, 50, and 100 m (Control 2, 3
and 4) at a frequency of 2.5 rad/s
The analysis of tan  can be understood to the light of what we have stated for E0
and E00. We see that the shift in the peak of the glass-rubber transition is mostly due to
the presence of the new peak at lower temperature, which also explains the broadening
of the peak in the case of the LLDPE. The magnitude of the shift is determined by
how fast E00 decreases at temperatures above the transition.
2.4.2 Dynamical Mechanical Analysis of LLDPE/EVOH Multilayer
Films of 25 m
2.4.2.1 Dynamical Mechanical Analysis
The mechanical responses of the sandwiches of overall thickness of 25 m are analyzed
in the rst place. Figure 2.8 shows the experimental storage and loss moduli together
with the loss tangent at a single frequency of 2.5 rad/s of three dierent sandwiches
with a 10%, 19% and 30% of EVOH, indexed according to Table 2.3. We compare these
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data with the predictions made using the response of pure materials. To rationalize
the response, in eq. (2.1) we propose a model in which each separate layer contributes
independently to the total stress with the constraint of all layers having the same strain.
This simple analysis yields
E =
X
i
iE

i (2.1)
where E is the viscoelastic complex modulus of the multilayer lm, Ei is the complex
modulus of the species i, and i is its volume fraction in the system. The complex
modulus can be split into a real (storage modulus E0) and an imaginary (loss modulus
E00) part, according to E = E0 + iE00. Using the measured Ei for the monomaterial
lms as input, we have made predictions for the response of the multilayer lms and
compared to the experimental data obtained. In all cases, we observe a rather good
agreement between the measured response for the sandwiches and that predicted by
eq. (2.1). Notice that there are no tting parameters. Furthermore, the error in the
experimental determination either of E as well as of Ei is below the 10%, in our case.
Hence, the presence of the EVOH layers in the LLDPE matrix induces an increase
of the rigidity in the system. The overall eect then is that the contribution of each
species in the sandwich is additive and proportional to each volume fraction, always
taking as reference the behavior of lms of pure components with the same thickness
as the overall sandwich (same draw ratio). The more signicant deviations between
the predicted and observed response correspond to the loss modulus E00 below -30C.
This domain of temperatures roughly coincides with the region below the relaxation
processes of both LLDPE and EVOH.
As mentioned, the use of data from bars of pure component as an input in eq.
(2.1) produces results that signicantly disagree with the experimental response for the
25 m sandwiches. It is then clear that the structural changes due to the processing
conditions are already present in the monomaterial lms, as well as in sandwiches of
the same thickness. As a consequence of the additivity, we nd that the response of
the sandwich lms is fairly independent on the EVOH layer thickness, in the range
of thicknesses comprised between 160 nm and 470 nm, corresponding to sandwiches
comprised between 10% to 30% of EVOH respectively, and depends solely on the overall
EVOH volume fraction.
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Figure 2.8: Dynamic mechanical response: storage modulus, loss modulus and loss tangent curve of 90/10,
86/14, 81/19, 75/25, 70/30 LLDPE/EVOH systems (see Table 2.3). The solid lines are the predictions
using eq. 2.1
In Figure 2.9 as a typical case we show the predictions for the 25 m sandwich
of 10% of EVOH at all the frequencies tested, from 1 to 100 rad/s at dierent xed
temperatures in the range studied. We observe that the predictions roughly match
the experimental results for all the frequency range. The same is observed for all the
temperatures of our study as well as the sandwich compositions.
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Figure 2.9: Dynamic mechanical response: storage modulus of 90/10 LLDPE/EVOH 25 m system at
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2.4.2.2 Destructive tensile properties
To complete the analysis of the 25 m sandwiches we performed a series of destructive
tests on them. In the rst place, the tear resistance using the Elmendorf tear tester in
the machine (MD) and cross directions (CD) is discussed. In our experiments we have
considered the sandwiches with a 0%, 10%, 19% and 30% of EVOH, detailed in Table
2.3.
As far as the MD is concerned, the data indicates that the Elmendorf tear resistance
parameter increases with the EVOH content of the system. The hypothesis of the
additivity of the stresses should turn also the additivity of the energy spend in tear
the lm. The independence of each layer contribution is supported by the hypothesis
that the strain is the same for each layer and that the total stress is the sum of each
layer contribution. We can therefore see in this property whether the layers respond
independently or not. Eectively, the energy up to tear, conceived as an integral
over the stress-strain curve, is also a sum of contributions. Hence, denoting by  the
measured parameter this fact can be stated as
 =
X
i
ii (2.2)
For the particular case of two components, one has  = (2   1)2 + 1, where the
subscripts 1 and 2 refer to LLDPE and EVOH, respectively, while  is the EVOH
volume fraction. As we can see in Figure 2.10-a, there is a linear trend but with a
signicant variation between the MD and the CD directions. The positive slope of the
MD tear resistance suggests that EV OH > LLDPE , while the inequality is reversed
for the CD, EV OH < LLDPE . This fact is a clear signature of the inuence of the
processing conditions in the properties of the nal material, due to the tension hold by
the lm during the solidication. In particular, such a dierent behavior can be due to
the anisotropic orientation of the crystallites, which will grow mostly in the direction
orthogonal to the extensional ow during the solidication due to, rst, the preferred
orientation of the chains along the ow and, second, because the contraction of the
material during the solidication is easier in the direction where no stress has to be
withstand. Such an orientation confers larger rigidity of the material in the CD due to
the crystallites as compared to the MD. Notice that in the Elmendorf tear experiment
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we are proving the elastic properties of the material in the direction orthogonal to
the tear. Therefore, the increase of  in the MD direction indicates an increase of
the resistance of the system in the CD, and conversely, the decrease of  in the CD
indicates a decrease of the resistance in the MD. The toughness experiment done in
the MD conrms this result (see Figure 2.10-b). Furthermore, the dierence in the
slopes in Figure 2.10-a indicates that this process aects dierently the EVOH from
the LLDPE. We can conclude that the change in sign of the slope in the tear resistance
indicates that the EVOH develops a more anisotropic structure. However, to conrm
such a hypothesis more experiments directly revealing the microscopic structure should
be undertaken.
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Figure 2.10: (a): Elmendorf tear for LLDPE/EVOH 25 m systems of dierent EVOH volume fractions,
in the cross (CD) and machine (MD) directions. (b): Toughness experiment for dierent EVOH volume
fractions in MD.
Additionally, we performed the dart drop impact test, which measures the energy
that causes the lm to fail by a dart impact. We observe a tendency to decrease the
weight of the dart at which the material fails with the amount of EVOH, the data is
shown in Table 2.4. In comparison with the previously analyzed data, however, we can
infer that the material fails in the MD direction, coinciding with the decrease of the
toughness in this same direction with the increase of EVOH, and in agreement with
the decrease of the weight of the dart in the test.
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System
ID
Elmendorf tear [g] Tough-
ness
[MJ/m3]
Dart
Drop
Impact
Stress
at
yield
Stress
at
break
Strain
at
yield
Strain
at
break
MD CD [g] [MPa] [MPa] [%] [%]
Control 1 243 460
S10 234 337 71.3 184 8.8 30.3 8.6 352
S19 475 190 60.7 185 13.8 35.4 4.9 254
S30 742 180 52.3 120 18.3 39.8 4.3 189
Table 2.4: Destructive test properties of the systems studied
Data on the stress and strain at yield and at break are also reported (see Table 2.4),
both in the MD. For these properties the linearity cannot be directly checked without
the knowledge of the complete stress-strain characteristics of every material. Therefore,
we only report here the data. We generally observe the same trends as revealed by the
previous measurements. These can be summarized as follows: the addition of EVOH,
under the conditions of our experiments, increases the rigidity of the material along
the MD direction but reduces its toughness. This is compatible with larger stresses but
lower strain at yield and at break.
2.4.3 Dynamical Mechanical Analysis of LLDPE/EVOH Multilayer
Films of 100 m
The thicknesses of the embedded EVOH layers in 100 m sandwiches are comprised
in the range between 875 nm and 1560 nm, all thicker than any of the EVOH layers
in the 25 m sandwiches considered. Figure 2.11 shows the experimental values for
two analogous sandwiches with equal EVOH fraction of 14%, but for an overall lm
thickness of 25 m and 100 m (220 nm and 875 nm for the inner EVOH layers,
respectively).
We observe that the mechanical properties are not the same despite the fact that the
EVOH content is the same in both materials. From eq. (2.1) we can again predict the
behavior of the 100 m sandwiches from the data of the monomaterial lms processed
under the same draw ratio, that is, pure lms of 100 m. Similarly, Figure 2.12 shows
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the data and the predictions from eq. (2.1) for the systems that contain an EVOH
volume fraction of 25% for an overall multilayer lm thickness of 25 m and 100 m
(EVOH layers with a thickness of 390 nm and 1560 nm, respectively).
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Figure 2.11: Dynamic mechanical response of dierent thickness multilayer lms: storage modulus, loss
modulus and loss tangent curve of 86/14 LLDPE/EVOH systems of 25 and 100 m. The solid lines are
the predictions using eq. 2.1
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Figure 2.12: Dynamic mechanical response of dierent thickness multilayer lms: storage modulus, loss
modulus and loss tangent curve of 75/25 LLDPE/EVOH systems of 25 and 100 m. The solid lines are
the predictions using eq. 2.1
Therefore, the predictions of the response of sandwiches from the monomaterial
lms are very good for E0. The formula eq. (2.1) overestimates the loss modulus E00
at low temperature, below the -transition of the LLDPE but describes fairly well the
transition around the glass-rubber transition in the EVOH. The small dierences in
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both E00 and E0 make that the dierences between the prediction and the experimental
tan  are more noticeable, precisely at around 30, where the glass-rubber transition of
the EVOH occurs.
Summarizing this section, the data presented support several statements. First,
the additivity of the mechanical response indicates that the internal layer thickness
of the sandwiches is not relevant with regard to the mechanical properties, in the
range of thicknesses studied in this work. This does not preclude that smaller layer
thicknesses, of the order of the lamellae, may signicantly change this statement72.
Interfacial eects between EVOH and LLDPE layers also seem irrelevant. Second, the
draw ratio strongly inuences the microstructure of the material, due to the fact that in
the cooling section the solidication takes place under stress in the machine direction.
We can assume that the microstructure of the system would then consist of discoidal
spherulites distorted in the direction of the ow, with a strong tendency to form larger
crystallites orthogonal to the ow (MD) than in the opposite direction. In addition,
this property depends on the nature of the material, either EVOH or LLDPE. The
inuence of the draw ratio in the microscopic properties is, therefore, responsible of
the strong anisotropy of the material and also in the dependence of the viscoelastic
properties in the overall thickness of the lms of pure materials used in the t of eq.
(2.1).
2.5 Conclusions
We have found that the mechanical response of the viscoelastic multilayer lms of
LLDPE/EVOH, in terms of their storage and loss moduli, can be very well predicted
by a simple additive rule based on the mechanical independence of the layers and
the negligible role of interfacial eects. We have also observed that the response of
the dierent sandwiches with the same overall thickness depends only on the volume
fraction of EVOH and is insensitive to the thickness and number of the individual EVOH
layers, at least in the range of thicknesses studied along the paper. However, other
studies using amorphous/crystalline PS/PEO72 had found sensitivity to the individual
layer thickness in systems with inner layer thickness in the range from 45 to 3700 nm.
The predictive character of eq. (2.1) permits us to obtain an estimate of the response of
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a given sandwich from the data of pure components. We have found that the agreement
is obtained only in the case where the sandwich, as well as the lms of pure component,
has the same overall thickness i.e. the same draw ratio (see Table 2.2). The use of data
either from bars or from other lms thicknesses into eq. (2.1) yields disparate results.
The analysis of destructive tensile properties indicates that the material is strongly
anisotropic with regard to the machine and cross directions, which is again a strong
proof of the eect of the processing conditions on the material properties. The observed
properties are compatible with a material formed by crystallites oriented preferably in
a plane orthogonal to the draw direction, where no tension is applied, with bundles of
rather oriented bers in the draw direction. Furthermore, this eect seems to be more
signicant for the EVOH than for the LLDPE. Nevertheless, our macroscopic study
cannot directly give insight on the particular structural changes giving rise to the
dierences, and should be complemented with direct observation of the microstructure
of the lms. We can conclude that the particular properties observed in our system
are not due to the connement itself or to the interfacial properties due to the contact
between layers, but to the eect of the strain and molecular orientation of the lm in
the solidication process. This fact, however, does not preclude that the connement
may play a role on the analyzed properties, but such a role is not dominant. In this
sense, one should notice the dierence between the predicted loss modulus and the
experimentally measured ones. The solution of these questions is clearly of interest for
future studies.
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Modeling the viscoelastic
properties
Synopsis
In this chapter we will propose a more mesoscopic model for the viscoelastic response
of the solid LLDPE and EVOH lms and sandwiches. The model is formally a Gener-
alized Maxwell (GM) model, which corresponds to a mechanical analog of the complex
response of the material. The tting of the model to the viscoelastic response for dif-
ferent temperatures allows us to obtain information on the spectra of relaxation-times,
which, bear information on the microscopic structure of the system. We have compared
the spectra of relaxation-times of bars and lms of pure components, to see what is the
eect of the processing on them when passing from bars to lms. We have also com-
pared the response of the sandwich lms with the one of the pure lms, in agreement
with the mixing rule previously described. We found that properly mixing the spectra of
the pure lms we recover the observed spectra for the sandwiches. In particular, since
the GM model was unable to produce a good tting of the experimental data and due to
the assumed non-equilibrium conformation of the samples because of the processing, we
have developed from scratch a non-linear correction to the viscoelastic response, in the
spirit of Eyring theory. With the non-linear corrections added, we nd a quantitative
very good agreement with the experimental data. The spectra of the corrective terms
indicate us which modes are mostly aected by the processing.
33
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3.1 Introduction
Commonly, in the design of plastic materials the mechanical properties are tested ex-
perimentally and, by means of empirical rules, one approaches the sought material
that complies with the desired requirements. An ideal modeling tool to design opti-
mized materials, without an extensive use of trial-and-error experimental procedures,
would require having a priori an accurate knowledge about the underlying molecular
structure and its relationship with the macroscopic properties. The deformation of a
viscoelastic material is governed by relaxation mechanisms, which have a particular
origin at microscopic level, due to the inherent complexity of the molecules themselves.
The relaxation mechanisms are conditioned by the microscopic structure of the ma-
terial, which depends on the molecular nature of the polymeric constituents and on
the processing conditions, as well. These mechanisms represent specic molecular mo-
tions activated by temperature and stress, and can be characterized by a spectrum of
relaxation-times.
Although molecular detailed models are unapproachable for polymeric materials due
to the large length and time scales that are involved in their behavior, the problem of
modeling can be addressed by systematically studying the inuence of molecular prop-
erties and processing on the evolution of the mechanical response in time or, conversely,
in the frequency domain. Hence, using a phenomenological model with physical basis
one could describe the experimentally observed deformation and relate it to structural
information of great design interest. Such a model should account for the contribu-
tions of the various relaxation mechanisms in the material, the time dependence, and
the temperature and stress dependence. Simple mechanical models, such as the gen-
eralized Maxwell or the Takayanagi models137, have been proposed to come up with a
spectrum of relaxation-times. This kind of models are considered as constitutive models
for the viscoelastic response of solid polymers under stress.
In the present chapter, we aim at determining a constitutive model for the linear
viscoelastic response of the LLDPE/EVOH multilayer lms of Chapter 2, and extract
the possible structural information. To the best of our knowledge, most of the works
in literature on the subject followed the line of describing the morphology of this kind
of materials and their functional properties11,12,56,59,85,93,99,115,134. However, little has
been done with regard to the modeling of their mechanical properties, particularly for
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semi-crystalline polymers. Thus, we approach the problem by using a simple model
to describe, rst, the linear viscoelastic response of pure LLDPE and pure EVOH in
compression molded bars; secondly, we adapt this model to analyze the viscoelastic be-
havior of monolayer lms of the same polymeric materials. Therefore, having modeled
the viscoelastic behavior of the monolayer lms, we can nally describe the response
of LLDPE/EVOH sandwich lms, of the same overall thickness, in agreement with the
conclusions drawn in the Chapter 2. The systems used are the same for which we have
already analyzed its linear viscoelastic responses in the previous chapter.
Mechanical models with elastic (Hookean springs) and viscous (Newtonian dash-
pots) elements were introduced to describe the linear viscoelastic deformation behavior
of polymers. The Maxwell and the Kelvin-Voigt models are the most simple models that
describe the stress relaxation of a viscoelastic solid and the creep behavior, respectively.
A closer approach to the response of real polymers is achieved using combinations of
several of these elements. Some examples are the standard-linear solid, that consists
of a Maxwell unit in parallel with an extra spring; the Takayanagi model that takes
into account the distinct phases of the polymer (either in an amorphous polymer blend
or in a semicrystalline polymer with the amorphous and crystalline phases), or the
generalized Maxwell model (a multi-element model), in which several elements are as-
sembled in parallel taking into account that the relaxation occurs in a set, or spectrum,
of relaxation-times40,137. On the other hand, the Debye-type models have been used in
polymer physics to describe the dielectric but also the mechanical relaxation. To this
latter type belongs the Havriliak-Negami equation, that describes the experimentally
obtained storage (real part) and loss moduli (imaginary part) in the complex plane for
each frequency of measurement. It usually applied after a previous time-temperature
superposition of the viscoelastic data into a master-curve to describe the wider data
range of frequencies the possible at the selected reference temperature49. The equa-
tion is an empirical relaxation function that expresses a superposition of individual
relaxation-times by a distribution function27,29,60,113,119. Finally, to describe general
viscoelastic behavior, the fractional models are also used with the subjacent idea of
a generalized Maxwell or Kelvin-Voigt model but replacing the regular derivatives by
fractional derivatives that could be related to the hierarchical nature of the relaxation
processes2,50,114.
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Focusing in the multi-element models, the main interest lies on the calculation of
the relaxation spectrum, since it can be used, together with the viscoelastic constants,
to precisely describe the time-dependent part of the response of linearly viscoelastic
materials, and to provide insight on the molecular morphology of the polymer. In
the literature, one can nd dierent procedures to determine the relaxation spectrum
from experimental measurements since it cannot be obtained directly from experi-
ments9,10,35,51,131,138. Additionally, in reference [138] Winter states that, despite spec-
tra with discrete values are the output of the calculations, they are not meaningful by
themselves. He presents a method to interconvert the discrete spectrum into a contin-
uous one because the continuous spectrum is considered a representation with physical
meaning on the macromolecular dynamics.
In the present work, we use experimental viscoelasic data on the storage and loss
moduli in the range of frequencies from 1 to 100 rad/s and at temperatures from  100
to 100C obtained through DMA, as in the previous chapter. A model based on a
Generalized Maxwell (GM) approach is proposed to describe the experimental moduli.
Data sets at dierent frequencies but at constant temperatures have been separately
analyzed since no master curve from time-temperature superposition is not possible due
to the inherent rheological complexity of the materials. By means of a curve-tting pro-
cedure between the experimental data and the model, and using for the optimization a
Simulated Annealingmethod, discrete spectra of relaxation-times have been obtained at
dierent temperatures. In this way, very satisfactory agreement between the data and
the model has been achieved for the case of polymeric bars of both LLDPE and EVOH,
with the use of the simple GM model. Then, from the calculated discrete spectra at
dierent temperatures, one can alanlyze distinguished features of the studied materials
from the characteristic contributions at dierent relaxation-times. Conversely, for the
case of polymeric lms, the GM form by itself does not provide a good enough t to the
experimental data. We propose then a correction to the GMmodel in terms of an Eyring
viscosity that results to be a good model to describe these materials stretched during
the processing. In the Eyring theory, the newtonian viscosity present in the Maxwell
element is substituted by a nonlinear stress-dependent viscosity. The non-linearlities
are included in the numerical implementation to calculate the usual spectra with cor-
rective terms. These corrective terms become relevant for some temperatures and for
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some ranges of relaxation-times; in particular, when approaching the glass-transition
temperature and below. Again, the calculated spectra at dierent temperatures show
distinctive features of the polymeric whose structural origin can be glimpsed.
Along this chapter we obtain spectra at dierent temperatures for molded bar poly-
mers of pure LLDPE and EVOH and lms of the same materials. In the rst place,
we will center our attention in the dierences between bars and lms of pure materials,
to elucidate what are the causes of the dierent mechanical behaviors, and speculate
about the possible microscopic origins. In the second place, we apply the superposition
principle and compare the predicted spectra for multilayered lms and the calculated
one from the experimental values of the storage and loss moduli. Again, the breakdown
of the superposition is used as an indicator of additional morphological changes related
to the connement of the inner layers into sub-micrometric thicknesses, or interfacial
eects in the contact between the two plastics.
3.2 Fundamentals
3.2.1 Molecular Motions and Transitions
The thermal energy available in the system determines the molecular mobility which
enables the accommodation of macroscopic deformations. Therefore the viscoelasiticty
of polymers has a strong dependence on temperature. Microscopically, the deformations
require the rotation of segments of the chains and depend on the intramolecular and
intermolecular interactions. These interactions result on energy barriers that restricts
conformational changes of the main chain. When the temperature is raised, more
thermal energy is available and more bonds in the structure become able to rotate.
In this way, larger molecular rearrangements are allowed because the rate of change of
conformations increases. Additionally, polymers also allow for mobility when secondary
bonds are broken by applying stress.
The polymer's behavior changes from glass-like to rubber-like as the temperature is
raised or the time-scale of the experiment is increased. The dependence on temperature
of the relaxation modulus shows various regions: specically, ve regions of viscoelas-
tic behavior can be identied for an ordinary amorphous polymer. The rst region is
the glassy region, in which the polymer's response is solid-like since only small and
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fast displacements of the molecules from their equilibrium positions are possible. The
glassy state can present a constant modulus but also various secondary sub-Tg tran-
sitions may be present. These secondary transitions may aect the impact strength
of polymers. The second region corresponds to the glass-transition, in which typically
the modulus drops a factor 1000 in 20   30C. This region can be interpreted as the
onset of long-range, coordinated molecular motion because sucient thermal energy is
available to allow the movements in a coordinated manner. Tg itself has a notorious
dependence with structure and other parameters. In the rubbery plateau region, which
is the third transition when rising the temperature, the polymers exhibit long-range
rubber elasticity. Two cases can be distinguished. If the polymer is linear, the modulus
drops o slowly. However, if the polymer is cross-linked, it shows improved rubber
elasticity with a modulus almost constant again. The semicrystalline polymers have
some similar features to the cross-linked case because the crystalline regions behave
as physical cross-links. The crystalline plateau extends until the melting point of the
polymer and its height depends on the degree of crystallinity. In the rubbery region,
the rapid and coordinated molecular motions are governed by the principles of repta-
tion and diusion. The fourth and fth regions are the rubbery ow and the liquid
ow regions, respectively. Increasing the temperature after the rubbery plateau, for
amorphous polymers, the polymer is still elastic but also ows. Hence, for short time
scale experiments, the physical entanglements do not relax. But, for longer scale ex-
periments, the increased molecular motion permits assemblies of chains to move in a
coordinated manner and thus ow. At still higher temperatures, the liquid ow region
with increased thermal energy available consist of the polymer chains reptating out
through entanglements rapidly and ow as individual molecules.
Hence, the molecular chemical and spatial conguration of a polymer determines
its glass-transition and the relaxation mechanisms, which inuence the deformation
behavior of the polymer. In this way, the relaxation mechanisms, each representing
specic molecular motions, provide the link between the molecular structure and the
macroscopic deformation, and are commonly formally expressed through a spectrum of
relaxation-times.
Experimentally, instead of measuring the stress relaxation, dynamic mechanical
measurements as functions of frequency are generally employed to determine the modulus-
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temperature curves. It is a simple procedure to study the inuence of polymer structure
on thermo-mechanical behavior and additionally in this kind of measurements the elas-
tic and viscous forces are separately obtained.
In relation with the mentioned aspects, the polymers can be classied as thermorhe-
ologically simple or complex materials. For the simple materials the same temperature
dependence is observed for all the relaxation-times associated with a relaxation mech-
anism and also the stress magnitudes show the same temperature dependence, which
results in a time-temperature equivalence137. For thermorheological complex polymers,
instead, the relaxation-times are not equally inuenced by temperature. The origin is
that, besides the primary transition governed by the main-chain mobility, there are the
previously mentioned secondary transitions that involve movements of side-groups or
smaller segments of the chain. The shape of the spectrum of relaxation-times reects
this complexity and the time-temperature superposition principle is no longer valid.
Semicrystalline polymers show thermorheological complexity as a sign of their in-
ternal structure. Only the amorphous portions go through the glass-transition while
the crystalline portion remains hard. However, above the glass-transition temperature
the relaxations mechanisms exhibited are related to the crystalline phase, and could be
attributed to uncoordinated motions within the crystal lattice and to deformation of
amorphous regions between crystal lamellae17.
3.2.2 Molecular description of Polymer Viscoelasticity
A pure relaxation mode can be mechanically represented as a spring in series with a
dashpot. The spring represents the inherent elasticity of the polymeric chains in the
rubbery region
h  kBT
R2F
(3.1)
where h is the spring constant of a polymeric strand of N Kuhn segments of length
a, with a Flory radius RF  aN , where  = 1=2 corresponds to ideal chain statistics
(polymer melts) and  ' 3=5 applies to semi-dilute and dilute solutions. kB is the
Boltzmann constant and T , the absolute temperature. The spring constant macroscop-
ically contributes to the Young modulus of the system E in an additive way, according
to the theory of rubber elasticity. The dashpot represents the friction of the polymer
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with the environment, resulting in a friction coecient   RF  aN3=5, according
to the Stokes formula for the friction force a sphere of radius RF in a uid of viscosity
, at a negligible Reynolds number. This latter hypothesis is in the basis of the so-
called Zimm model31, mostly valid for semi-diluted solutions. Invoking force balance,
namely, that the elastic force is compensated by the friction force, the relaxation of a
deformation of a polymer strand satises
RF
R

 kBT
R2F
R (3.2)
Here R is a characteristic deformation, taken as of the order of RF , and R= is an
estimate of the velocity. Hence, in this expression  is an estimate of the relaxation-
time of the deformation inicted to the polymer, whose scaling form we readily obtain
from eq. (3.2). It reads
  (T )R
3
F
kBT
=
(T ) a3N9=5
kBT
 a(T )N9=5 (3.3)
The so-called Rouse model31, states that the friction coecient does not scale with the
Flory radius RF but with the number of monomers in the chain, which all separately
contribute to the friction, namely   aN . For this case, eq. (3.2) turns into
aN
R

 kBT
R2F
R (3.4)
since the friction coecient of a monomer is estimated as scaling as a, also in agreement
with Stokes formula. Furthermore, the chains behave ideally in melts, and as such also
in the amorphous phase of a plastic solid in the rubbery plateau, therefore, RF  aN1=2
according to ref. [31]. Hence, the scaling form of the relaxation-time in the Rouse model
reads
  (T ) a
3N2
kBT
 a(T )N2 (3.5)
However, in amorphous systems of entangled high molecular weight polymers, the re-
laxation of polymer deformations takes place through reptation31,123. In this limit, the
relaxation-time is estimated as being
  (T ) a
3N3
Ne kBT
 a(T )N3 (3.6)
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where Ne is the number of polymer Kuhn segments between entanglement points. Ne is
estimated to be around 100. Hence, the crossover between Rouse to reptation behavior
strongly depends on the molecular weight of the polymers. In semicrystalline polymers,
the signicant size is that of the threads of polymer giving rise to the amorphous
fraction, which are much smaller than the original polymers themselves. Therefore,
we expect that the relaxation of our systems to lay between these two limiting cases,
namely, Rouse and Reptation. In general, we will write   a(T )N with  = 9=5
for semi-dilute solutions and  = 2 or  = 3 for polymer melts. The analysis done
along this chapter considers the amorphous fraction of the solid polymer equivalent to
a polymer melt and the latter exponent applies.
This simple estimate of the relaxation-time clearly reveals the essential elements of
the polymer relaxation, which are the basis of the time-temperature superposition. On
the one hand, the larger the polymer strand N , the larger the relaxation-time. On the
other, the temperature dependence of the relaxation-time is contained in a prefactor
a(T ) for all the polymer strands, regardless of their size. Therefore, the polydispersity
in relaxation-times present in the amorphous fraction of a solid polymer is due to the
polydispersity in the size of the dierent polymer strands and their dierent modes
of motion. This statement should be valid at least in the rubbery plateau, where it
is expected that the size-distribution remains constant between its limiting transition
temperatures. Transitions in the system change the distribution of polymer elements
contributing to the relaxation, breaking down the time-temperature superposition be-
yond the transitions17.
Hence, for thermorheologically simple materials the temperature-dependence of vis-
coelastic behavior can be described using a time-shift factor (horizontal) and a modulus-
shift factor (vertical) that make possible the superposition of dynamic moduli data
obtained at dierent temperatures73,129. Accordingly, the scale transformation reads
E(!; T ) = bE(!=a; T 0). This procedure avoids the diculty of measuring polymers
behavior over broad range of time by the fact that data obtained at several temperatures
can be shifted to a common reference temperature. In this way, a master curve that
describe the viscoelasticity can be generated since the curves of dynamic moduli versus
relaxation-time (or frequency) obtained at dierent temperatures are superimposable
in a double logarithmic plot.
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However, for polymers exhibiting thermorhological complexity these simple rela-
tionships are no longer valid since the relaxation-times are not equally inuenced by
temperature. For this kind of materials, the inherent complex molecular morphology
can arise as a non-simple response. The complexity is the result of the cooperative
eect of a large number of dierent species (polymer segments of dierent length or
nature) accounting for the polydispersity of the strands of polymers forming the amor-
phous fraction of the solid. Thus, each of these strands, either connecting crystals,
loose loops, tails with dangling ends, or branches, etc. is considered to contribute with
a distinctive independent response, whose cumulative eect is measured in the mechan-
ical experiment. Such independence may be questioned28 due to nonlinear couplings,
as we will see here in the analysis of thin lms. In addition, each of these strands does
not respond in a single mode of relaxation but through a collection of modes of motion,
commonly referred to as Rouse modes, which can be more or less hampered by the
physical constraints of the chain environment, and excited by the external action of the
stress or electric elds.
3.3 Model
Linear viscoelasticity can be described by rather simple models which traditionally have
been assimilated to mechanical analogs consisting of a combination of pure elastic and
viscous elements40,137.
A Maxwell element is a mechanical analog of a collection of modes with the same
relaxation-time, represented by a spring in series with a dash-pot, both holding the
same stress. The constitutive equation that describes this element in its dierential
form can be written as
_
E
+


= _" (3.7)
where  represents the stress and _ the stress rate, " and _" stand for the deformation
(strain) and the deformation rate, respectively,  is the viscosity and E is Young's
modulus. For a sudden constant strain "0 at t = 0, the linear dierential equation (3.7)
has a solution of the form
(t) = 0e
 t= (3.8)
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Figure 3.1: Mechanical analogy to the Maxwell type model
where  = =E is the relaxation-time whose microscopic description is given in eq.
(3.5). 0 is the initial stress, related to the strain by 0 = E"0. Then, the time
dependent ratio of tensile stress to strain, (t)="0, known as the relaxation modulus ~E,
is
~E(t) = Ee t= (t) (3.9)
where the Heaviside -function ensures the causality of the response. As a consequence
of causality, the kernel ~E(t) straightforwardly satises the Kramers-Kronig relations of
its Laplace transform13, writing s = i!, with s being the Laplace variable and !, the
frequency.
In general, if the system is subject to a time-dependent strain "(t) the response can
be written in an integral form
(t) =
Z t
0
dt0 ~E(t  t0) _"(t0) (3.10)
where ~E(t) is the Green's function of eq. (3.7), given precisely by eq. (3.9). Eq. (3.10)
implies that the relation between stress and strain is linear. To introduce the harmonic
analysis, let us assume that the Maxwell element is subject to periodic deformations
of the type " = "0 sin(!t). Then the response can be expressed in terms of frequency.
The response can be embedded in a complex modulus, E which reads
E(!)  E0(!) + iE"(!) = i!E
1 + i!
(3.11)
which here is dened from the relationship  = E", using "(t) = "0ei!t. The real and
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imaginary parts of the relaxation modulus are related to the so-called storage, E0(!),
and loss, E"(!), moduli, which, respectively, describe the reversible and irreversible
parts of the work done on the system in a cycle. In Appendix A.2 we give the details of
an operational interpretation of the storage and loss moduli valid for general nonlinear
systems.
The Maxwell model is clearly an idealization that can only describe relaxation pro-
cesses with a single relaxation-time. For a real system, however, one has to consider that
the response is the combination of multiple relaxation processes linearly superposed.
Formally, one assumes that
(t) =
Z t
0
dt0
Z 1
0
dnP (n)En e
 (t t0)=n

_"(t0) (3.12)
where we have introduced the subindex n to characterize the relaxation-time n =
a(T )n , as it would corresponds to the relaxation of nmonomers involved in the motion.
Here, however, is a dummy parameter of integration. Moreover, En is the Young
modulus of the n mode, which scales as En  kBT=N2 . P (n) is the distribution of the
species of size n in the system, which we refer to as the spectrum of relaxation-times.
P (n) is positive-denite and such that
Z 1
0
dnP (n) = N (3.13)
where N is the total number of modes in the system. Eq.(3.12) is known as the
Generalized Maxwell model for a continuous spectrum of relaxation-times. A sketch
of the discrete version is shown in Figure 3.1. In this discrete version, which will be
eventually implemented in this work, the dierent Maxwell elements are in parallel,
which eectively corresponds to the superposition implicit in eq.(3.12). After some
algebra, the complex modulus for the Generalized Maxwell model reads
E0(!) =
Z 1
0
(!)2H()
1 + (!)2
d ln  (3.14)
E00(!) =
Z 1
0
(!)H()
1 + (!)2
d ln  (3.15)
The detailed derivation of eq. (3.14) and (3.15) is given in Appendix A.1. The func-
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tion H() summarizes the combination of the spectrum of relaxation-times P (n), the
Young modulus of the n modes, En, but also the transformation dn  nd ln  , whose
proportionality is valid regardless the exponent . It is important to realize that H()
is the only function that can be experimentally determined if no additional information
of the dependence of En on n is a priori known. In the idealized case discussed so far,
which should be valid only in the rubbery plateau, En  kBT=n (Rouse model) and,
therefore, H()d ln  ' kBTP (n)dn.
3.3.1 Nonlinear Model for Films
In the forthcoming analysis of the experimental data on the relaxation of thin lms
used in this work, we will see that the Generalized Maxwell model (GM), described so
far, cannot give a precise account of the observed response, even for the reduced range
of frequencies of our experimental data. Moreover, in the previous chapter we have
emphasized how crucial is in the analysis the explicit consideration of the draw rate,
i.e., the processing conditions. We have seen, through observation of the properties,
that the nal material is strongly non isotropic depending on whether the machine or
the cross direction is tested. Therefore, there are strong reasons to believe that the
system is particularly stretched in the machine direction, even to cause morphological
changes in the spherulites (or discoids), responsible for the anisotropy in the mechanical
response.
Hence, we propose a nonlinear modication in the Maxwell model along the lines
established by Tobolsky and Eyring in their analysis of the mechanical properties near
the yield, which would be the situation of parts of the system after the processing.
Their phenomenological model consists of a Maxwell element in which the dashpot
responds with a non-Newtonian stress-dependent viscosity ()33,130. The model can
be written modifying eq.(3.7) in the form
_
E
+
v

sinh

v
= _" (3.16)
where v is a phenomenological constant characterizing the stress at yield. In ref. [130]
specic molecular interpretation is given to the constants in eq. (3.16). Notice that the
linear behavior is recovered at =v ! 0.
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This nonlinear equation predicts a logarithmic relaxation at initial times when the
initial stress 0 is larger than v, of the form
(t) =  v ln

t
2
+ e 0=v

(3.17)
where  = =E is here the same as in the Maxwell model, with the parameters E
and  dened in eq. (3.16). After some initial time t  2 exp[ 0=v], the decay
is purely logarithmic (t) =   ln(t=2). The crossover towards the linear relaxation
occurs at a time t  2=e  1. After this initial time, the relaxation would be similar
to the corresponding Maxwell element. The reader is addressed to Appendix A.3 for
the details.
However, we do not expect a strong deviation from the linear regime in our ex-
periments done at small strain. Therefore, we use a Taylor expansion of the second
term in the right hand side of eq. (3.16), and retain the rst nonlinear contribution
to the stress. Within this new model, a very good agreement with the experimental
data, particularly for the thinner lms, either of pure components or sandwiches, is
achieved. Hence, in eq. (3.16) we replace sinh( ! 0) '  + 33! , and perturbatively
solve the dierential equation in terms of the amplitude of the strain, which enters into
the description due to the nonlinear coupling. The detailed calculation is shown in
Appendix A.3. The modied storage and loss moduli read as eqs. (3.14) and (3.15)
plus correction terms as follows
E0(!) =
Z 1
0
d ln 

H()(!)2
1 + (!)2
 H1() (!)
4
(1 + (!)2)3

(3.18)
E00(!) =
Z 1
0
d ln 

H()!
1 + (!)2
  1
2
H1()
(!)3(1  (!)2)
(1 + (!)2)3

(3.19)
where H() is the spectrum of relaxation-times as in the Maxwell model. However,
due to the presence of the nonlinear contributions, the knowledge of the spectrum is
not enough to characterize the response of the system. One needs, in addition, the
knowledge of a second distribution accounting for the impact of the non-linearities,
namely H1().
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3.3.2 Numerical Procedure
We determine the discrete spectrum of relaxation-times through a curve-tting proce-
dure with no regularization term, as suggested in ref. [138]. The least-squares method
is carried out using the experimental measurements obtained of E0(!) and E00(!) and
the model given by eqs. (3.14) and (3.15). Notice that, in addition, we have introduced
the limiting cases of pure elasticity and pure viscosity plus two additional terms, ac-
counting for the eect of the tails of the distribution of relaxation-times. Leaving aside
for the moment the nonlinear correction, the function to be minimized is
E 
NX
i
"
1  1
E0exp(!i)
 
!2iR
0
1 +
MX

(!i)
2H()
1 + (!i)2
ln  + k
!#
+
NX
i
"
1  1
E00exp(!i)
 
!i +
MX

(!i)H()
1 + (!i)2
ln  +
R2"
!i
!# (3.20)
where !i with i = 1:::N stands for the set of experimental frequencies. The range
of frequencies available is ! 2 [1; 100] s 1. In turn,  with  = 1; :::;M ,  being
an integer, is the ensemble of relaxation-times that we use for the tting. Given the
maximum and minimum relaxation-times, max and min, respectively, the values of 
that are representative of each relaxation-time interval are given by
ln  = ln min +
ln max   ln min
M   1

  1
2

 ln min + ln 

  1
2

(3.21)
where we stress that  ln  is constant.
Moreover, since the range of experimental frequencies is limited, the information
about the spectrum that we can extract is also very limited. Hence, if we bear
in mind that !min = 1 s
 1 and !max = 100 s 1, we choose the lowest relaxation-
time min = 10
 2=!max = 10 4 s, while the larger relaxation-time is chosen max =
102=!min = 10
2 s. Then, for  < min it is always true that !i  10 2 and the re-
sponse functions can be readily approximated yielding the following expressions with
a trivial !-dependence
Z min
0
(!)2H()
1 + (!)2
d ln  ' !2
Z min
0
d ln  2H()  !2R01 (3.22)Z min
0
(!)H()
1 + (!)2
d ln  ' !
Z min
0
d ln  H()  ! (3.23)
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Repeating the argument for  > max it is always true that !i  102, and we encounterZ 1
max
(!)2H()
1 + (!)2
d ln  '
Z 1
max
d ln  H()  k (3.24)Z 1
max
(!)H()
1 + (!)2
d ln  ' 1
!
Z 1
max
d ln 
H()

 R2"
!
(3.25)
In all cases, the error made in the use of the asymptotic expansion instead of the
complete expression is of the order of 10 4 for the chosen values of the relaxation-time
limits and the range of experimental frequencies. Expressions (3.22)-(3.25) are valid
always that the frequency is kept inside the aforementioned range and do not represent
the functional response of the system over the entire spectrum of frequencies. As we see,
we can only obtain information about some moments of the relaxation-time distribution
for the short and long relaxation-time limit. The explicit calculation of H() outside
the limits min and max dened would be nonsense without more data at lower and
higher frequencies.
The parameters that we need to set a priori in our procedure are min and max
and the total number of relaxation-time intervals M . However, if this number of points
where we aim at obtaining the spectrum exceeds the number of frequencies, for which
experimental data exist, the problem is then ill-posed. This implies that dierent spec-
tra may in principle yield the same viscoelastic response at the set of the experimental
frequencies. There are several methods to select the plausible spectrum but all of them
require additional insight to be added to the problem of minimization of eq. (3.20).
Honerkamp et al.51, for instance, add a Tikhonov regularization term that smoothes
out the obtained spectra. Others introduce terms of the type H logH making use of
the hypothesis that the system would naturally prefer a homogeneous distribution of
relaxation-times, as an ideal gas in a container tends to a homogeneous density, which
seems unjustied in our case. The reader is addressed to ref. [104] to nd a detailed
description of dierent regularization methods commonly employed. In our case, we
have checked that the spectra obtained with the annealing method, described below, is
independent of the initial conditions. Eectively, we have repeated the calculation of
the spectra about 10 times and found that the results are practically indiscernible.
In order to minimize the cost function we use the so-called simulated annealing
technique. This meta-heuristic technique provides a good solution and, as implemented
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here, enforces that H() is positive-denite. One cannot guarantee that the solution
found is the global optimum but still provides a more than a plausible answer to the
fundamental question. The detailed description of the numerical procedure is given
in Appendix A.4. Also in the same appendix we show the verications carried out
to assure the robustness of the method even outside the range of relaxation-times
[1=!max; 1=!min].
Finally, when we consider the nonlinear corrections, we introduce the nonlinear
Eyring type modications in the model, as in eqs. (3.18) and (3.19), and follow
the numerical procedure. In the nonlinear case, however, in addition to the natural
relaxation-time spectra H(), a second distribution H1() is also obtained.
3.4 Results and Discussion
3.4.1 Relaxation of pure LLDPE and EVOH bars
The viscoelastic response of LLDPE and EVOH compression molded bars, i.e. bulk
polymers, can be described using the GM model, without nonlinear corrections, in
all the experimentally analyzed temperature range. The curves for the storage and
loss moduli predicted from the model, eqs. (3.14) and (3.15), properly match the
experimental data, as it can be seen in Figure 3.2a and Figure 3.2b.
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Figure 3.2: Storage (E0) and loss (E00) moduli, solid lines are the model prediction and points are the
experimental data at temperatures of -70C, -30C, 30C and 90C.
The tting of the data using the GM model and setting M = 100 yields a discrete
spectrum,H(), at the selected  = 1; : : : ;M relaxation-times, according to eq. (3.21).
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We obtain a rather rough distribution of relaxation-times (see Figure 3.3), since no
smoothing has been included in the cost function. In general, we have to distinguish
between three regions limited by 1=!max and 1=!min. Within the region inside the
range 1=!max <  < 1=!min lay the most relevant part of the spectra for the range of
frequencies experimentally studied. However, restricting the minimization of the cost
function only inside this region yields spurious peaks near the edges of the interval,
despite the use of the asymptotic terms given in eqs. from (3.22) to (3.25). This is
due to the fact that, on the one hand, the long relaxation-time part of the spectrum is
relevant at the analyzed temperatures and, on the other, that variations in the position
of a peak outside the most sensitive range do not cause a signicant variation of the
cost function (see Appendix A.4 for details about the sensitivity of the method in
dierent regions of the spectrum). In Figure 3.3 we show the spectra obtained for
LLDPE, molded in a bar, for two relaxation-time ranges and dierent number M of
points. Notice that the implemented simulated annealing is able to locate peaks outside
the most sensitive region (see also Appendix A.4, where we explain the procedure and
checks done with regard to this point). However, we see that the narrower spectrum
has a dominant peak next to the upper limit max, while the wider spectrum does not.
This is the case because, in this region of low sensitivity the wider spectrum distributes
the eect of long relaxation-times in a wider range. Instead, the narrower spectrum
has the handicap of a residual sensitivity of the order of 1= near to the upper limit
of the spectrum, which cannot be gathered into the limiting behaviors, namely k and
R002 . Hence, a spuriously high peak is produced if the upper limit is placed right in
this region of residual sensitivity. Therefore, the evaluation of wider spectra permits to
avoid this problem. We have thus determined the spectra in a wider relaxation-time
range  2 [10 7; 107], but show the spectra within the relevant range, min = 10 4s
and max = 10
2s, integrating the tails according to the asymptotic contributions in eqs.
(3.22) - (3.25). Furthermore, it is also remarkable from Figure 3.3 that a part of the
spectrum within the most sensitive region is repeatedly obtained from dierent initial
conditions as well as ranges of relaxation-times. This fact implies that physical insight
can be inferred from the tting of the spectra of relaxation-times performed in this
chapter.
Let us rst consider the obtained spectra and asymptotic parameters for the two
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of spectra obtained by the Simulation Annealing thechnique for LLDPE bar at
30C. The line corresponding to the large range (red) shows the peaks obtained when the  range is
[10 7; 1016]s and ln   0:5. The line for the short range (blue) shows the peaks obtained when  is
between [10 4; 102]s andln   0:5. The line corresponng to the short range but with denser distribution
of points (green) shows the peaks obtained when  is between [10 4; 102]s and ln   0:25.
pure materials for dierent temperatures, to elucidate the most salient features of the
spectra.
In Figure 3.4a we can see the spectra for LLDPE in three selected temperatures,
namely, 90C, 70, and 50C, which lay in the rubbery plateau, far from the assumed
glass-transition temperature  30C. In Figure 3.4b we show the spectra in the crossover
region, for temperatures 30C, 10, and  10C. Finally, in Figure 3.4c, we indicate the
spectra at the glass-transition temperature and below,  30C,  50, and  70C. The
asymptotic parameters in the whole range of temperatures are given in Figure 3.5. The
- and melt transition temperatures for this material, reported around  120C and
120C, respectively, lay outside the studied temperature range.
At high temperature, according to Figure 3.4a, one nds spectra essentially com-
posed by a group of three well-dened peaks at 0:015s, 0:07s, and 0:5s. We also observe
an isolated peak at around 8s. We observe that the spectrum is overall low, due to
the softening of the material near the melt transition, but hardens as the temperature
decreases. These peaks may correspond to the relaxation of characteristic polymeric
threads on the amorphous phase, like bridges between crystallites or closed loops on
them, according to the usual interpretation of the origin of the relaxation in semicrys-
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talline materials17. However, without additional microscopic information, it would be
reckless to pretend an association between the peaks and a particular microscopic mode.
Furthermore, one should take into account that we observe no shift of the peaks with
the temperature, as it would be prescribed by the strict application of eq. (3.5) or
(3.6). Moreover, a rubbery material would also show a storage modulus that increases
proportionally to the temperature, according to eq. (3.1). Hence, we should not expect
a classical rubbery behavior of the material in this region.
The time-temperature superposition is based on the analogy between the spectra
at dierent temperatures as introduced in Subsection 3.2.2. The so-called thermorhe-
ological simplicity is based on the hypothesis that the distribution of modes in the
system is invariant with the temperature. Since we characterize the modes with the
relaxation-time  itself, our function H(; T )d ln  for a system displaying thermorheo-
logical simplicity would be shifted and rescaled with a temperature change. Hence, the
rheological simplicity can be expressed as
H(; T )d ln  = bH(a; T 0)d ln  (3.26)
The parameters a and b are functions of both temperatures T and T 0. Therefore, with
regard to a time-temperature superposition, one can proceed by calculating the shift
factor (ln a, since we refer the shift in a logarithmic scale) and the rescaling factor b
such that the two compared spectra are virtually the same. These factors are then the
ones required to overlap the experimental data on E(!) into a single master curve,
if such underlying thermorheological simplicity exists in the material. Back to Figure
3.4a, we have calculated these shift and scale factors for the three temperatures. We
nd that, with the precision of our calculation, no shift with temperature is observed.
Moreover, we see that the spectra are rather similar if the ones of 70C and 90C are
respectively scaled by a factor 1:7 and 4:25 and compared with the spectrum of 50C.
Some dierences between the relative heights of the rst and fourth peaks are the more
noticeable discrepancies. When the calculated factors are applied to the respective
E0(!; T ), the resulting curves are rather close to each other. However, the dierences
are more relatively signicant for the E"(!; T ) curves. Hence, we can state that i) the
peaks indeed correspond to a rather stable distribution of modes of motion, although
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the temperature-dependence of the spring constant h and of the relaxation-time are
not as suggested by the theory discussed in subsection 3.2.2. Furthermore, ii) no time-
temperature superposition can be achieved in view of the lack of sucient analogy
between the relaxation-time distributions at dierent temperatures.
As mentioned, Figure 3.4b shows how the relaxation-time spectra vary when we
approach the glass-transition temperature. In comparison with the rubbery region just
discussed, the part of the spectra,  < 1s, increases as the temperature is lowered.
New peaks appear at around  ' 10 3s, and  ' 10 4s well below the position of
the rst peak in the rubbery region. Moreover, above  ' 0:1s also new peaks arise.
Furthermore, we observe that the height of the fourth peak at around 10s, is lowered
and broadened. These changes can be seen as the signature of structural modica-
tions of the material taking place with the decrease of the temperature. They could
be interpreted as the appearance of hindrances in the motion of the longest strands
of polymer, particularly if believed that the peak at 10s is due to the relaxation of
long polymer strands, possibly bridges between crystallites, although this statement
is a mere speculation, lacking of microscopic conrmation. One outcome of the in-
crease of the mechanical hindrances is the overall rise of the spectra towards the lowest
relaxation-time region and the broadening of the spectra. When a polymer strand is
mechanically hindered in a given intermediate monomer, it is as if the system loses
one long relaxation-time mode in favor of two shorter relaxation-time modes, and that
occur in a random manner due to the intrinsic randomness of the location of the hin-
drances. In this sense, it is particularly interesting the location of a new peak in the
region 1 <  < 10s, where before no mode existed. In this crossover region this range
of the spectra are signicantly populated, even aecting the third peak, who looses
its identity, being divided into two or more peaks and separated from the others by
shallow valleys. Therefore, we can state that around 30C the eects of hindrances are
the most relevant microscopic transformation. The hardening of the individual modes
with the decrease of the temperature is also noticeable.
Figure 3.4c shows the spectra at the glass-transition temperature  30C and below,
at  50C and  70C. Right at Tg we observe an overall enhancement of the spectrum,
particularly in the region of low relaxation-time. It is interesting the fact that the
new peak at  ' 10 3s is signicantly enhanced. Moreover, we also observe a rise
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of the spectrum at the other side, that is, at  ' 102s, right on the border of the
selected relaxation-time range. At temperatures below Tg the spectra in the center of
the analyzed region is slightly lower than at the transition. However, we see an increase
of the contributions at the low and high relaxation-time region. Particularly, a new
peak increases at around  ' 40s. Hence, we consider that below Tg the relaxation
mechanisms also change. In this sense, it is interesting to remind the existing debate
on whether the true glass-transition temperature for the LLDPE should be located
at the -transition around  30C or, more properly much below, at the mentioned
-transition16,124. Boyer123, proposes that there are two glass-transition temperatures:
a low Tg, which should be at around  80C, corresponding to the true glass-transition
for a completely amorphous sample of polyethylene, and an upper Tg, located around
 30C, which would correspond to the glass-transition of a semicrystalline sample. We
assumed this interpretation in our analysis. Moreover, in view also of Figure 3.5, the
high values of the asymptotic coecients k and R01 in this region sub-Tg, are a clear
signature of the broadening of the spectrum, towards regions where the spectrum have
been lumped into few coecients. We will discuss these coecients in more detail
below (the numerical values of these coecients can be found in Appendix A.5).
In Figure 3.5, the behavior of the calculated asymptotic coecients is presented. In
general, we see that the elastic contributions k and R01, corresponding, respectively, to
the eects on E0 at the regions  > max and  < min, are small at the rubbery region.
Their behavior changes with the temperature in the aforementioned crossover region,
which we may consider starting below 50C, and ending at about  30C, right at Tg.
In this crossover region, k progressively increases more rapidly with the decrease of T
while R01 shows an inection. As far as k is concerned, we observe that below Tg its
variation with the temperature is rather linear and increases when decreasing T . On the
other hand, at the rubbery region, k is practically constant. Notice the small values of
R01 compared to k. With regard to the loss modulus asymptotic coecients, we observe
again that the contribution of the  > max region, namely R2", is signicantly more
important than the  < min, embedded in . However,  shows a very interesting
behavior. On the one hand, around 50C  we identify a broad peak. Moreover, below
 30C this coecient is low and practically constant. One cal also observe a sharp peak
at around  10C. The crossover region between the aforementioned temperatures 50C
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Figure 3.4: Time spectra for LLDPE bar at the studied temperatures of (a): 90C, 70C, 50C, (b): 30C,
10C, -10C, and (c): -30C, -50C, -70C.
and  30C, corresponds to the region between these two peaks. We want to point out
that the features of  are not visible in the direct analysis of tan , and permit to locate
eects localized at the short relaxation-time of the spectra which are masked by the use
of E0 and E", which involve the whole spectrum of relaxation-times. Finally, if data
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would allow us to integrate the spectrum over the whole relaxation-time distribution,
we could have access to the true viscosity of the system visc =
R1
0 d ln  H(), which
should agree with E"(! ! 0). In the same way, the Young modulus of the material
could be obtained as kY oung =
R1
0 d ln  H(), which should agree with E
0(! ! 1).
These relationships are useful when interpreting the physical content in the asymptotic
coecients, as we attempt below.
The relationship between the asymptotic coecients and moments of the relaxation-
time distribution H() is interesting by itself. Unfortunately, the limited range of fre-
quencies does not allow for a calculation of the moments of H over the whole relaxation-
time range and obtain relevant parameters as the true viscosity and Young modulus of
the systems, just mentioned. Thus, we have to analyze them with regard to the por-
tion of the relaxation-time domain where they are well dened. The existing similitude
between the behavior of k and E0, as well as between  and E" suggests that there is
valuable information in these coecients to describe the transitions, in analogy with
the extended use of tan  137 to this end. Let us propose two dierent coecients bound
to two separate regions of the relaxation-time domain. In the rst place R0 is analo-
gous to the ratio =R01, but we dene this coecient including part of the calculated
spectrum up to a dividing relaxation-time min < c < max, which we choose around
the mid of the spectrum as c = 0:1. Thus, the denition is
R0  
R01
=
R c
0 d ln  H()R c
0 d ln  
2H()
 hi0h2i0 (3.27)
This ratio has dimensions of 1= . In the same way, we can dene the ratio R2"=k, which
has the same dimensions of 1= , and covers the opposite side of the spectra (c;1)
R1  k
R2"
=
R1
c
d ln  H()R1
c
d ln  1H()
 h
0i1
h 1i1 (3.28)
These coecients contain complementary information to that of tan .
In Figures 3.5 we have also plotted R0 and R1 as functions of the temperature for
the LLDPE bar. In the rst place, we observe that both R0 and R1 have a distinctive
peak at  30C, which can be readily attributed to the glass-transition temperature
(-transition17), also in agreement with the interpretation from tan , as given in Fig-
ure 2.4 in Section 2.4.1. We can infer that at the transition temperature the weight
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of the low relaxation-time part of the spectrum (left hand-side of the spectrum) is
displaced towards even lower relaxation-times and, simultaneously, the right hand-side
of the spectrum suers a similar shift towards lower relaxation-times. Therefore, the
-transition for this material can be interpreted as a generalized shift of the spectrum
towards low relaxation-times, in contrast to the interpretation that suggest that the
peaks are compatible with the narrowing of the spectrum16,17. The general shift to
the left hand-side of the spectrum when lowering the temperature near the -transition
would be compatible with the appearance of hindrances that reduce the relaxation-
times of the preexisting treads of polymer, as we have already argued.
In the second place, as the temperature increases above  30C, R0 progressively
decreases, indicating that the weight of the spectrum is being displaced towards larger
relaxation-times. At the same time, R1 progressively increases, which indicates the
opposite tendency for the relaxation-times in this side of the spectrum. Hence, in
this region, which we have identied as the crossover region, the material seems to
concentrate the relaxation into a narrower window. The decrease of R0 proceeds as
the temperature increases up to 50C, where the narrowing of the spectrum seems to
end. Finally, above 50C, R0 rises again while R1 continues growing. This could be
the signature that the material approaches the -transition (assumed to be at around
75C), as seen in Figure 2.4 in Section 2.4.1. However, the possible peak lays outside
the studied temperature range.
The EVOH bar has an overall analogous behavior as the LLDPE, with some pecu-
liarities related to this material. In principle, the glass-transition temperature of EVOH
is customarily located at around 55C20. Moreover, EVOH is considered to form hydro-
gen bonds between polymer threads, giving particular mechanical and thermodynamic
properties to the material as, for instance, the high glass-transition temperature and a
high Young modulus (compare, for example, the size of the peaks in Figures 3.4a and
3.6a). Assuming the aforementioned Tg, in Figure 3.6a we gather the spectra in the
crossover region, according to the previous analysis of the LLDPE. The crossover re-
gion is characterized by an increase of the size of the peaks together with a progressive
broadening of the spectrum, particularly with the appearance of new peaks at the low
relaxation-time region. Below Tg, the spectra also show similar tendencies, specically
an overall broadening, as it can be seen in Figures 3.6b and 3.6c, the latter deep below
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Figure 3.5: Asymptotic coecients k, , R01, R2" and ratios R0 and R1 for the LLDPE bar
Tg.
The asymptotic behaviors for this material are shown in Figures 3.7. Again, k shows
a rather linear increase below Tg as the temperature decreases. In the same way,  also
shows a bell shaped form with two maxima. R01 and R2" also follow analogous trends as
in the LLDPE, provided that one uses Tg as the reference temperature. R0 and R1, as
given in Figure 3.7, show a rather peculiar behavior. On the one hand, R1 has a peak
at around 55C, coinciding with Tg obtained from the analysis of tan . At the same
time, however, R0 has a shallow valley with a minimum around the same temperature.
These two features together clearly indicate that the weight of the right-hand side of
spectrum is shifting to shorter relaxation-times, while the weight shifts in the opposite
direction in the other side of the spectrum. Hence, this transition, which we identify
as the -transition, according to Chapter 2, could be characterized by a increase of
the weight in a limited region of the central part of the relaxation-time spectrum,
thus a narrowing. Hence, the interpretation of the transition as random hindrances
progressively being created as the temperature is lowered cannot be straightforwardly
applied to this case. It could be interpreted, however, as the vanishing of modes
with long relaxation-time that progress in favor of modes with shorter relaxation-time.
However, if there is a constraint for short threads of polymer, which cannot give rise
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Figure 3.6: Time spectra for EVOH bar at the studied temperatures of (a): 90C, 70C, 50C, (b): 30C,
10C, -10C, and (c): -30C, -50C, -70C.
to shorter relaxation-times after being hindered at a given monomer, it would produce
such an eect in opposite directions at both sides of c. Moreover, we can identify
the -transition in the location of the second peak of R1 at a temperature of  30C,
also in agreement with the interpretation of tan  in Chapter 2 and also by other
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authors20. This peak corresponds to the valley in R0. Thus, we assume the same
interpretation as before, namely that this transition is caused by a narrowing of the
spectrum. This interpretation may justify the lack of -transition for this material,
namely, the existence of a constraint for the motion of short strands of polymer, as
indicated by Cerrada et al.20.
Before nishing this section, we can review the analogy between the ratios R0 and
R1 with tan . Let us assume that we can approximate the latter by a combination of
our ratios such that the meaning and structure is closer the possible to the own tan .
We propose
tan  ' ! +R2"=!
k + !2R01
' R1 1
!

1 +
!2
R2"

(3.29)
where ! is taken as 2:5rad/s, as in the Section 2.4.1. In view of the Figures 3.5 and
3.7, R01 is negligible in front of k and the second equality in eq.(3.29) then follows.
Furthermore, the obtained values of !2=R2" are of order 1 in the studied temperature
range. Hence, tan  is mostly proportional toR1 and, therefore, the distinctive features
of tan  are also encountered in R1, at least approximately.
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Figure 3.7: Asymptotic coecients k, , R01, R2" and ratios R0 and R1 for the EVOH bar
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3.4.2 Relaxation of pure LLDPE and EVOH lms and LLDPE/EVOH
multilayer lms
The viscoelastic response of LLDPE and EVOH monomaterial lms with a thickness
of 25m shows signicant dierences with respect to the bar counterparts, as we have
seen in Chapter 2 (see Figures2.4 and 2.5). When straightforwardly applying the same
treatment to nd the spectra of relaxation-times, as in the previous section, we nd
systematic deviations between the predicted complex modulus using the GM model and
the one experimentally reported, particularly for the thinnest lms of 25m, which is
the only one considered this chapter. We have argued that the origin of such inability
to nd a good match was not due to the numerical process of nding the spectra but
rather to the physical response itself. In Section 3.3.1 we have made the hypothesis that
the processing conditions of fabrication of the lms introduces stretching of the chains,
which still remains when the solid is form. Therefore, part of the material is closer
to the yield point than a material formed without external stresses and slowly cooled
down. Hence, we have considered nonlinear corrections in the stress-strain relation,
and used them for the tting (see Appendix A.3 for details). Therefore, the DMA of
the thin lms is better predicted by using the GM model with the nonlinear correction
given by eqs. (3.18) and (3.19), instead of using the linear GM model in eqs. (3.14)
and (3.15). Figures 3.8a and 3.8b show the agreement obtained with the experimental
data at dierent temperatures. The gures also show the discrepancies between the
predicted and real behavior when only the linear GM model is used.
By the introduction of the nonlinear corrections, we have to t an additional func-
tion, which describes the amplitude of the nonlinear part, i.e. H1(). Together with
this, one has to also determine the usual spectrum H(), which keeps its primitive
meaning. On the other hand, the nonlinear spectrum can be used to identify the
modes that are particularly stretched. Therefore, we apply the same minimization
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procedure based on the simulated annealing with the cost function given by
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)
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)
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)
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+
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(!i)
3(1  (!i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(3.30)
which includes the nonlinear contributions.
For the LLDPE lm, the spectra obtained can be observed in Figure 3.9 for both,
the spectra and nonlinear spectra. In the rst place, Figure 3.9a gathers spectra analo-
gous to the previous ones for bars in the rubbery plateau region. The material is rather
soft in this region and the spectra have various peaks in regions similar to these of bars.
While in the bars the peaks are invariably found at 0:015s, 0:07s, 0:5s and 8s, being
the latter separated by a gap, here we only observe two peaks and the isolated one. At
90C the peaks are located at 0:025s, 0:2s, and 8:6s, while the peak at 0:5s, has van-
ished. Decreasing the temperature causes the height of the peaks to increase but also
We refer to \spectrum" only the weight of the linear contribution H(). The nonlinear correction
will be referred to as \nonlinear spectrum" H1()
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to shift towards short relaxation-times. The spectra also notably broadens. In Figure
3.9b, one nds the temperatures that we associate to the crossover towards Tg. Here
the spectra are signicantly broadened and a new peak arises in the gap region existing
at higher temperatures. These features were also observed when approaching Tg in the
bar. Finally, in Figure 3.9c, we show the spectra sub-Tg. The spectrum is broad, and
has lost any coherence when compared with the same spectra for the bar. As far as
the nonlinear corrections are concerned, notice that in Figure 3.9a its contribution is
negligible. This result is relevant because shows that no nonlinear contributions are re-
quired at high temperature, in regions where the GM model is expected to fully apply.
However, near Tg and below, the nonlinear contribution is signicant. It is interesting
that the main contribution is found in the relaxation-time domain 10 3 <  < 10 2,
at the border of the most sensitive region at short relaxation times. In the other side
of the spectrum, only at the assumed glass-transition temperature 30C the nonlinear
contribution seems more relevant. Hence, the short relaxation-time modes are the most
aected by the non-linearities above Tg. One may argue that short pieces of chain of a
given characteristic relaxation-time imposed by the processing conditions are the ones
stretched enough to show a nonlinear behavior. Shorter strands are unaected by the
processing because they quickly relax to its equilibrium, and longer strands do not leave
the linear domain. Again, the fact that the most relevant nonlinear contribution lays
at the border of the sensitive region suggests that peaks in H1() casts some doubt
in the physical interpretation of the nonlinear spectra and, therefore, the conclusions
drawn from its analysis should be handled with prudence.
With regard to the asymptotic coecients, in Figure 3.10 we indicate the obtained
coecients as functions of the temperature and in comparison with the the ones of
bars for the same material. The changes are signicant. In particular, the coecients
are overall larger in the lm than in the bar. This fact suggests that the spectra are
much broader for the lm, particularly at temperatures below  10C. Moreover, the
analysis of R0 shows a peak at around 50C, which indicates that the left hand-side
of the spectrum is shifted to short  . However, R1 has the peak at a slightly lower
temperature than 30C. We attribute both peaks to a displacement of the -relaxation,
which has overall shifted down to a lower temperature. A second transition at around
 30C is observed as a shoulder in R1, although it is hardly noticeable in R0. We
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attribute this peak to the glass-transition (-transition) for the lm, located at the
same position as in the bar. With respect to the analysis of the tan , its prole is
analogous to the one of R1, which is the dominating part of the spectrum for the case
of the lms, as we have indicated in eq. (3.29). In conclusion, lms of LLDPE have in
general a broadened spectra, the -relaxation seems quite aected by the processing of
the material in lms, while the -relaxation is found around the same temperature as
in the bars.
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Figure 3.9: Time spectra for LLDPE lm at the studied temperatures of (a): 90C, 70C, 50C, 30C,
(b): 10C, -10C, and (c): -30C, -50C, -70C.
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Figure 3.10: Asymptotic coecients k, , R01, R2" and ratios R0 and R1 for the LLDPE lm as compared
to the bar
The EVOH 25m monomaterial lm presents also a spectrum higher than the
compression molded bar in agreement with our observations described in Chapter 2.
The spectra are shown in Figure 3.11. In more detail, Figure 3.11a covers a range
of temperatures around the glass-transition, the latter assumed to be around 30C,
in view of Figure 2.4 in Chapter 2, as well as the asymptotic ratios given in Figure
3.12, which we discuss below. In passing from 50C to 30C the height of the peaks
is increased and new peaks arise near the edges of the spectrum, in the same way
observed before for the bars of both materials (see Figures 3.4a and 3.6a). Hence, data
from the tan  as well as this analysis conrms that the -transition is shifted towards
lower temperatures than for bars. The nonlinear spectra are signicant in this region
although their overall relative importance remains small as compared with the one of
the linear spectrum.
In Figure 3.11b, the spectrum rises particularly in the region between 0:1s and
1s. accompanied by the increase of peaks at both sides of the spectrum, as we have
already seen before in bars when one lowers the temperature below Tg. The nonlinear
spectra are signicantly low in this range of temperatures, precisely embracing the -
transition of the material. It is also interesting the close similitude of the two spectra
at these temperatures separated 20C. Finally, Figure 3.11c shows that the previous
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peak disappears when lowering the temperature in favor of an increase of the peak at
0:015s and broad shoulders near the edges of the relaxation-time range. The nonlinear
spectra shows the same features as in the case of the LLDPE, including the relevant
region 0:001   0:01s and the increase of the peak at the region 10   100s near the
glass-transition.
The most distinctive features of the spectra for both lms of pure materials com-
pared to the bar counterparts is, on the one hand, the appearance of an important peak
in the region 0:1  1s for both materials, which increases below Tg. On the other, the
relevance of the nonlinear contributions, particularly below and around Tg. We believe
that both are signatures of the processing in the obtained material. The microscopic
restructuring of spherulites due to the draw ratio (cf. Chapter 2), which gives the
anisotropic response in the machine and cross directions, can aect the distribution of
sizes of the threats in the amorphous fraction. The draw change the crystallite ori-
entation from an isotropic distribution, as in the spherulites existing in the bar, to a
distribution that favors its orientation orthogonal to the ow direction. This ordering
should favor the growth of threads with given dimensions and properties, as it would
be the case for bridges between these crystallites. Moreover, the concentration of the
nonlinear spectrum in a region 0:001   0:01 below Tg also is an indication that the
modes in this range are strongly aected by the processing. These modes can be re-
garded as being quenched at exit of the dye while they have been strongly stretched by
the extensional ow of the melt prior to its exit through the dye.
To end our analysis of the pure materials, in Figure 3.12 the asymptotic coecients
for the EVOH lm are depicted. The overall behavior is similar to that of the LLDPE
lm (see Figure 3.10), taking again the glass-transition temperature as the reference.
The most distinctive feature of the EVOH lm, however, is that both  (glass-transition
temperature) and -transitions are shifted to lower temperatures with respect to the
bars. In LLDPE lm, however, only the -transition seems to shift to lower tempera-
tures while the -transition (glass-transition) remains essentially unchanged.
The analysis of the multilayer lms is attempted through the comparison between
the spectra obtained directly from the experimental data on the storage and loss moduli
(see Figure 2.8) with the predicted behavior from the superposition of the spectra of
the individual pure lms. The application of eq. (2.1) straightforwardly implies the
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(a) EVOH lm in the glass-transition region.
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(b) EVOH lm below the glass-transition region.
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(c) EVOH lm deep below the glass-transition region.
Figure 3.11: Time spectra for EVOH lm at the studied temperatures of (a): 50C, 30C, (b): 10C,
-10C, and (c): -30C, -50C, -70C. We can only report on temperatures below Tg
superposition of the linear but also nonlinear spectra, due to the fact that we assume
superposition of the stresses, regardless whether their relationship with the deformation
is linear or not. In addition, the deformations are assumed to be the same for all the
layers. Hence, the spectra and asymptotic coecients obtained from the tting of the
experimental data should be compared to the direct superposition of the spectra and
the nonlinear spectra, separately, of the pure components. Due to the good accuracy
of the predictions of the storage and loss moduli of the pure components using the GM
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Figure 3.12: Asymptotic coecients k, , R01, R2" and ratios R0 and R1 for the EVOH lm as compared
to the bar
model with nonlinear corrections (see Figures 3.8a and 3.8b), the direct superposition
of the spectra yields again the predictions given in Figure 2.8. In Figures 3.13 we show
the comparison between the predicted spectra and the tted ones for the multilayer lm
of 10% of EVOH. Moreover, in Figure 3.14, the corresponding predicted and calculated
asymptotic coecients are also depicted. For this particular sample a good t of the
moduli is achieved. However, the dierences of the spectra are important, although
we identify reminiscences of the obtained spectra in the predicted by superposition of
that of pure lms. For example, for  30C the overall shape and location of the peaks,
as well as the nonlinear contribution are rather coincident. However, the other three
show discrepancies which could be related to genuine eects of the connement, since
the individual EVOH layers are about 160nm, cf. Table 2.3. Nevertheless, interfacial
eects between the two polymer species could also lead to deviations from the mixing
rule eq. (2.1). The general trend is that at the higher temperatures studied the region
1  10s seems the more aected by the presence of a new peak in the calculation of the
spectrum directly from experimental data. The presence of this peak also corresponds
with the decrease of the nonlinear component in the region 10   100s. For 50C the
prole of the direct distribution is overall higher than the prediction but also narrower.
In view of Figure 2.8, is precisely in the temperature range between 30   50C where
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the discrepancy is more noticeable in the tan . As far as the asymptotic coecients
are concerned, the discrepancies are more noticeable, although we cannot distinctively
locate them in the temperature range just mentioned. Moreover, the tendencies and
the overall size of these coecients are in agreement. Obtaining relevant information
about the transitions seems not appropriate, in view of the composite nature of the
material and the rather dierent peaks and valleys shown by the curves.
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Figure 3.13: Time spectra for 90/10 LLDPE/EVOH 25m lm. Dashed lines represent the spectra
calculated directly from the experimental data of the sandwich while solid lines represent the spectra predicted
using eq.(2.1)
3.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we have analyzed relaxation-time distribution of dierent samples of
pure LLDPE and EVOH in compression molded bars and lms of 25m as well as
for multilayer sandwiches of the same materials. To obtain the spectra of relaxation-
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Figure 3.14: Asymptotic coecients k, , R01, R2" and ratios R0 and R1 for the 90/10 LLDPE/EVOH
25m lm. Dashed lines represent the coecients calculated directly from the experimental data of the
sandwich while solid lines represent the spectra predicted using eq.(2.1)
times we have used the Generalized Maxwell (GM) model extensively described in
the literature40,137. From a numerical point of view, we have developed a simulated
annealing that preserves the positiveness of the spectra and allows for the location of
peaks in a range larger than the one comprised between 1=!max <  < 1=!min, limited
by the lost of sensitivity of the method in the tails. The detailed spectrum in this region
of the tails has been replaced by four asymptotic coecients which gather information
of some moments of the distribution in these distant tails. In the analysis of the thin
lms of 25m the GM model is unable to describe the experimental data of the storage
and loss moduli. This inability is not of numerical nature but a characteristic of the
response of the material itself. We have then proposed nonlinear corrections to the
GM model based on the Eyring theory for the mechanical response of polymers near
the yield. With this procedure we obtain a very good t of the moduli in the range of
frequency experimentally studied.
The spectra as well as the asymptotic coecients yield relevant information which
can be related to the microscopic structure of the material, which can be modied
either by the processing conditions, interfacial properties between layers, or by the
connement into sub-micrometric layers in the sandwiches. Unfortunately the lack of
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additional microscopic information impairs an analysis of the mechanical response in
terms of the microscopic details. According to Chapter 2, the processing conditions
have a mechanical eect on the properties of the lms as compared to molded bars.
The comparative study between the spectra of lms and bars of pure components has
revealed shifts of some transitions and also a distinctive peak in the region between
0:1   1s, which we can qualitatively relate to the reorientation of the crystallites by
the eect of the drawing during solidication, which give rise to modes non-existing
in both polymers. Moreover, the nonlinear contribution to the spectra is only relevant
for lms and at temperatures close and below the glass-transition, which supports the
original idea that the material does not respond linearly to the deformation even at the
small deformation of our experiments.
Finally, in view of eq.(2.1), along the lines of Chapter 2, we can anticipate the
spectra for the sandwiches by a weighted superposition of the spectra of lms of the
pure components obtained with the same draw ratio as the sandwich. Then, we have
compared with the spectra obtained from the direct tting of the experimental data
for the moduli of the sandwiches. The comparison reveals interesting features that
appear in both, although the roughness of the proles make the identication quite
complicated. In general, we can conclude, as in Chapter 2, that a substantial part of
the mechanical response of the sandwiches is the reect of the mechanical response of
the individual layers. However, the discrepancies also put on the table the deviations
of the response of the sandwiches with respect to the pure superposition, which we
have attributed to the eects of the connement and to the appearance of modes in
the region 1  10s in the spectrum.
The most of the interpretations done in this chapter have to be taken as purely
speculative by all sources of uncertainties either experimental, theoretical or numerical,
and the evident lack of complementary microscopic information. However, analysis of
this type for semicrystalline materials are very rare in the literature and therefore we
believe that the study that we have carried out can be useful in approaching a better
understanding of this complex materials of such a great economical importance.
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Chapter 4
Cell Dynamics Simulation
Synopsis
In this chapter we will describe the mesoscale simulation technique which we used to
study diblock-copolymers under external inuences24. Using Cell dynamics Simulation
we studied the behavior of diblock-copolymer thin lms on pattern surfaces. This tech-
nique allows us to analyze events which happens on a time scale which is too long to be
described by classical molecular dynamics. Using 3-Dimensional Cell Dynamics Sim-
ulation we demonstrate that long-range order can be obtained, which depends on the
commensurability of the structure with both the band periodicity and slit thickness. The
comparison of the simulation results with experimental data [Park, SM.et al, Macro-
molecules 2008, 41, 9124] shows an almost quantitative agreement between both, if the
characteristic distance between mesophases, d, is used as the only scale. Furthermore,
we show that the proper selection of the band periodicity and, consequently, of the lm
thickness, permits the system to switch from a hexagonal packing to a body-centered
orthohedron. Therefore, we show a way to control the formation of long-range ordered
structures of dierent types in this kind of systems.
73
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4.1 Introduction
Supramolecular structures of nanometric size are of great interest due to potential ap-
plications in nanotechnology, which range from nanopatterned surfaces, nanocrystals
with exotic optoelectronic properties, to functional foods and pharmacological prod-
ucts36,47,94. The main technological problem is to achieve the control and reliability of
the nal product when traditional manufacturing processes cannot be down-scaled to
the nanometric size. Hence, physical systems that spontaneously form supramolecular
assemblies under appropriate conditions are so important, as far as they can be exter-
nally controlled to produce the desired target structure86. Block copolymers (BCP) are
one of these valuable materials. because of their ability to self-assemble into dierent
nanostructures48,64,95,117,128.
In this chapter we address the analysis of the problem of how external eects, like
the presence of a chemical mask on a surface, aects the two- and three-dimensional
structure of thin lms of sphere forming BCP. This question was experimentally an-
alyzed by Park et. al.96, showing some interesting aspects of the self-organization of
BCP in the presence of a structured wall. Here we apply Cell Dynamics Simulation
(CDS) to widen the range of conditions experimentally analyzed and, more important,
to infer the relationship between the aforementioned external constraints and the par-
ticular features of the structure obtained. We nd that, inside the range of naturally
produced arrangement of the polymer blocks in microphases, the surface pattern allows
to selectively produce dierent types of structures.
BCP consist of blocks of chemically dierent monomers covalently bond. In particu-
lar, the simpler systems are (A-B) diblock copolymers. If monomers A and B are highly
incompatible, the system can spontaneously segregate into two distinct nanodomains
(microphase separation). The size of such nanodomains is on the range between 10 and
100 nm. Depending on the nature of the monomers, such as their degree of polymer-
ization, interaction between the components, and the relative size of each block, these
microphases can be either lamellae, cylinders, or spheres, although other more exotic
morphologies, like the gyroid phase, can be observed8,45,83.
Morphologies not accessible in the bulk can exist under connement due to the addi-
tional constraints on the system imposed by the bounding surfaces41. Constraints are,
for instance, spatial frustration, preferential attraction of one of the blocks to the walls
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with respect to the other, and structures build at the interfaces, among others. The con-
nement geometry can hinder the system in one, two or three-dimensions120,135, as in
connement between two parallel surfaces or in thin lms, in cylindrical pores30,121,136,140,
or into spherically-shaped pores4.
Centering our attention on thin lms, a variety of domain architectures can be
obtained inuenced by the boundary conditions at both, the top and bottom inter-
faces52,61,66,68. BCP can serve to pattern large areas of regular arrays of nanostructures
for nanolitography, for the synthesis of highly-ordered dispersions of inorganic parti-
cles, they can be used for semiconductors, magnetic storage media, photonic crystals,
and nanostructured membrane applications, among many others48,64,95,117,128. Almost
invariably, microdomains with a long-range order are required for these applications.
However, in real systems long-range order is hindered by a rather degenerate free-energy
landscape as well as by the slow diusion of the polymers in the process of domain re-
organization after quench118,147. For example, refs.3,69 show that perfectly ordered
arrays of domains in thin lms of BCP are not expected even at equilibrium, since in
a nearly 2D system the translational order is at best quasi-long-range, due to a nite
concentration of thermally activated defects permanently present. Hexatic phases with
no long-range translational order appear at temperatures close to the melting of the
structure into a disordered phase of domains118.
Various techniques have been proposed to tailor the arrangements of nanoscale do-
mains, or to accelerate the slow dynamics of the ordering near equilibrium, to produce
the aforementioned well controlled long-range order. One can nd, for instance, the
modications in the supporting substrates, such as topographically or chemically pat-
terning, the application of external elds, like shear or electrical elds, etc.36,63. In more
detail, for symmetric BCP (lamellae forming) the commensurability between the period-
icity of the pattern substrate and the natural length scales of the BCP was found to play
an indispensable role to obtain a particular lamellar morphology in thin lms110. Sub-
sequently, regular quasi defect-free linear conformations in the nanoscale could be fabri-
cated34,65,144. As far as the asymmetric block copolymers are concerned, dense arrays of
nanocylinders with controlled orientation and enhanced uniformity are obtained using
hexagonal arrays of dots chemically patterned on the supporting-substrate58,62,112,127.
Square arrays of vertical cylinders, instead of the hexagonal array typically found in
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bulk, can also be produced using a chemically patterned surface with a square array of
spots, instead97.
With regard to the sphere-forming BCP in thin lms, long-range order structures
are achieved on topographically modied surfaces forming wells and mesas, which yield
crystal-like structures116. On the other hand, when assembling spheres in V-shaped
grooves, well-ordered domains are obtained with a face-centered cube close-packing
symmetry, with the (111)-planes of the array parallel to the groove walls26. Addi-
tionally, hexagonally arranged posts or semi-dense hole patterns14,141 can be used to
form arrays of spherical domains whose periodicity is higher than the one of the sub-
strate, in a phenomenon referred to as density multiplication. The orientation and
periodicity of the resulting array of spherical microdomains is found to be governed
by the commensurability between the block copolymer period and the template peri-
odicity. Alternatively, well-aligned spherical domains, build using a chemically striped
patterned surface, also with a periodicity commensurate with the BCP natural period-
icity, are reported in ref. [96]. Furthermore, the lm thickness is also a key parameter
to draw long-range order of spherical BCP domains, as can be inferred from the tran-
sitions between the typical 3D BCC arrangement of spheres found in the bulk and the
2D hexagonal arrangement encountered under connement126,147.
Recent eorts have been addressed to increase the accuracy of the control over the
shapes and dimensions of the equilibrium morphologies139,142, to improve defect-free
long-range order arrangements, aiming at obtaining high density multiplication, to-
gether with pattern quality rectication, fabrication of new complex structures never
found in in the bulk23,77,78,106,146. Muller et. al.86 recently introduced a new proce-
dure to drive the self-assembly towards desired geometries through a process-directed
mechanism in which the kinetics of structure formation is externally led to achieve the
sought long-life metastable state.
From the theoretical viewpoint, two main approaches have been widely used to
describe the microphase separation of BCP. On the one hand, the self consistent eld
theory (SCFT) deals with coarse-grained models of the BCP, in which bonded inter-
actions are described as exible Gaussian chains, while non-bonded interactions are
introduced through the local densities, which are the mean elds. Many calculations
in 2- and 3D for relatively small systems have been carried out aiming at understand-
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ing the formation of BCP structures15,32,53,82,132. Particularlly, simulations of conned
systems, with chemically activated or topographically modied substrates, were per-
formed in refs. [62, 71, 98, 143, 145]. Although the method permits to keep some
molecular details of the chain, SCFT is still a computationally expensive method when
large systems are to be studied. Particularly, the dynamics processes involving domain
restructuration are very long as compared with the molecular scales of chain reorga-
nization, whose specic consideration is required in a dynamic implementation of the
SCFT described so far.
On the other hand, Ohta and Kawasaki90, from a molecular description of the BCP,
developed a free-energy functional corresponding directly to the monomer concentration
elds, with no explicit reference to microscopic details, except in the denition of the
coecients. The nal form resembles a Grinzburg-Landau functional, with a long-range
contribution that accounts for the chain connectivity. From the free-energy functional a
diusive dynamics can be constructed in the spirit of the Cahn-Hilliard-Cook equation91
for systems with a conserved order parameter. This coarse-grained level of description
allows to observe the microphase separation phenomena in systems whose dimensions
are comparable with the ones experimentally addressed. This method is customarily
referred to as Cell Dynamics Simulation46,101. In the framework of this method the
dynamics and structure of BCP on chemically patterned surfaces have also been studied
for cylinder and lamellae forming BCP21,22,37,38,75,76.
However, the theoretical analysis of the self-assembly of spheres on a chemical pat-
terned surface has not been addressed yet. We explore the usefulness of a very simple
stripped pattern in guiding the nal structure of asymmetric BCP forming spheres in
contrast with more sophisticated designs like arrays of spots or other graphoepitaxial
techniques. The numerical approach allows us to infer the eect of the commensurabil-
ity between the pattern periodicity, as well as the slit thickness, and the natural spacing
of the formed structures. The analysis permits us to identify the optimal conditions
for defect-free assembly of several layers of spheres, with dierent unit cell. We think
that the study reveals some keys for a better structure control in the manufacturing at
the nanoscale.
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4.2 Fundamentals
4.2.1 The Cell Dynamics Simulation
The Cell Dynamics Simulation (CDS) method was introduced to model interface dy-
namics in phase-separating systems. Theoretically, CDS is based on the Cahn-Hilliard-
Cook (CHC) equation, which is used as the governing dierential equation for the time
evolution of a conserved order parameter 	(~r; t)46,89. The CHC equation can be derived
from the balance equation for the order parameter, eq. (4.1), together with the linear
relationship between the order parameter ux ~J(~r; t) and the local chemical potential,
eq. (4.2)44. That is,
@	(~r; t)
@t
=  r  ~J(~r; t) (4.1)
~J(~r; t) =  Mr(~r; t) (4.2)
The chemical potential can be expressed as a functional derivative of a free-energy
functional
(~r; t) =
F [	 ]
	(~r; t)
(4.3)
Hence, the CHC equation is obtained as
@	
@t
=Mr2

F [	 ]
	

(4.4)
whereM is a phenomenological mobility constant taken asM = 1. This choice sets the
timescale for the diusive processes (the dimensionless time is tM=a20, where the lattice
cell spacing a0 is taken as the unit of length). The dynamics of eq. (4.4) is consistent
with the mean-eld theory and would correspond to a situation with negligible thermal
uctuations, namely, BCP of large molecular weight42,105.
In CDS, the commonly used expression for the order parameter 	(~r; t) in terms of
the A and B comonomer volume fractions, A and B, respectively, is
46,101
	(~r; t) = A(~r; t)  B(~r; t) + (1  2f); (4.5)
where f = NA=(NA + NB) stands for the number fraction of A monomers per chain.
The order parameter is then the dierence between the local volume fraction of both
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monomers, plus a constant such that the integral of 	(~r; t) over the entire volume of
the system is 0 by construction. For symmetric copolymers, f = 1=2, the constant
vanishes.
The necessary condition of equilibrium is given by
F [	 ]
	

eq
= 0 (4.6)
with a positive second functional derivative. Eq. (4.6) is not a sucient condition be-
cause the system can be trapped into local metastable minima during its time-evolution
according to eq. (4.4).
The free-energy F [	 ] (in reduced units such that kT = 1) used along this work is
given by7,90
F [	(~r)] =
Z
d~r

H(	) +
D
2
jr	 j2

+
B
2
Z
d~r 0G(~r   ~r 0)	(~r)	(~r 0)
 
X
i
si(~r)	(~r)
) (4.7)
The rst term, H(	), contains the local contributions to the free-energy, expressed as
an expansion in terms of the order parameter, in the spirit of the Ginzburg-Landau
theory74,90. The expression used along this work is given by46,108.
H(	) =

 
2
+
A
2
(1  2f)2

	2 +
v
3
(1  2f)	3 + u
4
	4 (4.8)
Here A, v, and u are phenomenological constants derived by Leibler74 using the ran-
dom phase approximation.  is proportional to the Flory-Huggins parameter , which
inversely depends on the temperature T . According to Ohta and Kawasaki74,90, the
parameter
 0    +A(1  2f)2 (4.9)
can be expressed in terms of physical parameters as
 0 =   1
2N

N  ~s(f)
4f2(1  f)2

(4.10)
where ~s(f ) is an empirical tting function whose value is of order of 190.
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Together with the terms contained in H(	), one also has a surface term, Djr	 j2=2,
to account for the free-energy necessary to create an interface between A and B, which
plays a very important role in this system due to the large area of contact between
microphases. The coecient D is a positive constant that scales as D  b2, where b is
the Kuhn segment length of the polymer. The expression for D reads
D =
b2
48f(1  f) (4.11)
Finally, chain connectivity introduces a long-range term of the form B2
R
d~r 0G(~r  
~r 0)	(~r)	(~r 0). The coecient B scales as N 2, and reads46,74,90
B =
9
(2Nbf(1  f))2 (4.12)
where N is the total degree of polymerization. This term in the free-energy carries a
chain-length dependence. Notice that the Green function G(~r   ~r 0) satises r2G(~r  
~r 0) =  (~r ~r 0).46,74,90,108 It should be mentioned here that this particular form of the
Green function was derived for bulk systems. The presence of hard walls is expected
to inuence the functional form of the Green function due to the reduction of the
number of chain conformations when polymers are near an impenetrable surface, as
follows from its derivation74,90. However, this eect is small and qualitatively does not
introduce signicant deviations in the predictions, as can be seen from the comparison
with experimental data of related systems later on. For convenience, we dene the
dimensionless parameters ~D = D=a20 and
~B = Ba20 to be used in the simulations. For
simplicity, we write D and B instead of ~D and ~B from now on, since no confusion
can occur. The parameters in eq. (4.7)-(4.9) will be considered as phenomenological
constants.
The last term in eq. (4.7), where i denotes either A or B component, takes into
account the interaction of the block copolymer with the conning hard walls. In the
studied case, the walls are surfaces presenting a chemically activated mask. Hence, the
si(x; y; z) term is dened as
39,81
si(x; y; z) = hi i ~x z;1 (4.13)
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~x 
8><>:
 1; 2nw  x < (2n+ 1)w
1; (2n+ 1)w  x < 2(n+ 1)w
(4.14)
where n is an integer and hi is the strength of the interaction between the walls and
the respective i segments. Moreover, w is the width of an individual stripe and ab is
the Kronecker delta. Notice that i can be expressed in terms of the order parameter
	 , i.e. A = f + 	=2 and B = 1   f   	=2. The pattern on the lower surface thus
corresponds to long stripes of width w parallel to the y-direction.
4.2.2 The Numerical Cell Dynamics Simulation
The numerical scheme to implement the dynamic model described so far is based on
the denition of the elds in a cubic lattice, together with an appropriate discretization
of the Laplacian in eq. (4.4)109. We propose
	(i; j; k ; t+ 1) = 	(i; j; k ; t)  fhh  (i; j; k ; t)ii     (i; j; k ; t) +B	(i; j; k ; t)g (4.15)
Here (i; j; k) stands for the set of indexes of a given grid point on the lattice, and
hh  ii     stands for a discrete Laplacian dened by46,122
hh	ii = 6
80
X
NN
	 +
3
80
X
NNN
	 +
1
80
X
NNNN
	 (4.16)
where NN denotes nearest neighbors, NNN next-nearest neighbors, and NNNN next-
next-nearest neighbors of a point r. This choice of the Laplacian is made to preserve
as much as possible the original isotropy of the system in continuous space.
The function   is dened as
 (i; j; k ; t) = g(	(i; j; k ; t)) 	(i; j; k ; t)+D[hh	(i; j; k ; t)ii 	(i; j; k ; t)] si(z) (4.17)
Finally, the so-called map function g(	(i; j; k ; t)) is directly related to the functional
derivative of H given in eq. (4.8). g ultimately contains the tendency of the order
parameter to the phase separation. For our particular system g reads,7,107
g(	(i; j; k ; t)) = [1 +   A(1  2f)2]	   v(1  2f)	2   u	3 (4.18)
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4.2.3 The Free Energy Functional in the Lattice
The pass from the continuous space to the lattice introduces necessary prescriptions
for the evaluation of the Laplacian and the non-local contribution appearing in the
denition of the free-energy functional, dened in continuous space in eq. (4.7). As a
consequence, we cannot construct the corresponding free-energy functional model on
the lattice by the direct discretization of the right hand side of eq. (4.7), expecting
that this model will have the required properties for the discrete eld, namely, that
the dynamics implemented in eq. (4.15) progresses monotonously lowering the value
of the free-energy functional to its minimum at equilibrium. The discrete counterpart
of the functional derivative of the free-energy functional sought should be compatible
with the second term on the right hand side of eq. (4.15), after the discrete Laplacian
is taken, according to eqs. (4.3) and (4.4).
Let F [	(i; j; k)] be the free-energy functional of the eld 	(i; j; k) dened on the
lattice. The functional dierentiation in the lattice is simply the partial derivative with
respect to the eld at every grid point, so that the chemical potential in a given point
(i; j; k) reads
(i; j; k) =
@F
@	(i; j; k)
(4.19)
Accordingly, the dynamic equation eq. (4.15) can be written as
	(i; j; k ; t+ 1) = 	(i; j; k ; t) + hh(i; j; k)ii   (i; j; k) (4.20)
Therefore, the key point is to provide a discrete free-energy whose functional derivative
on the lattice, eq. (4.19), gives a chemical potential eld such that eq. (4.20) is identical
to eq. (4.15). We thus propose
F [	(i; j; k)] =
X
i;j;k

H[	 ]  D
2
	 [hh	ii   	 ] + B
2
(lr)	 + sA

	
2
+ f

(4.21)
where both 	 and (lr) on the right hand side of eq. (4.21) are calculated at the grid
point (i; j; k). Furthermore, (lr) is the solution of the algebraic set of equations dened
from the relation
hh(lr)(i; j; k)ii   (lr)(i; j; k) =  	i;j;k (4.22)
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which corresponds to the discrete Laplacian of the long-range term equated to the
thermodynamic force used on eq. (4.15), according to eq. (4.20).
Therefore, when the free-energy of a given state is required during the calculation,
from the actual value of the eld 	(i; j; k) we iteratively solve the set of equations
(4.22) and substitute the eld as well as the resulting (lr) in eq. (4.21) to obtain the
numerical value of the functional for a given 	(i; j; k).
4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Model System
In this study we consider a sphere-forming diblock copolymer (BCP) in liquid phase
without added solvent, thus corresponding to a polymer melt. The CDS parameters
are f = 0:4, u = 0:38, v = 2:3, B = 0:01, D = 0:5, A = 1:5,  = 0:2, which are
known to produce spherical domains100,102. The morphological characteristics of the
spherical domains are: the spacing between spheres d ' 11 and their average diameter
 ' 7:8 in units of lattice spacings a0 (see Figure 4.1). These parameters are taken
from ref.100, and correspond to the morphology of a monolayer of spheres formed in a
slit with homogeneous surfaces selectively attracting the A-block.
Figure 4.1: Sphere-froming BCP in a 2D hexagonal distribution with the characteristic dimensions. The
natural lateral period for the hexagonal forming system given in ref. [100] is L0 ' 9:5 (L0 =
p
3=2d)
The system studied along this work consists of the BCP conned in a slit of hard
walls. The lower surface is decorated with a mask of chemically active stripes with
dierent anity to the blocks of the BCP, i.e. dierent values of si in eq. (4.7). In
particular, we have chosen hA = 0:1 and hB =  0:1, according to eqs (4.13) and
(4.14). The upper surface of the slit is chemically neutral (si = 0 for all blocks i).
These solid walls are located at the position z = 1 for the bottom surface and z = Lz
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for the top surface, as shown in Figure 4.2-a. The pattern on the bottom surface
corresponds to a set of alternating parallel stripes along the y-direction, whose width
is w = LS=2, as depicted in Figure 4.2-b. Thus, the distance between equal stripes (or
band periodicity) is LS . We have veried that the morphology of the patterns observed
is rather insensitive to the attraction energy h if it is kept within the range from 0:1
to 0:4. Hence, for convenience, we have chosen h = 0:1 in all the simulations. Periodic
boundary conditions (PBC) are set for the x and y-directions. The boundary condition
of zero ux of 	 at the hard surfaces implies that the gradient of the chemical potential
eq. (4.3) vanishes at the interfaces81. Numerically, such a condition is fullled by
extending the eld inside the wall and demanding 	(x; y; z = 0) = 	(x; y; z = 1) and
	(x; y; z = Lz + 1) = 	(x; y; z = Lz), where z = 0 and z = Lz + 1 are the coordinates
of the extended layers39.
Figure 4.2: (a): Setup and (b): mask on the bottom surface consisting of chemically activated stripes
attractive to A block and B block alternately.
We have considered systems of lateral size Lx = Ly = 120 with dierent thicknesses
Lz ranging from 8 to 36 grid spacings. In every case, three dierent band periodicity of
LS = 8, 10, and 12 have been studied. These values guarantee that LS is commensurate
with Lx, so that Lx=LS is an integer, to comply with the periodic boundary conditions.
In the experimental work ref.96 the authors have chosen a band periodicity LS ' L0,
where L0 is dened in Figure 4.1. Variations LS < L0 and LS > L0 were also studied in
this last reference. Our choice of the values of LS in the simulation aims at reproducing
these experimental situations.
The equilibrium structures have been computationally determined by the dynamic
evolution of the CDS from an homogeneous state on which we have superimposed
a random perturbation to the order parameter eld 	 = 0:5 at every grid point.
The deterministic dynamics given in eq. (4.15) progresses until a nal state, where
no variation in the order parameter eld is observed. In general, the evolution leads
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to spherical domains characterized by values of the eld 	 ' 	 , according to eq.
(B.2). This dynamics correspond to a quench of the system at a given temperature
below the critical temperature, which in our case is  0 =  0:14 (see the Appendix).
The progress of the quench dynamics starts with a fast process, dominated by spinodal
decomposition, in which the domains grow from the local initial inhomogeneities. Then,
it follows a much slower process of rearrangements of the domains in space and size.
While the former process takes between 1000 to 10000 time-steps, the second takes of
the order of 107 time-steps or longer. We recall that every time-step corresponds to a
physical time a20=M .
The approach to equilibrium can be monitored through the free-energy of the system
given by eq. (4.21), which is a monotonously decreasing function of time. However,
we cannot guarantee that the nal structures, even after our long simulation runs,
correspond to true equilibrium arrangements, since they could also be metastable states
caused by local free-energy minima. To avoid the eect, we have added a random noise
 108,133 to the evolution equation eq. (4.15), according to
	(i; j; k ; t+1) = 	(i; j; k ; t) fhh  (i; j; k ; t)ii   (i; j; k ; t)+B	(i; j; k ; t) g (4.23)
where  is a white noise process with a given amplitude. Fluctuation-Dissipation the-
orem does not apply here since this term is a computational artifact to overcome local
free-energy barriers, and is not intended to reproduce thermal noise. We recall that
the physical dynamics is deterministic with the temperature embedded in the param-
eter  0, which is the control parameter of the phase separation105. Hence, there is no
inherent physical temperature scale in the amplitude of  as we use it along this work.
In all cases, the nal conguration is obtained after setting  = 0 for, at least, 100000
time-steps before the end.
We employ a second dynamic procedure based on annealing. As before, the initial
state is a homogeneous eld with the same superimposed random inhomogeneities.
Here, instead, the value of  0 is linearly lowered with time. We have chosen the system
to decrease from  0 = 0 to the nal  0 =  0:14 in a given lapse of the order of the total
time. When performing the annealing, the free-energy does not signicantly change
until a threshold, that varies with the system, is reached. Then, the free-energy drops
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near the nal equilibrium value. Noise is also added to the dynamic evolution and
switched o during the last 100000 time-steps.
The initial stages of two representative free-energy trajectories for quenching as
well as annealing without added noise are shown in Figure 4.3. In this example the
sudden change of slope in the annealing occurs at around t ' 20000, corresponding
to  0 '  0:11. The dynamic routes to equilibrium are very dierent, depending on
whether quenching or annealing is chosen, meaning that the system evolves through
dierent intermediate structures depending on the route. In Figure 4.4 we show a
sequence of intermediate structures from the same initial state and leading to the same
nal state, for both quenching and annealing. The nal states are compared with
regard to their free-energy, to elucidate which is more stable.
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Figure 4.3: Initial steps of the free-energy evolution for the quenching and the annealing processes without
added noise.
Without the addition of the noise, annealing would invariably produce metastable
cylinders even close to the nal temperature  0 =  0:14. The noise, however, moves
the system towards lower energy congurations consisting of ordered arrangements of
spheres. Annealing is particularly useful for frustrated situations where quenching often
leads to a nal state consisting of a disordered array of spheres. The evaluation of the
free-energy of the system permits us to discriminate the more stable conguration when
the two routes produce dierent results for the same system.
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Figure 4.4: Evolution of the congurations of a sphere-forming BCP conned by solid surfaces obtained by
CDS; (a): quenching and (b): annealing. Box size Lx = Ly = 120, Lz = 10. The square frames show the
top view, while the rectangles are side views in the x-direction, along which the stripes with LS = 10 lie.
The scale of colors ranges from yellow, 	+ = 0:25, to blue, 	  =  1:46.
4.3.2 Slits Lz  d
Let us consider in the rst place narrow slits whose thickness is of the order of or
smaller than the BCP characteristic length d, which is proportional to the polymer
chain length, d  N2=3, according to eq. (B.11). This analysis permits us to check the
validity of the model for the study of BCP systems under connement.
Park et al.96 experimentally studied P(S-b-MMA) block copolymers on chemically
patterned surfaces giving spherical domains with  ' 26:5 nm and d ' 65:2 nm.
Their experimental systems consist of a slit with dierent thicknesses and an area of
30400 m2, which presents a striped (line-and-space) pattern on the bottom surface,
with a periodicity ranging from LS = 50:0 to 60:0 nm (see Figure 2 in ref. [96]).
The systems with Lz = 25 nm, which correspond to Lz signicantly smaller than d,
produce scattered spheres with no order, together with a wetting layer on the attractive
bands. If we base our comparison between experimental and simulation results on d,
these systems would correspond to Lz ' 5 and LS from 8 to 10 grid spacings in our
simulation.
As seen in Figure 4.5-a and -b, the structure predicted by our simulation Lz = 6
and LS = 8 and 10, respectively, agree very well with the experimental results of ref.
96,
shown in Figure 2 of this last reference.
Hence, the CDS can be compared with physical systems taking the characteristic
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Figure 4.5: CDS for sphere-forming BCP conned by solid surfaces. Bottom surface chemically activated
with stripes and top surface neutral. Box size Lx = Ly = 120, Lz = 6. (a): Top view of the morphology
with stripes whose spacing is LS = 8 and (b): LS = 10.
distance d as a reference. Moreover, this good agreement in a narrow slit, where
particular structures form, indicates that the free-energy functional given in eq. (4.7) is
able to reproduce almost quantitatively the experimental results. Since its derivation is
done for bulk systems74,90, the kernel of the long-range contribution in eq. (4.7) should
contain an explicit dependence on the distance z to the hard walls when z < d. However,
in view of the comparison with experimental results, the eects of such contribution
are not relevant and, therefore, one can use the isotropic propagator G(~r) in all cases,
as a good approximation.
We next address the case of a thin slit Lz = 8 to analyze the eects of the width of
the stripes on the structure of the BCP system. For comparison purposes, let us rst
consider a non-patterned homogeneous lower surface for which the boundary conditions
are set to be the same as in the upper surface, as indicated in subsection 4.3.1. In gen-
eral, these neutral boundary conditions favor the formation of semi-spheres (spherical
caps) in contact with the hard walls if no other constraints are applied. Eectively,
spherical caps at the surfaces permit the BCP chains close to the surface to lay un-
stretched parallel to the wall. Spheres tangent to the hard wall are not entropically
favored due to the fact that polymer blocks in the corona shell are forced to squeeze
between the sphere and the wall. This type of connement of the BCP system produces
frustrated situations when the natural periodicity of the BCP domains does not allow
for the formation of such spherical caps at the upper wall.
From Figure 4.6-a we observe that two layers of semi-spheres are formed attached
to both, the upper and lower surfaces. These semi-spheres have tendency to arrange in
squares although the gure does not show a clear long-range order. This conguration
may not correspond to an equilibrium system, which would display a long-range order
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Figure 4.6: CDS for sphere-forming BCP conned by two homogeneous and neutral solid surfaces. Blue
dots correspond to half-spheres on the top suface while yellow caps are half-spheres at the bottom surface.
Top and side view. Box size (a): Lx = Ly = 120, Lz = 8, and (b): Lx = Ly = 240, Lz = 8.
structure with defects that could spontaneously appear and disappear due to thermal
uctuations. The defects are here a signature of a rather degenerated free-energy land-
scape and the dynamic process in eq. (4.4) is unable to arrive to the absolute minimum
with an ordered phase, in a nite number of time-steps. The explicit consideration of
the noise in this kind of situation could signicantly change the phase diagram and
the nature of the order-disorder transitions19,67,101. Figure 4.6-b shows a system four
times the size of the one of Figure 4.6-a, after the same evolution time and from the
same initial conditions. While isolated dislocations are visible in the smaller system,
the larger system shows also grain boundaries. The dierence between the two systems
is attributed to the nite size eects of the box in the x and y-directions. The inuence
of PBC's in the system is weaker as the size of the box increases, since the mismatch
between the natural periodicity of the BCP structures and the size of the box is shared
among a larger number of domains the bigger the box is. Hence, we have to also take
into account the ordering eect introduced by these nite-size eects associated to the
box.
It may seem surprising that the dominating structure is not hexagonal but square.
However, one should bear in mind that the slit thickness Lz is smaller than d
p
2=3 ' 9,
which is the distance between layers of spheres in hexagonal packing. Hence, the
system chooses to form a square structure that permits the two layers of spheres to
interpenetrate with regularity, in a way that hexagons cannot. Notice that the distance
between 100-planes of a BCC whose distance between the central sphere and one at
the vertex of the cell is approximately d, is of the order of d=
p
3 ' 6:3, which is closer
to the actual Lz. Therefore, the square structure is the result of the need of the system
to accommodate two close layers of spherical caps.
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The presence of the pattern of chemical stripes in the lower surface for the same
system Lz = 8 has in general an ordering eect. However, the impact on the nal
conguration of spheres depends upon the commensurability of the periodicity of the
stripes LS and the characteristic lengths in the system. Let us rst consider a pattern
with band periodicity LS = 8, which is approximately equal to the sphere diameter, but
smaller than the natural distance between spheres, d ' 11. The structure with lowest
energy in this case is given in Figure 4.7-a. On the bottom surface semi-cylindrical
domains form wetting the A-attracting bands, while a layer of semi-spheres forms at-
tached to the upper surface. Unlike for the non-patterned case, the bottom layer cannot
freely accommodate to the structure formed on the upper surface due to the presence
of the bands. Here the system must nd an equilibrium between two competing eects,
namely, i) to distribute the spherical caps in the upper layer in a compact ordered way,
likely to be hexagonal, and, ii) to nd the adequate match between the upper and lower
geometrical distribution of domains. Figure 4.7-a shows a case where the former eect
i) dominates the equilibrium structure, yielding a non-square layer of semi-spheres on
the upper surface, unlike the non-patterned surface case. According to this, rows of
semi-spheres form along the y-direction, with spheres separated a distance d. These
rows are at a distance L0 ' 9:5 from each other, o the band periodicity. For the
rows of spheres to lie in the valleys between half-cylinders, the band periodicity should
satisfy LS ' L0. Hence, when a row of spheres is in a valley, then the next row is
placed slightly on the ank of a lying cylinder (surface reconstruction). The eect is
additive across the x-direction, until another row of semi-spheres is located again in a
valley n bands apart, where n(L0  LS) ' LS . For our system, n ' 6. The addition of
the bands causes a change in the native arrangement, as shown in Figure 4.6, yielding
a closer packing of spherical domains than in the non-patterned case. The structure,
however, has many defects and in some regions square arrangements are also observed.
In fact, simulations of larger system sizes, together with 2D Fourier transform of the
patterns, indicate that there is no long-range order.
Moreover, we nd out that the LS = 8 system has also a rather degenerate free-
energy landscape. Eectively, in Figure 4.8-a we show the regular structure obtained
from the annealing route for the same system. The value of the free-energy is, however,
larger than for the structure in Figure 4.7-a, obtained from quenching. The annealing
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Figure 4.7: CDS for sphere-forming BCP conned by solid surfaces. Bottom surface chemically activated
with stripes and top surface neutral. Box size Lx = Ly = 120, Lz = 8. (a): Top view of the morphology
with stripes whose spacing is LS = 8; (b): LS = 10; (c): LS = 12. Euclidean distance of the local
environments of each spherical domain to the HEX pattern, using a scale of colors. Dark blue indicates a
small distance and dark red indicates a large distance to the HEX pattern; (d) LS = 8; (e): LS = 10; (f):
LS = 12.
Figure 4.8: CDS for sphere-forming BCP conned by solid surfaces. Bottom surface chemically activated
with stripes and top surface neutral. State obtained from annealing and with LS = 8. Box size Lx = Ly =
120, Lz = 8. (a): Top view and (b): bottom view.
structure is rhomboidal with slightly larger half-spheres and lower surface density of
domains than the corresponding quenched structure. In the annealing, the system
chooses to place the half-spheres on top of the half-cylinders to allow a distance l > d
between them along the bands. The bottom view of the system, shown in Figure 4.8-b,
reveals that the cylinders are broken at the position of the semi-spheres. The distance
between neighboring semi-spheres on adjacent rows is again d, forming an isosceles
triangle giving rise to the rhomboidal structure with l ' p4(d2   L2s), instead of the
square arrangement found for the non-patterned surface case. In summary, for this slit
thickness and band periodicity, the eect ii) is clearly prevailing over the appropriate
packing of the upper layer of spherical caps.
For the case LS = 10 we force the commensurability between the natural distance
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for a 2D HEX structure and the periodicity of the stripes LS ' L0, according to Figure
4.1. In this particular case, both requirements i) and ii) are simultaneously satised by
the pattern formed in the upper layer, which is eectively hexagonal, as can be seen
in Figure 4.7-b. Finally, the case LS = 12 yields a regular structure with the spherical
caps of the upper surface also lying in the valleys between half-cylinders. However,
the structure is forced to comply with the periodicity imposed by the stripes in the
x-direction. The structure is slightly stretched yielding a distance between half-spheres
belonging to parallel rows approximately
q
L2S + d
2=4 ' 13:2. The distance between
spheres in the same row is hence slightly smaller than d. Here, wider bands seem not
to allow spherical caps to form on top, as it was the case for LS = 8 and no surface
reconstruction occur. The resulting structure is similar to the hexagonal, as seen in
Figure 4.7-c. In Figure 4.7-d, -e, and -f we show the euclidean distance (cf. Appendix)
of the local environments of each spherical domain to the HEX pattern. While for
the system LS = 8 only some spherical domains are surrounded by a clear hexagonal
structure, for LS = 10 Figure 4.7-e indicates that such a structure is dominant, except
for a few defects. Finally, when LS = 12 the system shows a clear deviation from a
hexagonal symmetry. The distance of the LS = 12 structures to the (110) BCC pattern
is even larger than to the HEX.
The next case studied is Lz = 10 for which the slit thickness is of the order of d.
Firstly, the system LS = 8 in Figure 4.9-a approximately corresponds to Lz = 57nm
and LS = 50 nm in ref. [96]. As before, we use d = 11  65:2 nm for the comparison.
Here, the regions with squares, observed for a thickness of Lz = 8, cf. Figure 4.7-a,
have disappeared. The matching between the patterns in the upper and lower layer for
this band periodicity is less stringent for a thickness of the order of the natural distance
between spherical domains. Then hexagonal structures are observed, although no long-
range order exists, in agreement with the experimental results (see Figure 4 in ref.
[96]). Our CDS results thus conrm that the narrow bands are not capable of guiding
the assembled BCP spherical domains towards a regular pattern with long-range order.
Again, surface reconstruction occurs as an undesirable result causing the mismatch
between the natural spacing of the spheres and the band periodicity.
Secondly, the system with LS = 10 (Figure 4.9-b) produces a well ordered upper
layer of spherical caps. These results are in perfect agreement with the corresponding
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system Lz = 57 nm and LS = 60 nm described in Figure 4 from Park et al.
96. As
compared with the previous cases, here the system prefers to form a 2D HEX layer
of spherical caps which perfectly matches the periodicity of the stripes of the bottom
layer.
Figure 4.9: CDS for sphere-forming BCP conned by solid surfaces. Bottom surface chemically activated
with stripes and top surface neutral. Top and side view of the morphology when the box size is Lx = Ly =
120, Lz = 10 and the stripes have a spacing of (a): LS = 8; (b): LS = 10; (c): LS = 12. The insets show
the corresponding 2D Fast Fourier transform.
Figure 4.10: 3D view of the system Lx = Ly = 120, Lz = 10 with LS = 10 at dierent heights (a):
Lz = 4, and (b): Lz = 10.
Figure 4.10 shows the system LS = 10 cropped at z = 4. One can distinguish
knurled cylindrical domains which also reproduce experimental observations96. Notice
that for this thicker system the inuence of the top layer on the bottom one is lower
than in the thickness Lz = 8. Beyond the band periodicity experimentally studied
we have also analyzed, in the third place, the case LS = 12 that would physically
correspond to 71 nm. This band periodicity matches approximately with 2d=
p
3 '
12:7 corresponding to the side length in a BCC unit cell where the shortest distance
apex-center is approximately d. For this particular case, the bands are not capable
of producing a system with a neat ordered pattern, but rather the structure of the
upper layer is locally hexagonal without long-range order. The ordering eect of the
upper hard wall determines the preference for the 2D HEX packing on this layer of
spherical caps. In this sense, it is dierent from what we have observed for the same
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band periodicity but with a slit thickness of 8 (c.f. Figure 4.9-c). This fact indicates
that for this slit thickness and for this band periodicity, the pattern of the upper layer
dominates on the complementarity between the patterns in the upper and lower layer,
as also happened for the narrow bands. This observation is against the idea that the
periodicity in the x-direction is imposed by the band spacing96.
It is particularly interesting that a slight increase of the slit thickness from Lz = 10
to 12 for the same LS = 12 produces a completely dierent scenario, which is shown
in Figure 4.11. The pattern has long-range order and is rectangular, slightly stretched
in the y-direction. The new pattern arises by placing an additional layer of complete
spheres between the upper and lower layers of half-domains. Then, the periodicity
of the arrangements of spheres in the x-direction perfectly matches the band spacing.
The dimensions of the unit cell are estimated 12 in the x-direction, which is precisely
the band periodicity, and 13:3 in the y-direction, parallel to the stripes. For this last
case, therefore, the dominating eect is not the packing of the caps in the upper layer,
but the band periodicity which enforces a body-centered orthorhombic (BCO) cell to
pack a new layer of complete spheres between the semi-cylindrical structures and the
spherical caps at the bottom and top walls, respectively.
Figure 4.11: CDS for sphere-forming BCP conned by solid surfaces. Bottom surface chemically activated
with stripes and top surface neutral. Top and side view for a system with box size Lx = Ly = 120, Lz = 12
and LS = 12.
4.3.3 Slit Lz = 14
We also investigated the morphology of systems contained in a slit with thickness
Lz = 14, with striped surfaces with LS = 8, 10, and 12, as in the previous section.
This case is particularly interesting because the system is frustrated if 2D HEX layers
are to be formed in a slit where Lz is slightly larger than d. The spherical caps forming
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2D HEX pattern of the previous Lz = 10 case are transformed in a layer of complete
spheres almost tangent to the hard wall, which is entropically unfavorable due to the
stretching of the corona blocks under this conformation.
The rst case LS = 8 produces complete tangent spheres locally ordered in hexag-
onal arrangements in addition of the half-cylinders formed on the lower hard wall,
according to Figure 4.12-a. Some of the domains in the upper layer, however, are de-
formed into eggplant-like structures due to the aforementioned frustration. The overall
behavior is very similar to the previously studied cases for the same band periodicity,
with surface reconstruction with a local HEX non-commensurate order with respect
to the periodicity of the cylinders (x-direction), and lost of long-range order in larger
systems (not shown). Hence, bands cannot guide the assembly of the upper layer of
spheres, which is dominated by the i) mechanism.
Figure 4.12: CDS for sphere-forming BCP conned by solid surfaces. Bottom surface chemically activated
with stripes and top surface neutral. Top and side view of the morphology when the box size is Lx = Ly =
120, Lz = 14 and the stripes have a spacing of (a): LS = 8; (b): LS = 10; (c): LS = 12. The insets show
the corresponding 2D Fast Fourier transform.
As expected, for the case LS = 10 there is a clear eect of the commensurability
LS ' L0, in view of Figure 4.12-b. The arrangement obtained corresponds to upper
layer of complete spheres laying tangent to the hard wall, with a long-range 2D HEX
symmetry. Some defects in the form of eggplant domains are also present, but the
distribution of domains in the upper layer is similar to the previous cases studied
for this band periodicity. Our simulation results are in agreement with the patterns
encountered in the system LS = 60 nm in a slit Lz = 70 nm.
96, although we nd a
slightly better long-range ordered structures.
Finally, the most interesting situation occurs by increasing the band periodicity to
LS = 12. Figure 4.12-c shows an extra layer of domains that are formed in contact with
the upper wall. The order is long-range and would correspond to a crop of BCO with
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square base. Here, the formation of the new layer and the restructuring of the layer of
complete spheres permits to match the periodicity imposed by the bands (mechanism
ii)) without jeopardizing the preferred distances between spheres and spherical caps.
This is a clear example of the interplay of both, the band periodicity and the slit
thickness through the favored 3D cell by the combination of the two causes. In this
latter case, the fact that the slit thickness is close to 2d=
p
3 ' 12:7 and that the
band periodicity is precisely close to this same length induces the formation of a body-
centered unit cell.
4.3.4 Thicker Slits
In the previously analyzed cases we have veried that the sphere-forming BCP are very
sensitive to the band periodicity, which should be commensurate with the characteris-
tics distance d of the BCP in order to produce neat ordered arrangements. We have
seen that the vertical connement also plays an important role in determining the nal
structure. In general, we may further state that the system prefers forming spherical
caps and half-cylinders in contact with the solid walls, separated a distance propor-
tional to d. This was approximately the case for Lz = 10. However, if the separation
between walls is roughly d
p
2=3, the upper layer is forced to produce tangent spheres if
the system packs in a 3D HEX, as in Lz = 14, instead of spherical caps on the surface.
Therefore, in the z-direction, the characteristic length d, together with the type of unit
cell, also impose a periodicity that determines the nal equilibrium structure, leading
to the entanglement of band periodicity and slit thickness. It is this case for the bands
satisfying LS = 12, where an extra layer of spherical caps forms in Lz = 14, where
only one layer of complete spheres existed for smaller band periodicity. In the analysis
of thicker systems, addressed in this subsection, is thus convenient to rationalize these
rules of thumb, including the needed geometrical prefactors depending on the chosen
unit cell.
If the system forms n layers of complete spheres stacked in a 3D HEX ordering,
then the appropriate slit thickness is approximately given by
Lz(HEX1)  (n+ 1)d
r
2
3
(4.24)
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We have considered that the distance between neighboring spheres is approximately d
and that the distance between layers parallel to the walls is d
p
2=3, corresponding to
a 3D HEX packing. An additional layer of spherical caps forms in contact with the
top surface. The distance between the half cylinders at the lower surface and the rst
layer of spheres has been assimilated to the distance between planes. In the same way,
if the system is keen to form a BCC unit cell with the base parallel to the hard walls,
the appropriate slit thickness should be approximately given by
Lz(BCC)  (n+ 1) dp
3
(4.25)
Here, the distance between layers is d=
p
3, as it corresponds to (100)-planes of a BCC.
Again, a layer of spherical caps is considered to form on the upper wall while the shortest
distance between neighboring spheres is assumed to be approximately d, corresponding
to the distance between the spheres in one vertex of the cube and the center. Slit
thicknesses laying o these periodicities impose some degree of frustration in the system,
which may produce slightly stretched or compressed unit cells, or the formation of
entropically unfavorable tangent spheres near the upper wall. In particular, a slit
thickness given by
Lz(HEX2) 

n+
1
2

d
r
2
3
(4.26)
with HEX packing would produce such a frustrated system with tangent spheres. Eqs
(4.24) - (4.26) cannot be taken as exact by dierent reasons, the most important being
that the system can modify its characteristic length under constraint to a given extent.
They only give a rough estimate of what one can expect.
In the rst place, let us study the structures obtained for the three band periodicities
LS = 8, 10, and 12 for systems with slit thicknesses Lz = 20, 24, and 36. The
particular thicknesses chosen for the rst and the third cases correspond to values that
approximately comply with eq. (4.24), with n = 1 and n = 3, respectively. The second
thickness roughly corresponds to eq. (4.26) with n = 2. In Figure 4.13 we show the
structures obtained for the mentioned periodicities and thicknesses.
Firstly, let us center our attention to the case of a band width LS = 8. Here, the
structure is dominated by the geometrical connement. Figures 4.13-a and -g show
a 2D hexagonal pattern in the upper layer, with spherical caps. Figure 4.13-d shows
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the same structure but for tangent spheres. The mismatch between the band width
and the 2D HEX pattern is seen in the lateral sections of the systems in the same set
of gures. Although the system shows local order, many defects in the structure are
visible for the three thicknesses.
Secondly, Figures 4.13-b, -e, and -h correspond to a band periodicity LS = 10 '
d
p
3=2  L0, compatible with the formation of a 2D hexagonal pattern in the rst layer
of spheres (bottom up). For the three thicknesses, we observe long-range order in all
the layers. From Lz = 36 we further see that the three and a half layers of spheres are
packed in a clear 3D HEX, with a distance between layers of spheres  ' 9 ' dp2=3.
Eectively, from the top view of Figure 4.13-h we see that the spheres of the top layer
of spherical caps and the third layer are located where it corresponds to this structure
(see also the lateral view). The calculation of the Euclidean distance at each layer of
spheres also reveals that the local structures are indeed hexagons (Euclidean distances
to the pattern are of the order of 10 2). The case Lz = 24 corresponds to tangent
spheres. The system keeps the overall HEX conguration despite the fact that tangent
spheres are entropically not favored by the stretching of the corona B-blocks. It is
worth to remark that the distance between planes for this latter case is  ' 9:6 instead
of 9, slightly stretched with respect to a 3D HEX packing.
Thirdly, Figures 4.13-c, -f, and -i correspond to a band width LS = 12. This band
width is close to the lateral size of a BCC cell, as we have described above. With
this constraint on the rst layer, the system builds a BCO, with a distance between
planes  ' 6:1 for the thickness Lz = 20, which is very close to the separation between
(100)-planes of the BCC lattice, namely,  = d=
p
3 ' 6:35. For the thickness Lz = 24,
the separation is slightly larger  ' 7:7, as if the system is stretched in the z-direction.
These two cases present overall long-range order although some defects are visible.
However, in Figure 4.13-i we see that the system shows no local order due to the
mismatch between the side length of the BCC unit cell and the slit thickness. The
system cannot keep the body-centered order and form tangent spheres at the same
time.
Before closing the analysis of the results, several comments are in order. It is
well known that the sphere-forming BCP organize in bulk in BCC three dimensional
structure8. The transition between the 2D hexagonal morphology near a non-patterned
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surface and the bulk BCC cell has been studied in refs. [125, 126]. These authors nd
a rst order transition at n  4 between a 2D HEX and a face-centered orthorhombic
unit cell, which smoothly tend to the bulk BCC as the layer lays farther from the
hard surface. Our simulations for LS = 10, which favors the HEX pattern, thus agree
with this experimental nding, particularly when the slit thickness corresponds to eq.
(4.24) and, therefore, the possible distorting eect of the upper hard wall is minimized.
We have found, however, deviations from the expected behavior of 3D HEX packing in
Lz = 26, with the same band periodicity LS = 10. Here the slit thickness is close to but
smaller than the one given in eq. (4.24) with n = 2, and is therefore frustrated. Notice
that with respect to the case Lz = 24, where the upper layer is tangent to the upper wall,
the system discussed forms an additional layer of spherical caps, but not completely
developed as shown in Figure 4.14-a. In Figure 4.14-b, -c and -d, we show the ratio
between the Euclidean distances of the local structure to the 2D HEX and the (110)-
plane of BCC. Large values of this ratio indicates that the local environment is closer
to the (110)-plane of BCC than to the 2D HEX. Despite the fact that the pattern of the
lower surface favors the formation of hexagons, the rst layer (bottom up) displays a
domain arrangement signicantly closer to the (110) BCC than to the HEX. The second
layer, however, shows some more disperse particles surrounded by a HEX environment,
while the upper layer of spherical caps is more hexagonal. Obviously, the upper hard
wall also imposes a strong connement constraint that induces a major packing in
this layer, favoring the 2D HEX. However, it is remarkable that the system shows a
body-centered structure, close to the bulk BCC, near the lower surface, without passing
through intermediate forms of the type of face-centered orthorhombic, as was observed
in refs. [125, 126]. For completeness, in Figure 4.14-e,-f,-g we show the histograms of
the distances between every sphere in a given layer to its six closest neighbors. Two
peaks are clearly distinguished corresponding to the two characteristic distances of the
(110) BCC plane, in the rst and second layer. The ratio, a1=a2, between these two
main distances is the order parameter used to describe the transition from HEX to
BCC in the aforementioned references. From the histograms we approximately obtain
a1 ' 10:8 and a2 ' 12:4, yielding a1=a2 ' 1:15, which conrms that the layer indeed
corresponds to a (110)-plane of a BCC. One can then argue that the formation of partial
spherical caps on the upper surface compresses the structure in the z-direction, since
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 ' 8 instead of 9, as it would correspond to the distance between (110) BCC planes.
This distance is precisely also the separation between layers for a 3D HEX packing.
Therefore the structure is a part of a body-centered rhombohedron (BCR), instead of
the previously observed BCO, due to this compression. It is quite surprising that the
surface density of spheres is the same, despite the fact that the distance between planes
is smaller, as in the close system Lz = 24, which displays a clear 3D HEX packing of the
layers. This can be observed from the ratio of the Euclidean distances as well as from
the histograms in Figure 4.15. This behavior is rather counterintuitive, since the 3D
HEX permits a larger packing density than a BCC for hard spheres. The presence of the
bands seems to hinder the displacements of the system in the x-direction. Hence, with
respect to the HEX arrangement in the Lz = 24 system, here the rst layer presents a
slight shift of the rows of spheres in the y-direction to produce the (100) BCR plane.
The next layer is then allocated at the corresponding position for a (100) BCR plane,
as observed. Hence, the BC rhombohedron seems to have more capacity to absorb
pressure on the structure by favoring displacements along the bands.
A second frustrated system with LS = 10 corresponds to the case Lz = 34, which
corresponds to a slit thickness complying with the formation of three layers of complete
spheres, but not thick enough to form spherical caps. Hence, we have an upper layer of
tangent spheres with some egg-plant defects. The interesting feature of this system is
that the domains adopt an 2D hexagonal packing, but when analyzing the 3D packing,
one observes that is not 3D HEX, but closer to a (111)-plane of face-centered cubic
phase, since the rst and the third layer are not superposed in the xy plane. The
packing density of both 3D structures is, however, the same. Thus, the reason for this
new structure is dicult to nd out and it is even possible that the equilibrium for this
thickness is degenerated with two possible structures of maximum packing.
We have also analyzed systems of Lz = 54 and 56 with the band periodicity LS = 10,
capable of allocating 5 layers of complete spheres, tangent to the upper wall or with
spherical caps in it, respectively. The 3D HEX order is maintained in the Lz = 56,
with a plane separation approximately  = 9:3. As before, the system with tangent
spheres, Lz = 54, produces (111)-planes of a face-centered body, with  ' 9:8, and
many egg-plant defects at the upper layer. However, for LS = 12 we obtain disordered
systems for n  4 layers of complete spheres, even with the appropriate Lz as given in
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Figure 4.13: CDS for sphere-forming BCP conned by solid surfaces. Bottom surface chemically activated
with stripes and top surface neutral. Top and side view of the morphology when the box size is Lx = Ly =
120, Lz = 20 and the stripes have a spacing of (a): LS = 8; (b): LS = 10; (c): LS = 12. Box size
Lx = Ly = 120, Lz = 24 and lattice spacing of the stripes (d): LS = 8; (e): LS = 10; (f): LS = 12. Box
size Lx = Ly = 120, Lz = 36 and lattice spacing of the stripes (g): LS = 8; (h): LS = 10; (i): LS = 12.
eq. (4.25), for both, quenching and annealing.
4.4 Conclusions
In this chapter we have shown that the CDS is a powerful tool to predict the self-
assembly of block copolymers into complex structures. The simulations of sphere-
forming BCP on patterned surfaces conned in a slit, addressed in this work, have been
compared with the experimental data from Park et. al.96 and an almost quantitative
agreement is shown. The comparison is done in terms of only one single characteristic
length, namely, d  N2=3. The size of the domains of a given block seems to play a
secondary role provided that the domain geometry keeps being spherical.
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Figure 4.14: CDS for sphere-forming BCP conned by solid surfaces. Bottom surface chemically activated
with stripes and top surface neutral. Box size Lx = Ly = 120, Lz = 26 and stripes with a spacing of
LS = 10. (a): Top and side view of the morphology. Ratio of the Euclidean distance to HEX symmetry and
distance to BCC symmetry (dHEX=dBCC)(b): lower layer; (c): middle layer; (d): upper layer. Histogram of
the distances of each sphere with its 6 next nearest neighbors (e): lower layer; (f): middle layer; (g): upper
layer.
Figure 4.15: CDS for sphere-forming BCP conned by solid surfaces. Bottom surface chemically activated
with stripes and top surface neutral. Box size Lx = Ly = 120, Lz = 24 and stripes with a spacing of LS =
10. Ratio of the Euclidean distance to HEX symmetry and distance to BCC symmetry (dHEX=dBCC)(a):
lower layer; (b): upper layer. Histogram of the distances of each sphere with its 6 next nearest neighbors
(d): lower layer; (e): upper layer.
Due to this inner simplicity of the problem, the structures that can be formed are
rather limited by the bulk BCP equilibrium conguration and the hexagonal packing
produced by the presence of a hard wall. The main result of this work lies in the
fact that we have shown how chemically patterned surfaces together with suitable
slit thicknesses can select one of these two arrangements and form long-range order
structures, at least of the order of the size of the simulated systems. Along with the
minimal distance between domains d, the system is sensitive to the band periodicity
in relation with the 3D structure that one wishes to promote. In this way, if the band
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periodicity is approximately L0 = d
p
3=2, the rst layer of complete spheres (bottom
up) will naturally be hexagonal. It is additionally required, however, that the slit
thickness is appropriate for a 3D hexagonal cell to develop without conict with upper
surface constraint, as described in eq. (4.24). On the contrary, if the band periodicity
is approximately 2d=
p
3 and the slit thickness is approximately given by eq. (4.25),
the system will naturally develop a BCO structure already from the rst layer. This
fact is signicantly dierent from what occurs in the presence of a non-patterned lower
surface, where the conning eect of the hard wall imposes a preference for a hexagonal
structure. This result is a pure prediction of the CDS since no experiments have been
done under these conditions, to the best of our knowledge.
We have also analyzed frustrated situations to explore the possibility of existence
of exotic structures generated by the constraints, for the same physical system. On one
hand, we have encountered hexagonally packed ordered systems with spheres tangent
to the upper wall, formed on stripes with band periodicity LS = L0, by tuning the
slit thickness to approximately that of eq. (4.26). This type of situations have been
also observed in the experiments. For this type of frustration, the layer separation
 > d
p
2=3 as it would correspond to the perfect 3D HEX. This eect can be caused by
the presence of egg-plant defects, which are deformed domains cut by the upper wall,
to favor the conformation of the BCP chains near the wall, pulling the whole system
up. On the other hand, we also have studied systems whose thickness is in between the
values given by eqs (4.24) and (4.26), both with n = 2 layers of complete spheres. We
have analyzed only the case LS = L0. We have observed that the rst and second layers
have a clear structure of a (110)- plane of a BCC instead of an expected HEX, probably
due to a subtle eect of the bands on the possible displacements of the spheres under
changing external conditions, which deserves further investigation. This case shows a
distance between the layers slightly compressed  < d
p
2=3, which can be attributed
to the presence of incomplete spheres, cut by the wall between its pole and equator,
that push the whole system down. Hence, the ne tuning of the slit thickness is also
of crucial importance to obtain the desired ordered three-dimensional structures.
The analysis carried out in this work suggests that the use of chemical masks on
surfaces, together with the control of the thickness can be a useful tool to create the
desired structure from the self-assembly of BCP. We believe that this is a step forward
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towards the applications of this systems in well controlled fabrication of nanoscopic
devices.
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Conclusions and Future Work
This thesis is divided into two well-dened parts. Here, in this last section we give the
most important conclusions of each part.
In Chapter 2, we have found that the mechanical response of the multilayer lms of
LLDPE/EVOH, in terms of the storage and loss moduli obtained by dynamic mechani-
cal analysis (DMA), can be well predicted by a simple mixing rule based on the mechan-
ical independence of the layers and the negligible role of interfacial eects. Therefore,
the response of the dierent sandwiches with the same overall thickness depends mainly
on the volume fraction of EVOH and not on the number of layers. With this mixing
rule we can obtain an estimate of the response of a given sandwich from the data of pure
components, but only if the sandwich, as well as the lms of pure components, have
been processed under the same conditions. The analysis of destructive tensile prop-
erties indicates that the material is anisotropic with regard to the machine and cross
directions, proving the strong non-equilibrium microscopic structure that remains in
the material after solidifying. The observed properties are compatible with a material
formed by crystallites oriented preferably in a plane orthogonal to the draw direction,
perhaps with bundles of rather oriented bers along the draw direction. Nevertheless,
our macroscopic study cannot directly give insight on the particular structural changes
giving rise to the dierences, and should be complemented with direct observation of
the microstructure of the lms. We can conclude that the particular properties of mul-
tilayered lms are not due to the connement itself but to the eect of the strain and
molecular orientation of the lm in the solidication process. This fact, however, does
not preclude that the connement may play a role on the analyzed properties, but such
105
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a role is not dominant.
In regard to the modeling analyzed in Chapter 3, we have found that the viscoelastic
response of the LLDPE and EVOH bars can be depicted with a simple Generalized
Maxwell (GM) model. However, in the case of the stretched lms, we introduced
a nonlinear term in the model that allow us to obtain a good agreement with the
experimental data. These non-linearlities, which we implemented as correction terms
to the GM model, take into account the stretching of some particular modes due to
the processing conditions, which are customarily assumed to be in the amorphous
fraction. The spectra of relaxation-times obtained show some structural information
about the studied materials. From the analysis of the spectra one can draw several
conclusions. The transformations that the materials suer with the temperature, known
as relaxation transitions and commonly identied with peaks in the tan  curve, are also
visible in the spectra of relaxation-times. With the incorporation of the non-linearities
in the GM model, to comply with the mechanical response of our stretched lms, we
gather information about the main changes on the spectra when the lms are compared
to the bars. We nd that, at the higher temperatures studied, the materials behave
linearly, i.e., well described by the generalized Maxwell model. As the temperature
is lowered, the non-linearites start to become signicant, specially for some relaxation
modes. With regard to the multilayers lms, the construction of spectra through a
weighted superposition of the spectra of the pure constituents, making use of the mixing
rule, shows a similar trend in comparison with the spectra calculated directly from the
experimental storage and loss moduli data. Hence, although the mixing rule depicts
the basic behavior, the breakdown of the superposition is a clear signature of the fact
that intrinsic structural changes occur when we conne the inner layers in the sandwich
lms.
In view of the analysis done in this thesis regarding the rst system, some questions
remain open which will be interesting lines for future research. On the one hand, it
would be very interesting to nd what is the real molecular structure of the stretched
lms. Obviously, these can only be achieved through microscopy and spectroscopy
of dierent types, like atomic force microscopy, transmission electron microscopy, and
small and wide-angle X-ray scattering. Additionally, it would be interesting to have
access to a much wider range of frequencies, for example, through dielectric relaxation
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measurements. With this data new, broader spectra, could be obtained and compared
with the ones given in Chapter 3. Perhaps, important contributions are now hidden
inside the lumped asymptotic parameters, which could be revealed with this kind of
experiments. In this sense, we could check the reality of the encountered peaks as
well as how the nonlinear corrections may change when a much wider spectrum can be
straightforwardly obtained. Finally, we are left with the question about what kind of
motions are underlying the more important peaks found in our materials and, there-
fore, clearly identify the mechanical processes responsible for the observed data in the
DMA experiments. Large scale simulations, of mesoscopic as well as detailed micro-
scopic elements could be useful for establishing these correlation between spectrum and
microscopic behavior.
The last chapter of the thesis, Chapter 4, is devoted to the investigation through
Cell Dynamics Simulations (CDS) of the equilibrium structures that are formed by
sphere-forming block copolymers (BCP) in thin lms onto a chemically patterned sur-
face. The aim is to nd the proper conditions to obtain well-ordered arrays of spheres
useful for many nanotechnological applications. With this purpose, we use a striped
pattern consisting of bands attractive to the one or the other species forming the blocks
of the copolymer, in an alternate way, along the lines of the experimental work of Park
et. al.. We have found that, although the band periodicity has a guiding eect, there is
also an important interplay between this band periodicity and the lm thickness, which
eventually determines the nal structure of the system. The key factor is that the BCP
brings one important characteristic length, d, that accounts for the separation between
spherical domains. Such an intrinsic domain periodicity has to be commensurate with
any of the other two periodicities, namely, the one of the chemical substrate and the
thickness of the layer as well. Hence, when the band periodicity is commensurate with
d, the system organizes its domains into a long-range ordered hexagonal array. It is
additionally required, however, that the slit thickness complies with the appropriate
proportionality for a 3D hexagonal cell to develop without conict with upper surface.
On the other hand, if the band periodicity is slightly larger, the system is prone to
develop a body-centered orthorhombic arrangement of domains when the system thick-
ness is again commensurate with this kind of structure. Additionally, performing a
systematic study for the given band periodicities, we have encountered frustrated situ-
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ations corresponding to lm thicknesses not commensurate with the vertical length of
the natural 3D structure. Hence, the ne tuning of the slit thickness is identied to be
of crucial importance to obtain the desired ordered 3D structures.
With regard to the perspectives for this part of the work, it would be possible now
that a better understanding is reached in terms of the key factors that contribute to
the ordering of the spherical domains, to extend the investigation to other kind of de-
signs in the pattern. New complex morphologies could arise and a better control on
the ordering could be achieved. From a more fundamental point of view, the fact that
the system can change its unit cell under the variation of an external order parameter
like the band periodicity opens the door to the study of these structural transitions.
One can speculate whether this transitions are of second order in analogy with other
morphological transitions occurring, for instance, in metal alloys. From a computa-
tional point of view, the introduction of the discrete free-energy in Chapter 4 is an
essential tool to achieve this goal, namely, to locate the transitions in the space of
parameters and determine its nature. Furthermore, since CDS is a dynamic procedure
it would be rather natural to study the dynamics of the transition in the vicinity of
the critical point. Finally, it would be of a certain interest to analyze more in depth
non-commensurate situations because exotic structures of particular interest could see
the light when putting the system under forced frustration.
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Appendix A
Viscoelastic model
A.1 Continuous Distribution of Maxwell Elements
Let us assume that each species (polymer segments of dierent length) in the sample
contributes with a single response and that the observed behavior is the superposition
of the dierent responses. Thus, the linear viscoelatic response of one single element n
is given by
n(t) =
Z t
0
dt0 ~En(t  t0) _"(t0) (A.1)
with  the stress and ", the unitary elongation. Furthermore, the information concern-
ing time-dependent material behavior is contained in the relaxation modulus,
~En(t) = En e
 t=n (A.2)
where n is the relaxation time and En is the Young modulus of this element. The
simplest model assumes a Hookean expression for this modulus of the form En 
kBT=R
2
F , with RF  an .
Let P (n) be the distribution of the species n in the system. P (n) is positive denite
and normalized such that Z 1
0
dnP (n) = N (A.3)
where N is the total number of modes in the system. Hence, the response of the entire
111
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system is given by
(t) =
Z 1
0
dnn(t) =
Z t
0
dt0
Z 1
0
dnP (n) ~En e
 (t t0)=n

_"(t0) (A.4)
Therefore, using the Laplace transform we come to the conclusion that the complex
Young modulus is
E(!) =
Z 1
0
dnP (n) (i!) ~En(i!) (A.5)
Then, for a generalized Maxwell model, according to the expression for the Laplace
transform of a Maxwell element ~E(s) = Es+1= one has
E(!) =
Z 1
0
dnP (n)
i!En
i! + 1=n
(A.6)
or, what is the same separating the real and the imaginary parts,
E0(!) =
Z 1
0
dnP (n)
(!n)
2En
1 + (!n)2
(A.7)
E"(!) =
Z 1
0
dnP (n)
(!n)En
1 + (!n)2
(A.8)
By construction, the expressions (A.7) and (A.8) satisfy the Kramers-Kronig relations,
due to the causality of the kernel in eq. (A.1). Using the fact that n is a general power
law of the polymerization index of the form a(T )n , the transformation d ln n = d lnn
implies that dn = n d ln  . Finally, one can dene the function
H(n)  P (n)Enn

(A.9)
to arrive at the nal expression
E0(!) =
Z 1
0
d ln 
(!)2H()
1 + (!)2
(A.10)
E"(!) =
Z 1
0
d ln 
(!)H()
1 + (!)2
(A.11)
If one assumes that  = 1=2 and that the dynamics follows the reptation model, as it
corresponds to chains in a melt, and that En  kBT=n, then H()d ln  / kBTP (n)dn,
namely, the function H() is proportional to the spectral distribution of relaxation
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times.
A.2 Operational denition of the Storage and Loss Mod-
uli
In the following the storage and loss moduli are dened in an operational manner
that allows us to obtain measurable quantities even if the response is non-linear. For
completeness, we show that the denition coincides with the customary association of
the storage and loss moduli in the Maxwell model.
The Hookean element can be described through a constitutive equation like
 = E" (A.12)
Let us further assume that " = "0 sin(!t). Hence, the response reads as
 = "0E sin(!t) (A.13)
We now consider the work done by the external forces on the system dW = d". Hence,
the total work done by these external forces in a cycle is
W =
Z 2=!
0
 _" dt = !E"20
Z 2=!
0
sin(!t) cos(!t) dt = 0 (A.14)
due to the fact that this is a reversible work related to a given energy, i.e.
W =
Z "(t)
"(0)
 d" = E
Z "(t)
"(0)
" d" =
1
2
E("(t)2   "(0)2) = 0 (A.15)
because "(0) = "(t), and d" = _"dt.
For the case of the viscous element, the constitutive law is
 =  _" (A.16)
and the response reads
 = "0! cos(!t) (A.17)
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Hence, by evaluating the total work done in a cycle we nd
W =
Z 2=!
0
 _" dt = 
Z 2=!
0
_"2 dt = "20!
2
Z 2=!
0
cos2(!t) dt =
1
2
"20! > 0 (A.18)
In the presence of dissipative forces the external forcing does a positive work on the
system every cycle, which eventually rises its temperature (if isolated), according to
the second law of Thermodynamics.
The work done on the system in a cycle is a convenient way to discriminate the
reversible and irreversible contributions. Hence, in a general case in which one has (t)
caused by a " = "0 sin(!t), one can always state that
W =
Z 2=!
0
(t) _" dt =
Z 2=!
0
(t)! cos(!t) dt (A.19)
gives the dissipative contribution, the rest being reversible work recovered at the end of
the cycle. Therefore, if one denes a deformation phase vector ~" such that its projection
along the y-axis is the deformation and its projection along the x-axis gives the phase
and amplitude of _"=!, one can split  into two components depending on how they
project onto the reversible or irreversible work. We can hence operationally dene the
storage and loss moduli according to
E00(!) =
R 2=!
0 (t) cos(!t) dt
"0=2
(A.20)
and analogously,
E0(!) =
R 2=!
0 (t) sin(!t) dt
"0=2
(A.21)
In the following lines we show how this can be applied to a Maxwell element. To obtain
the functional form of the long-time solution of the constitutive equation,
_
E
+


= _" (A.22)
let us write "(t) = "0e
i!t and (t) = 0e
i(!t+) and substitute it into eq. (A.22). One
has, 
i!0
E
+
0


ei = "0i! (A.23)
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Equating real and imaginary parts of each member, one arrives at
0(!) =
E"0!p
1 + (!)2
; tan  =
1
!
(A.24)
Therefore,
(t) = 0(!) sin(!t+ ) (A.25)
To obtain E0 and E00 we make use of eqs (A.20) and (A.21), then
E0 =
1
"0=2
Z 2=!
0
dt
E"0!p
1 + (!)2
sin(!t+ ) sin(!t) (A.26)
=
E!p
1 + (!)2
cos  (A.27)
E00 =
1
"0=2
Z 2=!
0
dt
E"0!p
1 + (!)2
sin(!t+ ) cos(!t) (A.28)
=
E!p
1 + (!)2
sin  (A.29)
We use tan  = 1=! = sin = cos , to nd that
cos  =
!p
1 + (!)2
sin  =
1p
1 + (!)2
(A.30)
Finally,
E0(!) =
E!p
1 + (!)2
!p
1 + (!)2
=
E(!)2
1 + (!)2
(A.31)
E00(!) =
E!p
1 + (!)2
1p
1 + (!)2
=
E!
1 + (!)2
(A.32)
q.e.d.
It is crucial to realize that the phase  is taken with respect to " and not to _".
A.3 Solution for the Eyring type Equation
To solve eq. (3.16) we use a dimensionless stress   =v and time t  t= . We
consider _" = 0 for t > 0 since the perturbation is considered as a step function, i.e.
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" = "0(t), where (t) is Heaviside's step function. Consequently _" = "0(t). Hence,
_ + sinh = 0 (A.33)
We know that the nal regime is given by the exponential relaxation, that is the solution
of the problem for (0)  1 that we have already analyzed. To study the initial
nonlinear regime, let us rst consider the approximation (0)  1. In this case,
sinh ' (e   e )=2 ' e=2 1, then
_ +
e

2
= 0 (A.34)
that yields a solution
(t) = (0)  ln
 
e
(0)t
2
+ 1
!
'   ln t (A.35)
with t < 1. The last equality follows after an initial regime.t > 2e (0). Moreover,
the crossover between the nonlinear and linear regime is estimated to be given by t  1,
i.e., t   .
On the other hand, the analytical solution of eq. (A.33) is
(t) = ln

1 + tanh((0)=2)e t
1  tanh((0)=2)e t

(A.36)
However, to implement the model, we look for the solution when the extension
(deformation) is sinusoidal. We rewrite the dierential equation (3.16) in terms of the
dimensionless variables, yielding
d
dt
+ sinh =
E"0
v
! cos(!t)  00! cos(!t) (A.37)
with 00  E"0=v. Since we are interested in small deviations from linearity, we can
consider that 00 < 1 and propose a Taylor series for the nonlinear term up to the rst
correction, yielding
_ +  +
3
3
= 00! cos(!t) (A.38)
where we have omitted the asterisk from now on, since we only work with dimensionless
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variables unless explicitly indicated. We then propose a perturbative solution of the
problem in terms of the small parameter 00. The zeroth order term is the solution
of the linear equation, which is precisely the solution of a Maxwell element, given in
eq. (A.24), with (A.23). We will neglect transient terms of the order of e t in the
calculations since only the stationary solution is of our interest.
Hence, the rst order correction satises the dierential equation
_1 + 1 =  
3
6
=  1
6
30(!) sin
3(!t+ ) (A.39)
It is convenient to rewrite the right hand side of eq. (A.39) using the trigonometric
equality
sin3(x) =
1
4
(3 sin(x)  sin(3x)) (A.40)
We nally write
_1 + 1 =   1
24
30(!)[3 sin(!t+ )  sin(3(!t+ ))] (A.41)
The nal solution reads
(t) = 0(!) sin(!t+ )  1
8
30(!)

sin(!t+ )  ! cos(!t+ )
1 + !2
+
1
3
sin(3(!t+ ))  3! cos(3(!t+ ))
1 + 9!2

(A.42)
The loss and storage moduli can be obtained from the integrals (A.20) and (A.21). We
nd
E0 =
E
v
(!)2
1 + (!)2
  E
3"20
43v
(!)4
(1 + (!)2)3
(A.43)
E00 =
E
v
!
1 + (!)2
  E
3"20
83v
(!)3(1  (!)2)
(1 + (!)2)3
(A.44)
Notice that the term proportional to 3! has no eect in the operational storage and
loss moduli that can be obtained in a DMA experiment. This fact does not imply that
such a harmonic response is not present in the stress but that its cumulative eect in
a cycle is zero and, therefore, does not appear in the moduli. Moreover, eq. (A.43)
and (A.44), as they stand, are not the representation of any causal function. This
is due to the fact that the complete solution cannot be cast in a linear relationship
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between stress and strain, due precisely to the cubic contribution of the stress. Hence,
the operational storage and loss moduli are not the Fourier transform of a causal kernel
that should comply with the causality condition, namely, having all the poles such
that i! > 0. The calculation performed here, however, does respect causality and is
physically awless. The issue that we want to emphasize is that the operational moduli,
including the nonlinear contribution, cannot be cast under the form of a causal kernel
satisfying Kramers-Kronig relations because the relation between stress and strain is
not linear.
A.4 Simulated Annealing Algorithm
The simulated annealing algorithm is a metaheuristic method for global optimization
that introduces variations of the spectrum of relaxation-times H() until the given
cost function E reaches its minimum. The cost function used in this work is given in
eq. (3.20), and is quadratic in the variables and has an absolute minimum at E = 0.
The method is close to the Monte Carlo algorithm which, from an arbitrary initial state
H0(), at every step a certain variation Hn+1 = Hn+H is proposed. The new state is
accepted or rejected according to the Metropolis rule, namely, that it is accepted always
that En+1 < En. Moreover, if this condition is not fullled, still the movement can be
accepted if a uniform random number r 2 (0; 1) is smaller than exp[ (En+1   En)=T0],
where T0 is a scale for the permitted jumps in the cost function, which is analogous
to the temperature in a physical system. Allowing uphill jumps in the cost function
permits intermediate solutions to escape from local minima if they are not much deeper
than T0. Constraints, like the positiveness of H(), can easily be imposed during the
search without having to impose the detailed balance condition, because we are not
aiming at sampling the equilibrium state of a physical system. Hence, at large enough
T0 large jumps are permitted. The simulated annealing proposes a progressive decrease
of T0 during the search to reduce the height of the jumps uphill, so that the system
does not escape from the minimum when close to the end. One more comment is in
order: since the range of relaxation-times covers several decades and the values of the
storage and loss moduli are very large, the cost function is very sensitive to variations
in the region  > 1=!min. Hence, among all the trials, we propose moves that keep
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invariant one of the following moments of the relaxation-time spectrum in the long
relaxation-time region at one time
M 0 =
X

ln H() + k (A.45)
M 00 =
X

ln 
H()

(A.46)
Then, after proposing a H() for a given  , the overall ensemble of relaxation-times
is rescaled according to
H 0() = H()

1  H() ln P
 H() ln 

(A.47)
when M 0 is selected. If M" is chosen, one imposes instead a rescaling of the form
H 0() = H()

1  H() ln 

P
 H() ln =

(A.48)
This kind of trials permits us to determine peaks located outside the more sensitive
range of the spectrum, given the collection of experimental frequencies.
We checked that the procedure works rather well by creating a set of values of
E0(!) and E00(!) from a given simple spectrum with two relaxations times 1 = 0:1
and 2 = 12, and the correspondingH(1) = H(2) = 100. Then, we used the algorithm
to recover the spectrum from the values E0(!) and E00(!) and, as expected, the peaks of
the spectrum are found to be precisely in the same position where they were previously
set. In the right hand side of the spectrum, however, the original peak is 2 > 1=!min.
The search algorithm nds the peak but lower than the original one. Moreover, it is
signicantly broadened.
Therefore, it is important to analyze the sensitivity of the cost function to see how
the search of relaxation-times outside 1=!max <  < 1=!min can provide useful results.
Let us calculate the variation of E , as given in eq. (3.20), with a change in the spectrum.
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Figure A.1: On the left-hand side, spectrum of relaxation-times for a set of data of E0(!) and E00(!)
created to be analog to our experimental data using E = i!1H(1)
1+i!1
+ i!2H(2)
1+i!2
with ! 2 [1; 100], 1 = 0:1
and 2 = 12, and the corresponding H(1) = H(2) = 100. On the right-hand side, the generated values
are represented by the red crosses, while the recovered values from the model are represented by a green
solid line.
That is,
E = @E
@H()
H() =
X


2

1  E
0

E0exp;

ln 
E0exp;
(!)
2
1 + (!)2
+2

1  E
00

E00exp;

ln 
E00exp;
!
1 + (!)2

H() (A.49)
where  runs over the experimental frequencies and  indexes the relaxation-time. In
the region  << 1=!max, this expression can be cast under the form
E = A2 +BH() (A.50)
where A and B are constants, independent of the relaxation-times. Hence, the sensitiv-
ity of the cost function with the relaxation-time decreases as  ! 0. Then, the error
in the estimate of the height of H() thus increases inversely proportional to 1=. In
the other side of the spectrum,  >> 1=!min, one has
E =

C +D
1


H() (A.51)
In this case, the sensitivity is practically constant, independent of the relaxation-time.
Thus, in this part of the spectrum the uncertainty is not in the high of H() but in
the location of the peaks, due to the fact that the variation of the cost function with
the location of the peaks goes to zero as 1=. These features are perfectly seen in
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the obtained spectra, which are particularly at in the large  region, reecting this
insensitivity. In Figure A.1 we observe exactly this eect.
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A.5 Asymptotic Coecients of the Model
T(C) k  R01 R2"
90 4.77106 1.07104 0.0013 1.37103
70 1.14106 2.61104 0.0028 3.30102
50 9.43106 3.31104 0.0078 1.07103
30 5.98107 2.99104 0.0170 2.95104
10 1.42108 3.66104 0.0216 8.02104
-10 2.45108 8.62104 0.0260 1.09105
-30 4.36108 1.06103 0.0386 1.75105
-50 7.05108 8.51102 0.0317 2.08105
-70 8.56108 1.57103 0.0606 3.79105
-90 1.01109 2.32103 0.0916 4.92105
Table A.1: Asymptotic coecients for the LLDPE bar as obtained from the GM model trough equation
(3.20)
T(C) k  R01 R2"
90 1.67108 7.45104 0.0198 7.43104
70 2.77108 2.11105 0.0496 6.46104
50 6.29108 2.29105 0.1083 2.75105
30 1.32109 1.41105 0.2032 6.43105
10 1.58109 1.85105 0.1497 7.36105
-10 1.79109 1.52105 0.2688 9.84105
-30 1.95109 3.50104 0.1790 1.02106
-50 2.22109 5.34103 0.2254 9.42105
-70 2.53109 6.34103 0.2487 9.67105
-90 2.74109 5.26103 0.1728 1.13106
Table A.2: Asymptotic coecients for the EVOH bar as obtained from the GM model trough equation
(3.20)
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T(C) k  R01 R2"
90 1.85107 4.50 0.0001 1.29104
70 2.58107 5.57103 0.0075 1.08104
50 4.08107 3.99104 0.0046 2.10104
30 4.33107 1.29105 0.0331 2.02104
10 6.25107 1.04105 0.0306 3.30104
-10 2.33108 1.44103 0.0599 1.14105
-30 7.12108 5.16105 0.1469 2.00105
-50 1.25109 4.66105 0.1791 5.64105
-70 1.63109 1.36105 0.2009 6.37105
Table A.3: Asymptotic coecients for the LLDPE 25m lm as obtained from the GM model trough
equation (3.30)
T(C) k  R01 R2"
50 3.58108 1.64103 0.0681 1.57105
30 1.38109 7.87105 0.2896 5.38105
10 2.65109 2.35106 0.4129 8.26105
-10 2.98109 2.77106 0.3743 5.07105
-30 3.73109 2.88106 0.5856 2.45106
-50 4.32109 1.61106 0.3703 1.17106
-70 4.90109 1.23104 0.5591 2.11106
Table A.4: Asymptotic coecients for the EVOH 25m lm as obtained from the GM model trough
equation (3.30)
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Appendix B
Cell Dynamics Simulation
B.1 Qualitative analysis of the system
To have an intuitive idea about the meaning of the parameters that we use in the
simulations, let us address here a qualitative analysis.
The extremes of H[	 ], eq. (4.8), are given by
	0 = 0 (B.1)
	 =  v(1  2f)
2u

s
v(1  2f)
2u
2
  
0
u
(B.2)
Hence, the critical point is given by  0c = v2(1   2f)2=4u, where the second term in
(B.2) vanishes. If  0 <  0c, the two roots in eq. (B.2) are real and correspond to two
minima of H[	 ]. The third root 	 = 0 corresponds to a maximum. Instead, if  >  0c,
only one real solution 	 = 0 exists, which corresponds to a minimum. Approximately,
the values of 	 set the relative volume occupied by each block, due to the order
parameter conservation and that the integral of 	 over the volume is zero. Hence, due
to this latter fact, it has to be further required that  0 < 0 to have 	+ > 0, which is
the only situation with physical meaning for the problem formulated by eq. (4.7). We
consider that  0 < 0 from now on. For some of the values of  0 the elds 	 are not
in agreement with eq. (4.5). This is a drawback of the used mapping function, which
should be interpreted as an expansion for small 	 of a more complex H, in the spirit of
the Ginzburg-Landau theory. However, the the free-energy functional is still physically
meaningful and therefore, the simulation results are qualitatively signicant. Although
125
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one could not extract precise values of the volume fractions of each block from 	 , the
eld indicates the separation between A-rich regions 	  from B-rich regions 	+.
Secondly, if  0 < 0 the system separates into the aforementioned A  and B rich
regions, which will take characteristic form and size. Let us consider that the system
forms spheres which distribute in space in an ordered structure with a unit cell, whose
lateral size d characterizes the distance between spheres. The volume of such unit
cell is of the order of d3, since prefactors are ignored along the analysis. Hence, the
conservation of the order parameter implies
m
4
3
R3s	
+  

L3  m4
3
R3s

j	 j  0 (B.3)
where m is the number of cells in the system and L3 is the total volume. Hence,
m  L
3
d3
(B.4)
Therefore,
Rs  d 1=3 (B.5)
where we have introduced the parameter
 
 j	 j
	+ + j	 j

(B.6)
Therefore, the relative size of the domains of each block are determined not only by
the characteristic size of the cell d, but also by the values taken by 	.
The scaling of the lateral dimension of the cell as well as the characteristic size of the
	+ region in the model parameters is determined by the balance between the interface
Fs and connectivity Flr free-energy terms, since the eect of the mapping function is
to cause the phase separation into two bulk phases. Thus,
Fs[	(~r)] + Flr[	(~r)] =
Z
d~r

D
2
jr	 j2 + B
2
Z
d~r 0G(~r   ~r 0)	(~r)	(~r 0)

(B.7)
In the strong segregation limit90 the interface thickness between 	+ and 	 , namely
, is much smaller than the polymer size. Thus, we can derive the scaling form of the
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rst term Fs Z
d~r
D
2
jr	 j2  D	
2
2
R2sm  DL3
	2

2=3
d
(B.8)
where use has been made of the fact that the integrand is of the order of 	2=2 and
is only dierent from zero in the volume occupied by the interfacial region R2sm =
R2sL
3=d3. Eqs. (B.4) and (B.5) are also used in the last similarity. On the other hand,
the second term in eq. (B.7) scales as
B
2
Z
d~r
Z
d~r 0G(~r   ~r 0)	(~r)	(~r 0)  BL3	
2
d
d3  BL3	2d2 (B.9)
where we have assumed that the outer integral is of the order of L3 and that the inner
integral of the propagator is of the order of (	2=d) d3, since beyond d the alternation
of 	 makes its contribution to the inner integral very small. Such scaling form is
independent of whether the geometry is spherical, cylindrical or lamellar, since the
inner integral is dominated by the shortest distance due to the 1=r-dependence of the
integrand. Hence, using in eq. (B.7) the scaling forms of the surface and long-range
contributions given, respectively, in eqs. (B.8) and (B.9), yields
F  DL3	
2


d
+BL3	2d2 (B.10)
with  = 2=3 for spheres. Minimizing this last equation with respect to d, one can
estimate that the characteristic distance between structures scales as
d 
 
D2=3
B
!1=3
 d02=9 (B.11)
The last equality is a denition of d0 to highlight the dependence in . Since B  N 2,
according to eq. (4.12), we recover the scaling d  N2=3 of Ohta and Kawasaki90, as
well as the dependence in the interfacial thickness. The weak segregation limit can
be recovered by realizing that the surface contribution scales as B	2L3=d2 since the
interfacial thickness is   d itself. Thus, in this latter case we also recover the scaling
form for the weak segregation limit d  (D2=3=B)1=4  N1=2 74. We will only consider
the strong segregation limit from now on.
Repeating the calculation but assuming that the system arranges in parallel cylin-
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ders, one also nds an estimate of the radius Rc of the cylinder Rc  d 1=2, and the
exponent  = 1=3. d is found to scale as
d 
 
D1=2
B
!1=3
= d0
1=6 (B.12)
Similarly, lamellae thickness is given by the relation Rl  d  and  = 0. Then
d 

D
B
1=3
= d0 (B.13)
Notice that the scaling law N2=3 is the same as for the spherical case for both cylinders
and lamellae90.
The scaling analysis cannot predict the relative stability of the dierent structures,
which can be found in90, due to the importance of the neglected prefactors. However,
inserting the obtained scaling forms of d, given in eqs. (B.11), (B.12), and (B.13) into
the scaling form of the free energy, one obtains
F  	2L3Bd20  (B.14)
with  = 4=9 ' 0:44, for spheres,  = 1=3 ' 0:33 for cylinders and  = 0 for lamel-
lae. Hence, the value of the exponent  indicates that low values of  will favor the
formation of spheres, while values close to 1 will produce lamellae, with a transition to
cylinders in between. Although the analysis is qualitative, it gives an idea about the
role played by the parameters of the model under study. These results are in agreement
with the detailed analysis of the phase diagram given in ref.90. Moreover, eq. (B.14)
also qualitatively explains why within our model and parameters annealing produces
cylinders early in the evolution while quenching produces directly spheres.
B.2 Euclidean distance between structures
In order to perform a quantitative analysis of the obtained structures, we introduce an
Euclidean distance between the local environment of spheres and two relevant patterns
for our system. Focusing on the 2D arrangements, these ideal patterns are the hexagonal
(HEX) arrangement and a (110)-plane of a body-centered cube (BCC) distribution. In
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Figure B.1 we sketch two layers of spheres arranged according to these two structures
Figure B.1: Characteristic distribution of spheres; (a): hexagonal symetry, (b): (110)-plane of a BCC
symetry. The central sphere with the six coplanar nearest-neighbors are represented by lled circles, while
the nearest neighbors of the adjacent layer are represented by open circles.
To evaluate such a Euclidean distance, we proceed as follows. For each sphere we
identify its center and the ones of its 6 nearest-neighbors within the same plane, parallel
to the surface, and containing the center of the former (within a tolerance of 4 lattice
spacings, corresponding to a half sphere radius up and down its center). To locate
these centers we have used a method based on a large collection of code-vectors, which
dynamically move down the gradient of 	 to cluster around the points of low 	 ' 	 .
Then, a clustering identication based on the closeness of the code-vectors permits to
discriminate the code-vectors belonging to each domain and assign a centroid to it.
Cylinders on the bottom wall are excluded.
The positions of the 6 neighbors' centers with respect to the central sphere's center
dene a 18-dimensional vector ~v describing the local structure of the central domain.
The distance between two of these structures, namely ~v = (~v1; ~v2; : : : ; ~v6) and ~a =
(~a1;~a2; : : : ;~a6), is simply dened as
2(~v;~a) =
6X
k=1
0 X
=x;y;z
(v;perm(k)   a;k)2 (B.15)
The prime stands for the fact that a given ordering of the vectors of one of the structures
(say ~v) is implied. The ordering is dened by simultaneously rotating the six 3D vectors
of ~v until ~v1 is parallel to ~a1. Then, we calculate all permutations of the identiers of the
remaining vectors perm(k), to compare with the set ~a = (~a1;~a2; : : : ;~a6), which contains
a xed ordering of the vectors. We further calculate perm(k) for each permutation. We
repeat the operation rotating again the initial structure but now aligning ~v2 with ~a1
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and calculating the permutations of all remaining vectors and the associated distances.
After the rotation of all six vectors,  is taken as the minimum of all the calculated
's. This procedure is intended to remove any bias in the identication of who is who
when comparing two structures.
The norm of ~v is dened as
jj~vjj2 
6X
k=1
X
=x;y;z
v2 (B.16)
To calculate the distance according to eq. (B.15), ~v has been previously normalized
such that jj~vjj = p6, which is the norm of the HEX and BCC patterns as we have
dened them in Table 1.
A pattern is thus also dened as a 18-dimensional vector whose norm, from eq.
(B.16) is taken to be 6 by denition. The two planar patterns considered are dened
by the six positions given in Figure B.1.
Hence, the distance between the obtained local structure and the HEX (or BCC)
pattern is calculated as (~v; ~w) where the vectors ~w dening the pattern are given in
Table B.1.
HEX BCC
x y z x y z
a1N 1 0 0 1 0 0
a2N 1=2
p
3=2 0 1=2 1=
p
2 0
a3N  1=2
p
3=2 0  1=2 1=p2 0
a4N  1 0 0  1 0 0
a5N  1=2  
p
3=2 0  1=2  1=p2 0
a6N 1=2  
p
3=2 0 1=2  1=p2 0
Table B.1: Characteristic vectors dening a hexagonal arrangement (HEX) and a (110)-plane of a body-
centered cubic (BCC) arrangement. N is the norm of the 18-dimensional vector, according to eq. (B.16),
divided by
p
6. For the HEX N = 1, while for the BCC N =p5=6
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